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Florida and the Environment: 
From "La Florida" to Global Warming 

2008 Jillian Prescott 
Memorial Lecture 

by Duane E. De Freese 

S tephen Hawking's book, A Brief History in Timebegins with a 
short passage about a well-known scientist giving a public lec- 
ture on astronomy and the meaning of the universe.. . 

"He described how the earth &ts around the sun and how the sun, 
in turn, around the center of a vast colleda of stars called 
our play. At the end of the lecture, a little old lady in the back of 
the room got up and said. "What you hawe told us is rubbish. The 
warld is r d y  afIatpIate suppald a the back of a giant tortoke." 
The scientist gave a s u p . 0 ~  smile before replying, '%%at is the fm- 
toise standing on?" Youh  very clever, young man, very clever" 
said the old lady. "But i ts  tud4+zs all the way down!" 

Hawking goes on to say "Most pe@le wouldfind the picture of our u n t  
verse as an i n w t e  tower of tortoises rather ridiculous, but why do we think 
we know better?" * Hawking presented this story to provide a per- 

Duane E. De Freese was a Visiting Associate Scientist and Interim Director, College 
of Sciences and Department of Biology, University of Centd Florida at the time of 
the lecture. He is currently Vice President of Science and Business Development at 
Aquafiber Technologies cbrporation, Orlando. The author wishes to thank Richard 
Preseott for hi support of the Jillian Prescott Memorial Lecture and the UCF College 
of Sciences and Department of Biology. He also thanks Charles Ross Hinkle and 
Randall W. Parkinson for their editorial review of the manuscript. 
1. Stephen Hawking, A Brief Histiny in Time: Fronz the Big Bang to Black Holes (New 

York: Bantam Books, 1988), 1. 
2. Ibid. 



spective about scientific ideas, empirical data, history, and the 
search to understand the origin and ultimate fate of our universe. 
How does this story relate to the theme of the 2008 Florida 
Historical Society Annual Meeting and the Jillian Prescott 
Memorial Lecture (librida and the Environment: From "La Rorida" to 
GWal Warming)? Knowledge about the history of our planet is 
essential to understand the complex geological, chemical, physical 
and biological systems that sustain life on Earth. An understand- 
ing of both history and science, with an appreciation for the com- 
plexity of spatial and temporal scale, is a fundamental first step to 
prepare society for the scientific and human implications of glob- 
al climate change. 

Global climate change is one of the great scientific and social 
challenges of the 2lSt cen6x-y. It is an issue that connects the ecolog 
ical and human dimensions of science across all levels of a global soci 
ety (i.e. from small-scale local concerns of rural coastal communities 
to globahcale poverty, hunger and disease). Climate change has 
generated concern and controversy among people and nations 
around the world. For the k t  time in the history of Earth, over 6.6 
billion people inhabit the planet, with millions of people and trillions 
of dollars of infrastructure at risk from climate change? Over 53 per- 
cent of the nation's population lives within the narrow ribbon of 
coastal land that represents 17 percent of the contiguous land area of 
the United States? While global population projections for coastal 
areas vary from study to study, with much discussion regarding 
methodologies and accuracy, estimates suggest that half the global 
population (about 3.2 billion people) lives in a coastal margin just 
200 kilometers wide.5 A 2003 study estimated the global "near- 
coastal population" within 100 km of a shoreline and 100 m of sea , 
level at 1.2 billion people.6 Regardless of the actual population size, 

3. RJ. Nichols, et al., "Ranking Port Cities with High Exposure and Vulnerability 
to Climate Extremes: Exposure Estimates," OECD Environment Working 
Papers, No. 1 (OECD Publishing). 

4. C. Crossett, T.J. Culliton, P.C. Wiley, and T.R Goodspeed, "Population 
Trends Along the Coastal United States: 1980-2008," Coastal Trends Series, 
National Oceanic and Atmosperic Admistration, National Ocean Service 
Special Project. 

5. Don Hinrichsen, Coastal W m  of the W& T m  Threats and Strategies 
(Washington DC: Island Press, 1999); Hinrichsen, Ocean PhM in Decline (Online 
Publication posted 19 February 2008. http: //www.peopleandplanet.net/ 
do~.php?id=429&section=6. 

6. C. Small and RJ. Nicholls, "A Global Analysis of Human Settlement in Coastal 
Zones," Volume 19, No. 3 (2003), Jwml of Coastal Research: 584599. 



it is clear that climate change and sea level rise will present over- 
whelming challenges to a coastal world already impacted by a variety 
of non~limate related issues (i.e. population growth, infr-astructure 
challenges, loss of natural coastal resources, declining fisheries, vul- 
nerability to storm and flooding events, et aL). Recent projections 
suggest that impacts will be experienced in 84 coastal developing 
countries representing 5 regional departments of the World ~ank.' 
The list includes: Latin America and the Caribbean (25 countries); 
Mid-East and North Africa (13 countries) ; Sub43ahara.n Afiica (29 
countries); East Asia (13 countries) and South Asia (4 countries). In 
2007, Dasgupta et ul  provided a sobering view of the scope of the 
threat: "A sea leuel lice of 39 inches (1 m&q) would turn about 56 million 
pwpk in 84 darelapzng countries into reft.gws. @ Most developing coastal 
nations, islands and communities lack the capacity to manage coastal 
population growth or to develop and implement comprehensive 
coastal management plans that can provide resiliency to the synergis- 
tic impacts of climate change and sea level rise. These impacts will 
be complex and will occur at multiple scales. The United States, a 
wealthy, post-industrial country with a strong institutional capacity to 
respond to emergencies, now understands the scope of the potential 
challenges after Hurricane K a e a  in 2005. Katrina made l a n d .  as 
a Category 3 humcane on the morning of August 29,2005, in south- 
east Louisiana. The surprising scale of the storm surge, property 
damage, human population displacement and economic loss was a 
hard lesson learned about the value of comprehensive, proactive 
planning for natural and human-caused catastrophes. As we think 
about the implications of global climate change and sea level rise, it 
is important to remember Humcane Katrina was a single, regional- 
scale, shortduration weather wenL 

While scientists continue to fine-tune methodologies for 
coastal population and climate change projections, there are sever- 
al undeniable truths: 1. A significant portion of the world's popu- 
lation lives near the coast; 2. The coastal economy is important to 
the global economy; and 3. Coastal communities face a complex 

7. S. Dasgupta, B. Laplante, C. Meisner, D. Wheeler, and J. Yan, "The Impact of 
Sea Level Rise on Developing Countries: A Comparative Analysis," World 
Bank Policy Research Working Paper 4136. 

8. Ibid As quoted by Deborah Zabarenko, Environmental Correspondent, 
Thomson Reuters news agency in "Sea level rise could hit poor countries 
hard: study" (13 February 2007). http://www.reuters.com/article/ 
scienceNews/id USN 134044052007021 3. 



mosaic of risks fkom the immediate impacts of beach erosion on 
infrastructure to the long-term implications of climate change and 
sea level rise. For Florida, and coastal states and nations through- 
out the world, climate change and the effects of sea level rise will be 
felt most harshly. Global climate change and sea level rise present 
environmental, social, economic and technological challenges, as 
well as opportunities, that will influence human quality-of-life for 
the next century and bey~nd.~  This scenario presents a great need 
and opportunity for natural scientists, social scientists, human 
health scientists and management systems experts to work together 
and with coastal communities at risk, to prepare for the future. 

FLORIDA - SHAPED BY THE SEA 
The geological history of Florida and our human perceptions 

about the Florida peninsula have been shaped by our close connec- 
tion to the sea. Much of Florida's history has been recorded in the 
rocks and sediments of the Florida plateau. This history spans the 
Paleozoic, Mesozoic and more than half of the Cenozoic era.1° 
Formed about 530 million years ago by a combination of volcanic 
activity and marine sedimentation during the early Ordovician 
~eriod,ll the Florida Plateau has supported terrestrial ecosystems for 
only 25 million years12 (a relatively short time in the geological time 
fi-arne). Since its emergence from the sea, the Florida plateau has 
been continually changed by global sea levels and the forces of the 
ocean. Geologists believe that Cenozoic sea levels in Florida fluctuat- 
ed from several hundred feet or more above present level to several 
hundred feet below present level sea level.13 Throughout its history, 
from the earliest records of terrestrial life in Florida to the first arrival 
of PaleeIndian near the end of the last ice age (10,000-12,000 years 

9. Core Writing Team, RR Paschauri, and A. Reisinger (eds.), Climate Change 
2007: Synthesis Reporl. Contribution of Wmking Gmups I, II and LT to the Fourth 
Assmrnent Report of the Intmpmmental Panel on Climate Change (Geneva: 
IPCC, 2007). 

lo. S.D. Webb, ")Iistorical Geography," in E c o s y s ~  of libidu, R. L. Meyers and 
J.J. Ewe1 (eds.) (Orlando: University of Central Florida Press, 1990): 70-100. 

11. G. M. Men and M.B. Main, M's Geobg~al History and Geological RRFources, 
Florida Geological Survey Special Publication Number 35 (Tallahassee: Division 
of Resource Management, Department of Environmental Protection, 2005). 

12. Ibid. 
13. E. Lane, ed., M ' s  Geolo@ History and Geological Resources, Florida 

Geological Survey Special Publication Number 35 (Tallahassee: Division of 
Resource Management, Department of Environmental Protection, 1994), 
available online at http://purl.fcla.edu/fcla/dl/UFO0000124.pdf. 



ago)14 to our present concerns about the future of Florida in a 
changing world, Florida has remained a complex and unique gee 
logical and biological feature of North America. What does this his- 
toly tell us? The Florida peninsula has changed slowly over time. It 
will continue to change in response to climatological, sociological, 
ecological and technological conditions. Climate change and sea 
level rise are two issues, among many others, that must be recognized 
and understood. The question is: Are we prepared to address and 
respond to these potential global+cale changes? 

An understanding of the geological history of Florida provides 
important scientific and historical insights into the changes that 
may come in the 21" century and beyond. While the Florida 
peninsula has changed shape and size with the ebb and flow of gla- 
ciers affecting sea level rise, there is a fundamental difference 
today from past glacial and interglacial periods: for the first time 
in history, Florida has over 1'7 million residents with '78 percent of 
Florida's housing and infrastructure located in high-risk shoreline 
counties and properties at or near mean sea level.15 

FROM "LA  FLORIDA^ TO GLOBAL WARMING: 
CHANGING HUMAN PERSPECTIVES 

In the brief history of time that spans the naming of "La 
Florida" by Spanish conquistador, Ponce de Le6n in 151 3; the first 
Florida census in 1830 (that documented 34,730 people concen- 
trated primarily in the Panhandle region);16 and this first decade 
of the 2lSt century, our perception of Florida and its relationship 
to the global ocean has changed. Those changes in human per- 
ception can be graphically illustrated by comparing the earliest 
depictions of the Florida peninsula (Girolamo Ruscelli's Nueua  hi.^ 
pania tabula nova, Venice, 1561) with various Florida maps that 
were created over the centuries" and Google EarthTM today.18 

14. Ibid. 
15. J. Kildow, Phase U Florida's Ocean and Coastal Report, National Ocean Economics 

Program (Tallahassee, Fla: Florida Oceans and Coastal Council, 2008). 
16. S.K. Cody, "Florida's Population Center Migrates Through History," Florida 

Focus 1 (2) : 1-5. 
1'7. Florida Historical Map Collection, P.K. Yonge Library of Florida History, 

University of Florida, Gainesville, m. Online at http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/ 
spec/pkyonge/fhmaps.h tml. 

18. Google EarthTM is a virtual globe, map and geographic information program 
that was created by Keyhole, Inc. (as Earth Viewer), a company acquired by 
Google in 2004. 



Our enlightened understanding of the Florida peninsula, its vatit 
coastline, and its relationship to a global ocean paralleled 
advances in navigational technologies, improvement in navigation- 
al mapping methodologies, and growth in first-hand knowledge' 
derived with each and every new explorer and exploration. While 
representative maps of Florida fiom the 15~-19" centuries provide 
evidence about how our perceptions of the shape of the Florida 
peninsula evolved, it was the first U.S. Army photo of Earth from 
space in 1946,19 followed by the first television images of space in 
the 1960s2* that began a "sea changen2l in our understanding of 
planet Earth and the peninsula of Florida. The scale of Earth 
observations from space created a paradigm shift in our under- 
standing of the planet. This shift is often associated with publica- 
tion of the first "Blue Marble" photo taken by the NASA Apollo 17 
crew on December 7, 1972 as they left Earth's orbit for the last 
manned-mission to the moon. "With the sun at tb ir  backs, the m 
had a p@ectlj lit view of the blue planet. That image changed f m e r  our 
percqtion of ~ a r t h .  *2 It would take three decades of advancing 
NASA space technologies, Earth observations fiom space, and the 
resulting explosion of global ocean scientific knowledge to begin 
to piece together the data needed to unravel the story of the ocean 
planet, climate change and sea level rise. It will take a decade or 
more to realize fully the social and environmental implication of 
these global changes. 

19. In l W ,  rockethome cameras gave us our first black and white look at Earth 
h m  beyond the atmosphere. The view of Earth was from a camera on V-2 #13, 
launched October 24,1946. See Tony R c t i c W t ,  "The First Photo From Space," 
Air &' Space Mag- 1 November 2006. The photo and article can be viewed at 
h t t p : / / w w w . a i r s p a c e m a g . c o m / s p a c e e x p l o r a t i o n / F E l .  
Photo credit, White Sands W i e  Range/Applied Physics Laboratory. 

90. PdaM Earth f h m  TZBOS 1: First TV Image. NASA, Television InfraRed 
Observational Satellite (TIROS) . 

21. Silvia Earle coined the term "Sea Change" as the title of her book Sea 
Change: A Message of the Oceans (New York: Fawcett Columbine, 1995). 
This tern is now widely used to describe environmental transformation in 
thinking. The original expression is credited to Shakespeare, taken from 
The Tempest. 

22. NASA "Blue Marble" quote by National Geographic "Milestones in Space 
Photography." http://photography.nationalgeographic.com/photography/ 
photos/milestones-space-photography.htm1. 
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND FLORIDA: SCIENCE AND HISTORY 
COME TOGETHER 

Forward-thinking discussions about climate change and its 
impacts on the human condition will require an understanding of 
biogeochemical processes, global trends, and the complex ecolog- 
ical, economic and social forces that drive, and are driven by, glob 
al change. A failure to understand these issues in the context of 
human and geological history will limit society's ability to identlfy 
and implement meaningful solutions and social adaptation strate- 
gies. 

While concerns about climate change have now been branded 
into the public consciousness with former Vice President Al Gore's 
bestselling book and documentary, An Inconvenient Truth (2006), 
it is important to recognize that the science of climate change is 
not new. The history of climate change science was recently docu- 
mented in the book, The DZScowery of Global Wanning by Spencer R. 
Weartg3 First published in 2003, and revised in 2008, this work 
documented the historic evolution of climate change science and 
the transformation of scientific inquiry and knowledge to public 
understanding and civic action. The earliest scientific discussions 
date back to the 1800s. As examples, in 1827, French mathemati- 
cian, Jean-Baptiste Fourier is thought to be one of the first scien- 
tists to use a greenhouse analogy. In 1896, Swedish scientist, 
Svante Arrhenius, considered the implications of atmospheric CO, 
concentration (@KO2) changes. Arrhenius completed the first 
mathematical model that linked C02 to global temperature. In 
1957, U.S. oceanographer, Roger Revelle (in an often cited publi- 
cation) warned that humanity was conducting a "largescale geo- 
physical experiment" on the planet by releasing greenhouse 
gases." Although our understanding of global climate change 
has grown over the past two centuries, many scientific questions 
remain about long-term trends, accuracy of predictive models, 
adaptive resilience of ecosystems and species, and potential socio- 
logical and economic impacts. 

23. Spencer R Weart, The L)lscousry of GEoQaE W m i n g  (Revised and Expanaea 
Edition) (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2008). Also see history 
of climate change timeline available online at http://www.aip.org/ 
history/climate/. 

24. R. Revelle and H.E. Suess, "Carbon dioxide exchange between atmosphere 
and ocean and the question of an increase of atmospheric C02 during the 
past decades," Tellus 9 (1957) : 18-27. 



Today, most climate change discussions reference the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The IPCC is 
a scientific intergovernmental body established in 1988 by the 
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and by the United 
Nations Environment Program (UNEP) to provide the decision- 
makers and others interested in climate change with an objective 
source of information about climate change.25 The IPCC has eval- 
uated climate change risks based on the latest scientific, technical 
and socioeconomic literature produced worldwide relevant to the 
understanding of the risk of human-induced climate change, its 
observed and projected impacts, and options for adaptation and 
mitigation. In its Fourth Assessment Report (2007), the IPCC 
declared, "Warning of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now mi- 
dentf im observations of increases in global average air and ocean temper- 
atures, widespead melting of snow and ice and rising global average sea 
Zeve~"~~ Even with this declaration of scientific consensus, debate 
continues among scientists, citizens and policy makers about cli- 
mate change trends, uncertain ties, risks, causes, and appropriate 
human responses. When we consider the scope and emotional 
tenor of this debate, much can be learned from history. An historic 
example can be found by looking back to the writings of Stephen 
Jay Gould (1941-2002). Gould was a paleontologist, Alexander 
Agassiz chair in Zoology at Harvard University, and one of the pre- 
mier science essayists and communicators of the 20" century. It 
was through an appreciation of history that Gould came to under- 
stand the complex evolutionary pathway for societal and scientific 
acceptance of scientific methodology and the development of sci- 
entific theory. In one of his many essays, 'The Validation of 
Continental  rift,"*^ GOuld wrote about his personal excitement 
of living through the scientific validation and eventual universal . 

acceptance of the theory of continental drift (a debate that took 
place within the scientific community from 1967 through the ', 

1977). When the theo was first proposed by Alfred Lothar 
+-7. 

7 !. 

25. Paschauri and Reisinger, eds, Climate Change 2007. 
26. Bid. 
27. Stephen Jay Gould, "The Validation of Continental Drift," in Ever Since 

Darwin: Re$ecti.ms in Natural History (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
1977). This essay was reprinted in The Richness of Lije: The Essential Stephen Jay 
Got&, Steven Rose, ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2006), 290- 
296.. 



Wegener (18801930) in 1912 and supported with evidence in 
1915 with his publication of The Origin of Continents and Oceans, it 
was met with harsh criticisms and disbelief from the scientific com- 
munity. Gould recognized in his essay that during the period of 
'nearlj universal rgection" of the theory, 'direct Euidence for continental 
drip - that is, the data gatheredfmm rocks exposed on our continents - was 
every bit as good as it is today." Gould concluded that the continen- 
tal drift theory was rejected because no one had developed a phys- 
ical mechanism or explanation for continental plates to "plow 
thmgh an aIbparently solid oceanjlow.." Once that geological mech- 
anism was recognized, a rapid transformation (almost an 
epiphany) in scientific acceptance occurred after a halfcentury of 
scientific rejection. Stephen Jay Gould concluded, 'Many readm 
may be disturbed bg my a?gummts for the fYrcfYrcmag of theory. Does it not 
lead to dogmatism and disrespect forfot ? It can, of coumeI but it need not. 
The hson of history holds that theories are mmthraun by rival theories? not 
that orthodoxies are urn-le. " 

Stephen Jay Gould's essay and quotations resonate today as we 
watch the scientific and political debate that revolves Bround cli- 
mate change and "global warming." While the scientific evidence 
of climate change and global warming has been presented as 
'unequivocal" by the IPCC in 2007,28 there is much we still do not 
know about how natural and human systems will respond to glob- 
al changes in climate. These uncertainties coupled with the heat- 
ed and political nature of the climate change debate have 
generated a continuum of public responses that includes total 
acceptance and belief, skepticism, denial, ambivalence and even 
conspiracy.29 Many uncertainties still exist in our scientific knowl- 
edge of CO, and sea level rise (i.e. carbon budgets, sequestration, 
storage and flux in complex natural and built ecosystems; projec- 
tions for Antarctic ice sheet melting; solar forcing; and natural 
ocean oscillations). Similar uncertainties exist in our understand- 
ing of ecosystem and species responses to changing environments 
(i.e. resiliency and adaptation responses to temperature, pH, and 
changes in weather events like rainfall, drought and tropical 
cyclone frequency and intensity). But science has provided a 
wealth of knowledge through independent, peer-reviewed 

28. Paschauri and Reisinger, Climu& C h a w  2007. 
29. C.C. Horner, Red Hot L k  (Washington DC: Regnery Publishing, Inc., 2008). 
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research to clearly demonstrate that climate change and sea level 
rise threaten people and natural ecosystems at a global scale. To 
address the need for expanded knowledge and understanding 
about ecosystem services, processes and resiliency, continued sup 
port for leadingedge, peer-reviewed scientific research at both 
local and global scales is essential. We need to increase funding 
for scientific research, technology development and adaptive 
coastal management planning in Florida. 

As scientists and concerned citizens, it should be perfectly rea- 
sonable and acceptable for science and society to debate with vigor 
and passion the details and uncertainties of climate change. That 
debate is the foundation of good science and responsible policy. 
What is important in these debates is that the discussions are based 
on the best available, peer-reviewed scientific data. It is no surprise 
to scientists that recent advancements in scientific inquiry and 
methodology continue to illustrate the complex nature of natural 
systems and enhance our historic and scientific understanding of 
global climate change. A few of these studies have provided some 
counterintuitive predictions and surprises. As an example, a 
recent study of coccolithophores (single-celled marine organisms, 
distinguished by calcium carbonate plates) provided some surpris- 
ing results. Contrary to general expectations that increasing 
@GO2 and decreasing pH (increased acidity) in the ocean would 
negatively impact most, if not all, animals that deposit calcium car- 
bonate shells, plates and skeletons (i.e. corals, bivalves, many 
species of marine plankton), high atmospheric carbon dioxide lev- 
els increased calcification by one coccolithophore species 
(Emiliania h-i) in experimental studies." The message from 
this research is that ecological and biogeochemical effects of rising 
atmospheric carbon dioxide levels and increasing ocean acidity 
(ocean acidification) may not be the same for all species. Most sci- 
entists are in full agreement that increasing atmospheric and 
ocean C o p ,  ocean water temperatures, and ocean acidity will have 
dramatic impacts to species, natural communities and ecosystems. 
The challenge for scientists is to better understand these impacts 
and uncertainties and to make science-based recommendations to 

30. M.D. Iglesias-Rodriguez, P.R. Halloran, R.E.M. Rickaby, I.R. Hall, E. 
Colmenero-Hidalgo, J.R Gittins, D.RH. Green, T. Tyrell, S. J. Gibbs, P. von 
Dassonw, E. Rehm, E.V. Armbrust, and K.P. Boessenkool, "Phytoplankton cal- 
cification in a high C 0 2  world," Science (320): 336340. 



guide appropriate and responsible mitigation and adaptation 
strategies. 

Global climate change represents a historic opportunity for 
innovative thinking and bold action. It also represents a great 
challenge to develop a trusted partnership between the scientific 
community and society. As we move towards the end of the lSt 
decade of the 21st century, it is time for Florida to show bold and 
innovative scientific leadership toward responding to coastal, 
ocean and climate-change issues. Florida has 1,197 miles of coast- 
line, 2,276 miles of tidal shorelines, 663 miles of beaches, more 
than 11,000 miles of rivers, streams and waterways, a climate 
regime that spans the temperate Carolinian and sub-tropi- 
cal/tropical Caribbean Provinces, and a peninsula land form that 
is defined by the Inter-American Seas (i.e. Gulf of Mexico, 
Caribbean Sea and nearshore Atlantic Ocean). Florida's quality 
of life depends on the vitality and sustainability of its ocean and 
coastal resources. Florida is a poster-state for vulnerability to sea 
level rise and climate change. Almost 80 percent of the state's pop 
ulation lives in the'35 coastal counties. With an ocean and coastal 
economy worth almost $600 billion (20052006), Florida has much 
to lose.31 Its natural and human-built systems are physically and 
functionally linked across a complex mosaic of land, freshwater, 
atmosphere, estuarine and ocean systems. Few states in the nation 
have greater biological diversity, are more dependent on the social 
and economic value of healthy natural resources, and are more 
vulnerable to the long-term impacts of population growth, climate 
change, sea level rise and failure to address sustainability in the 
natural and human-built environment. The Eume health of 
Florida will be influenced by the sustainabiiity of its natural and 
human resource assets, resiliency/adaptation to change, and abili- 
ty to develop and apply new technologies to monitor, model, miti- 
gate and adapt to existing and emerging threats. Because of these 
coastal attributes, assets and challenges, Florida represents a valu- 
able model to address complex coastal sustainability science and 
technology issues important to all U.S. coastal states and coastal 
regions throughout the world. Understanding complex, coupled 
natural-human systems requires models for natural-social science 
integration and science-community integration that lead to wis- 

31. Kildrow, Phase lT Fbria!a's Owns and Coastal R$mrt. 



dom and transformative actions. This challenge calls for the high- 
est degree of sciencecommunity interaction and trust to build a 
sciencecommunity partnership to address sustainability in highly- 
vulnerable, urban coastal A number of exciting scientif- 
ic initiatives are occurring in Florida that provide examples of both 
scientific and community leadership: 

I .  Scientific Research: Florida State University's Antarctic 
Marine Geology Research Facility is a national repository for 
geological materials collected in and around Antarctica that 
supports international studies on global climate change his- 
t01-y.~~ The University of Central Florida is leading efforts in 
conservation biology to better understand largescale ecosys- 
tem processes and services with special attention on carbon 
research and animal adaptation to ecosystem change and 
coastal development 34 At Florida Institute of Technology 
scientists are reconstructing past climate cycles from pollen 
and paleoecological records and conducting research about 
how global ocean change is influencing coral reefs and 
other marine communitie~.~~ The Harbor Branch 
Oceanographic Institute at Florida Atlantic University pra- 

32. Penelope Canan (2009). Personal communication on the need to build 
expert networks in environmental governance and bridge social capital to 
build community engagement and trust. Email correspondence in possession 
of the author. 

33. The Antarctic Marine Geology Research Facility at Florida State University 
houses anc curates over 20,000 meters of deepgea core sediment, 6000 meters 
of r o w  drilled continental and shallowwater cores, as well as over 5000 kg of 
dredge, trawl, and grab samples-the i q a t  such Antartic and Southern 
Ocean coktion in the world. See http://www.d&u.edu/ Other FSU cli- 
mate research is associated with the Center for Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction 
Studies (COAPS) . See htp: //coap.fbu.edu/~limate~change.shtl. 

34. Scientists, representing a number of colleges at the University of Central 
Florida are conducting signi6cant research relevant to climate change. 
Studies range from research on ecosystem services and processes to develop 
ment of renewable sources of energy to climate changes and human health. 
At the undergraduate level, UCF has demonstrated national leadership by 
declaring "The Envirirnrnent and Global Climate Changen as the Unlfying 
Theme of the General Education Program. See http://www.gep.ucf.edu/. 

35. Florida Institute of Technology scientists are conducting climate change 
research in both the Department of Biological Sciences (i.e. coral reefs, pale- 
oecology and conservation of tropical and evolutionary ecology of mollusks in 
Antarctica) and in the Department of Marine and Environmental Systems 
(coastal zone management meteorology, oceanography and ocean engineer- 
ing and technology). See http://www.fit.edu/. 



vides research ships, submersibles and new technologies to 
explore the world's oceans and study ocean health.36 
In Policy: Florida Governor Charlie Crist has demonstrated 
leadership with the creation of the Governor's Action Team 
on Energy and Climate Change (2007) and the Florida 
Energy & Climate Commission (2008).37 He signed three 
executive orders in 200'7 that position Florida as national 
leader to reduce greenhouse gases. 
In Regional Planning: The Center for Urban and 
Environmental Solutions (CUES) at Florida Atlantic 
University, in collaboration with the National Commission 
on Energy Policy, developed a comprehensive policy h e -  
work, "Flaida's Resilient Cousts: A Fmrnewd fm Adaptation to 
Climate Change (2008).38 This document assists Florida state 
government as it evaluates impacts of climate change on 
Florida's coastal regions and develops/adopts policies and 
programs to enhance adaptation and management of cli- 
mate change impacts to Florida coastal communities. 
In Partnership: Government, academic, non-profit and pri- 
vate for-profit sector interests are working together to 
address coastal & ocean health, climate change and sea level 
rise. The Florida Ocean Alliance, a nonpartisan organiza- 
tion, is working to protect and enhance Florida's coastal and 
ocean resources for continued social and economic bene- 
f i t ~ . ~ ~  The Florida Coastal Ocean Observing System 
Consortium (FL COOS) represents 20 Florida-based state 
and private universities, non-profit organizations, private 

36. The Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institution, a campus of Florida Atlantic 
University, supports over 140 ocean scientists, engineers and support staff 
who are leaders in ocean-related innovation, exploration, research, education 
and conservation. HBOI is one of the nation's premier ocean technology and 
exploration centers. 

3'7. See http://www.m~oridaclimate.com/env/home/. 
38. Since 19'72, the Center for Urban and Environmental Solutions at Florida 

Atlantic University (FAU-CUES) has remained dedicated to helping commu- 
nities and decision makers resolve urban and environmental issues through 
partnerships, education and research. FAU-CUES has been a statewide 
leader in coastal sustainability and climate change. 

39. The Florida Ocean Alliance (http://www.floridaoceanaliiance.org/) serves as 
a clearinghouse for information on key ocean and coastal issues facing the 
state in both the public and private sectors. FOA has led efforts to quantify 
the coastal and ocean economy of Florida and build innovative partnerships 
among diverse private-and public-sector interests. 
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Ocean Observing System (COOS) for Florida waters." Thio , i, 
' I  g "! end-to-end system of observations, data management, and ,: l'lf 

models w i l l  be essential ta describe, understand and forecast ,,/# changes in the coastal ocean environment. In 2008, creation 
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" 1 of the Space Coat Climate Change Initiative (SCCCI) and ;, , .s:. ,, /,y Eastcentral Florida Climate Change Task ~ o r c e ~ l  is evi- . 
dence that coastal communities are beginning to prepare . 
f@r dimate change' and sea level rise challenges through '$ [+ 
partnerships, science, and education. 

Even with this recent progress, the d u e  of Florida's ocean 
and c~astai resource asseta-md the threats associated with climate 
change continue tol'be overlooked and undemppreciated. In the 
first decade of the 2lSt century, scientists are documenting com- 
pelling and mounting evidence that climate change is atready 
impacting marine species and ecosystems in complex ways. On 
April '$9, 2008, Jane Lubchenco, Ph.D.42 provided testimony to the 
U.S Congres on: 'Rising Tides, Rising Temperatures: Global 

40. The Florida Coastal Ocean Observing System Consortium (JX COOS) is 
working to obtain funding for the development and deployment of an inte- 
grated coastal ocean observing system for Florida. This technology network 
of ocean instruments on buoys, earth observation satellites, ships, drifters, 
and underwater vehicles (marked and unmanned) is an essentih next gen- 
eration "technology stepn towards monitoring ocean change and understand- 
ing climate change and sea level rise threats to Florida. The author (De 
Freese) believes that the vision for Fl,, COOS represents a historic opportuni- 
ty to integrate ocean science and technology development with 21St century 
space science and research a Kennedy Space Center, Florida. 

11. The Space Coast Climate Change Initiative (SCCCI) represents a diverse group 
of local stakeholders who believe local governments should implement proac- 
tive plans, risk assessments, policies, and/or programs to address global climate 
change and sea level rise. See http://www.spacecoastclimatechange.com/. 

12. At the time of Jane Lubehenco's congressional testimony on "Rise Tides, 
Rising Temperatures: Global Warming's Impacts on the Oceans," before the 
U.S. House of Representatives Select Committee on Energy Dependence and 
Global Warming (April 29,2008), Dr. Luchenco was the Wayne and Gladys 
Valley Professor of marine Bidogy and Distinguished Professor of Zoology at 
Oregon State University. On December 20,2008, she was appointed head of 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) by then . , 
Presiden t-Elect Barack Obama 



Warming's Impacts on the Oceans." Lubchenco pointed to three 
predicted impacts of climate change on the ocean: 1. Increases in 
ocean temperatures; 2. Increased sea level; and 3. Increased acidi- 
ty (decreased pH) of seawater. She summarized compelling and 
growing scientific evidence that these impacts will contribute to 
degrade coral reef ecosystems, shifts in species migrations and dis- 
tributions, impacts to coastal estuaries, salt marshes and mangrove 
systems, significant physiological impacts from ocean acidification, 
and possible changes in coastal winds and ocean circulation pat- 
terns (including the occurrence of hypoxic ocean "dead zones"). 
Similar climate change impacts have been linked to emerging 
infectious diseases43 and increased frequency of harmful algal 
blooms44 (a potential major concern for Florida and the impacts of 
red tide on tourism and coastal community health). When viewed 
in context, these potential impacts pose significant individual and 
collective threats to Florida's environment, economy and quality of 
life. 

Marine and coastal scientists have begun to recognize the 
importance of looking beyond our land-based perspectives to 
include a better understanding of the impacts of climate change 
on marine and coastal systems. It is important to understand 
ecosystem thresholds, tipping points and "tipping elements"45 and 
the likelihood that global changes may be abrupt, unpredictable 
and in some cases irreversible. Clearly, loss of biological diversity 
through species extinctions represents one example of the latter 
case. Recent studies suggest that climate changes in response to 
increased @GO, may be irreversible for 1,000 years after emissions 
stop.46 The implication for the environment and public health 

43. C.D. Harvell, K. Kim, J.M. Burkholder, RR Coldwell, P.R Epstein, D.J. 
Grimes, E. E. Hoeann,  E.K. Lipp, A.D.M.E. Osterhaus, RM. Overstreet, 
J.W. Porter, G.W. Smith, and G.R Vasta, "Emerging Marine Disease-Climate 
Links and Antrhopogenic Factors," Science, 285:5433 (1999): 1505-1510. 

44. H.W. Paerl and J. Huisman, "Blooms like it hot," Science 320 (2008): 57-58. 
45. T.M. Lenton, H. Hermann Held, E. Kriegler, J.W. Hall, W. Lucht, S. 

Rahmstorf, and H.J. Schellnhuber, "Tipping elements in the Earth's climate 
system," PMS 105, no. 6 (2008): 17861793. The term "tipping point" refers 
to a critical threshold at which a tiny perturbation can qualitatively alter the 
state or development of a system. Here the authors introduce the term "tip 
ping element" to describe large-scale components of the Earth system that 
may pass a tipping point. 

I -.-I-- I ..I .7 I L - MI 
46. S. Solomon, G K  Plattner, R Knutti, and P. Friedlingstein, "Irreversible cli- 

mate change due to carbon dioxide emissions," P U S  106, no. 6 (2009): 1704 
1709. 



are profound. The scope, complexity and timeline of climate 
change impacts to public health and public health systems are 
unprecedented h i s t ~ d c a l l ~ . ~ ~  

Florida remains unprepared to deal with the scope and spatial 
and temporal complexities of global climate change and sea level 
rise. In addition, society is only beginning to recognize the signif- 
icant risks that global climate change and sea level rise pose to the 
future of coastal areas throughout the world. New scientific evi- 
dence suggests that accelerated melting and flow of both 
Greenland and Antarctic glaciers is occurring faster than scientists 
expected in earlier model simulations. A recent (2009) report 
from the U.S. Climate Change Science Program looked at coastal 
sensitivity to sea level rise throughout the Mid-Atlantic Region." 
The conclusion: While there is currently no consensus on the 
upper bound of global sea-level rise, scientific models predict the 
potential for a meter or more of global sea-level rise by the year 
2100, and possibly several meters within the next several centuries. 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
FLORIDA HISTORY IN THE MAKING.. . 

Decisions made today at state, national and international lev- 
els regarding greenhouse gas reductions are unlikely to spare 
coastal states, nations and island nations the need to plan adaptive 
strategies to address sea level rise. The tough question is what sea- 
level-rise scenario do you choose as a basis for strategic, long-term 
planning? Continuing uncertainties in the sea level rise models, 
especially long-term projections of ice mass loss in the Antarctic ice 
sheet, create a range of potential risk scenarios and adaptation 
strategies. There is a common saying in disaster planning: "Plan 
for thd worst. HHopor the best. ." This doesn't give local coastal com- 
munities much guidance when sea level projections can range 
from less than 1 meter to several meters over the next century. 

47. H.J. Fmmkin, G. Hess, G. Luber, J. malilay and M. McGeehin, "Climate 
change: The public health response," A k a n  JmTnal of Public Health, 98, no. 
3 (2088): 1-1 1. 

48. U.S. Climate Change Science Program Synthesis and Assessment Profuct 4.1., 
k t a l  Smsitivity to Sea Leuel Rise: A A m  on the Mid-Atlantic Regum (2009). 
Lead Agency: US. Environmental Protection Agency. Other key participating 
agencies: U.S. Geological Survey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Adminisnation. Contributing agencies: Department of Transportation. 
Report available online at http://www.climatescience.gov/. 



What does past and recent history tell us? Island abandonment 
has happened in the past One documented historical example 
exists at Holland Island, Maryland, on the Chesapeake ~ay." 
Holland Island was once a thriving island community that grew to 
253 residents (1850-1900). By 1920, the island was totally aban- 
doned as a result of sea level rise and a complex association of 
socio-economic factors. 

There is a valuable collection of historical and cultural sites 
along Florida's coastal areas that are at risk from sea level rise, 
from the nationally known Castillo de San Marcos in St. Augustine 
to the almost forgotten site of the Latharn family 'Oak Lodge" 
homestead (owned by Frances Eleanor Betts 'Ma" Latharn and 
Charles F. Latham) located in a beautiful maritime oak hammock 
on the narrow barrier island of southern Brevard County, FL. 
First built in the late 1800s, the Oak Lodge on the Indian River was 
a cradle for conservation in America, attracting notable scientists, 
naturalists, museum curators and artists to observe Florida's excep 
tional natural treasures. These science and conservation champi- 
ons included William Beebe, William Hornaday, Louis Aggasiz 
Fuertes, Frank Chapman (curator of birds at the Museum of 
Natural History) and J.W.P. Jenks (Curator of the Museum at 
Brown University) among others.50 The old Oak Lodge was con- 
sumed by fire in 1910. In 2003, the Oak Lodge's 'two hrge cisterm, 
brick chimney base and d e k f i e l d "  still marked the location of the his- 
toric site51 reminding us of Florida's golden age of naturalists and 
scientific expeditions. These sites and many others will be at risk 
from sea level rise. 

Climate change and sea level rise also pose significant threats 
to 2lSt century, high-population urban centers (along with their 
historic and cultural assets) located on the coasts of both post- 

49. S.J.A. Gibbons and RJ. Nicholls, "Island abandonment and sea-level rise: An 
historical analog from the Chesapeake Bay, USA," G.lobal Envimmental 
Cka~ge, 16 (2006) : 40-4'7. 

50. A historical account authored by a USFWS volunteer, W. Refalt, to commem- 
orate the 2003 centennial celebration of the national wildlife refuge system in 
America. Posted online 3 February 2003 by USF'WS at http://www.fws.gov/ 
refuges/centennial/pdf2/pelicanIs1anddreffalttpdf. 

51. Letter from Bob Gross, Chairman of the Brevard County Historical 
Commission, to Diane Barile (17 May 2003), in support of public acquisition 
and protection of the old "Oak Lodge" site as a historical and cultural asset of 
Florida. 



industrial and developing nations. The Organization tor 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) ranked the 
worlds' cities on the basis of population risk exposure and infra- 
structure/asset risk exposure.52 Miami, Florida, is the mast 
exposed city in the world based on property values and infrastruc- 
ture assets with exposed assets at approximately US $400 billion in 
2007 that are expected to rise to over US83.5 trillion by 2070. 
Miami was ranked 9" in terms of population exposure (the only 
topten city located in a developed country). The scenario is much 
worse for poor, developing nations with millions of people at risk 
from coastal flooding, eroding shorelines and increased exposure 
to high winds and storm surge. 

Geological history tells us that changes in climate and sea level 
should be no surprise to Florida. During the 21st century Florida 
is once again in the cross hairs of global climate change. This is 
not a time for despair, ambivalence or inaction. This is a historic 
time for Florida to demonstrate enlightened global leadership in 
science, technology, stewardship and comprehensive, proactive 
coastal planning. While we may not be able to stem the tide of sea 
level rise and climate change, Florida has an opportunity and a 
responsibility to become a global center of excellence in ocean, 
coastal and climate change research and adaptive land-use plan- 
ning. This is a historic opportunity for Florida to become a model 
for coastal states, nations and island nations. One immediate and 
proactive response is to recognize that a managed retreat from 
severe hazard, flood-prone and eroding coastal sites is a common- 
sense response that can begin on a site-by-site and structure-by- 
structure basis. Florida can begin the next chapter in its 
exceptional legacy of conservation lands programs (i.e. 
Environmentally Endangered Lands Program, 19'72; Conservation 
and Recreational Lands Program, 19'79; Save Our Coast and Save 
Our Rivers Programs, 1981; Preservation 2000 Program, 1990; and 
Florida Forever Program, 2000) by expanding funding for Florida 
Forever. Land acquisition funds must be available to implement 
managed retreat strategies on high-hazard, coastal properties with 
long-histories of flooding or structural failures. Once acquired, 

52. Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD), 
"Climate change could triple population at risk from coastal flooding by 
2070" (2007). Publication online at http://www.oecd.org/document/34/ 
0,3343,en~2649~201185~39727650~1~1~1~1 ,OO.html. 



these sites can be restored to natural shorelines and habitats. 
Land owners receive fair market value for the exchange and hope- 
fully re-invest in Florida. This approach would decrease risk expm 
sure for people, infrastructure, and the insurance industry in 
advance of a catastrophic, large-scale event. In response to cata- 
strophic storm events, both the state and federal government 
should have emergency land acquisition contingency funds and 
plans ready for quick-response land acquisition activities that ben- 
efit both the affected property owner and the longtenn interests 
of society. 

EPILOGUE 
The future history of Florida is being written today. This his- 

tory will be influenced by our individual and collective decisions, 
actions and behaviors. While this first century of a new millenni- 
um will represent a brief history of geological time, our decisions 
in the next decades will influence the future of Florida for next 
century and beyond. There is an urgent need to develop and 
adopt new coastal management strategies that build resiliency into 
Florida's natural and human-built systems as we respond and adapt 
to climate change and sea level rise. This will require a visionary 
partnership among leaders in social sciences, natural sciences, 
health sciences, coastal management and the community. By look- 
ing back to understand the history of past civilizations and the 
paleoecological record, we can better understand the implications 
of climate change, sea level rise and our future. Society must look 
to science for use-inspired knowledge and guidance to make 
smart, common-sense decisions that benefit coastal communities 
today and into the future. This will require a significant national 
and statewide investment in cross-disciplinary scientific research, 
technology development and training of coastal management 
practitioners. 



Sharp Prose for Green: John D. MacDonald 
and the First Ecological Novel 

by Jack E. Davis 

ardboiled-fiction writer John D. MacDonald was known to 
fulminate with devastating eloquence against the profli- 
gate pillaging of the Florida Dream. Its post-World War I1 

disintegration into a nightmare took form as a subtheme in 
numerous novels he produced between the 1950s and 1980s and 
ultimately as a subgenre that inspired a future generation of social- 
ly minded Florida writers.' Having made the state his home, 
MacDonald sensed personal loss when the combined improvi- 
dence and greed of businesses and government leaders impaired 
the general quality of life. He put his concerns to creative use in 
cutting prose, saving his harshest words for the ungreening of 
Florida's flush indigenous beauty. The book often regarded as a 
compendium of his disquietude is Condominium, published in 1977 
during a rare moment of stagnation in the state's construction 

Jack E. Davis is an Associate Professor in History and the 2009-2010 Waldo W. 
Neikirk Term Professor at the University of Florida. He is the author of two books, 
Race Against Time: Culture and Separation in Natchez Since 1930 (200 1 ) , which won the 
Charles S. Sydnor Prize, and An E v e  Pr*: Marjory Stomman Dough and 
the American Environmental Century (2009). He has also edited or coedited three 
books on the civil rights movement, female activism in Florida, and environmental 
history of Florida. 
1. Tim Dorsey, James T. Hall, Carl Hiaasen, Lee Irby, and Randy Wayne White 

are among those writers who acknowledge a debt to MacDonald. Sue Henry, 
"Florida's Master of Mystery," James T. Hall, "Home at Last," Tim Dorsey, "To 
Live and Die in Florida," Mystery Re& J m d  15 (Winter 1999-2000) 
http://~~~.rnysteryreaders.org/Issues/Florida. html#Henry (Accessed 
February 2009). 
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industry. Set on one of the "false keysn edging the peninsula's west 
coast, the novel departs from his usual hard-boiled formula but 
otherwise remains classic-fare MacDonald. Its cast of characters 
includes sordid building contractors, an insolent condominium 
super, defrauded senior citizens, a couple of smart, get-it-done 
retirees, and a punishing hurricane bearing down on the hedo- 
nism of overbuilt Florida, standing impertinently in harm's way.* 

Although lesser known, the MacDonald book with an equally 
fervent tone but of greater historical importance is A &h of Gem, 
released fifteen years before Condominium The most famous pub 
lication in the year of its release, 1962, is Rachel Carson's S i h t  
Spring, a non-fiction work that has much in common with 
MacDonald's thirty-seventh novel. Historians have argued that 
Carson's searing work lit off the modem environmental move- 
ment William 0. Douglas and E. B. White equated her "most rev- 
olutionary" book with the cataclysmic Uncle Tm's Cabin. A half- 
million copies of Siknt Spgso ld  in original hard cover, and with 
those sales "the modern environmental movement began," so 
notes environmental writer Kirkpatrick Sale. Historians contend 
that Carson's screed against petrochemical companies turned 
betrayed Americans into outraged Americans,' who in an explosion 
of self-assertion organized across the country and demanded their 
rivers and lakes and air be cleansed of industry's detritus. The 
upsurge was inexorable, epical, miraculous. Its undying momen- 
tum unrolled into a movement of a mass and character never 
before seen. Americans were no longer willing to trade uncondi- 
tionally a clean Earth for economic prosperity. The corresponding 
standard in the middle-class quality of life demanded the euphon- 
ic sounds of spring.3 

2. Washington Post, 11 November 2003; John D. MacDonald (hereafter cited as 
JDM), "Why a Quarter-Century of Growth May not Have Been Progress," 37, 
39; John D. MacDonald (hereafter cited as JDM), Condominium (Philadelphia, 
Penn.: J. B. Lippincon Company, 1977), 24, 445. 

3. Linda Lear, Rachel Carson: Wdass for Nature (New York: Henry Holt and 
Company, 1997), 419, 420; Stephen R Fox, John Muir and His Legacy: 27u 
American Consmation Mouemepat (Boston: Little, Brown Publishers, 1981), 292; 
Kirkpatxick Sale, The Green Revolution: T h  Anzerican Environmental Movement, 
19621 992 (New York: Hill & Wang, 1993), 4; W. D. Solecki and F. M. Shelley, 
uPollution, Political Agendas, and Policy Windows: Environmental Policy on 
the Eve of Silent S$mng," Envimment and Planning C: Govmneent and Policy 14 
(1996): 451-68; Samuel P. Hays, Beauty, Health, and Permamma: Envirmmental 
Politics in the United States, 1955-1 985 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1987), 52-53. 



Florida citizens actually sounded similar demands prior to the 
Silent Spring revolution, and MacDonald translated them into A - 
Flush of Green. Both actions suggest that historians should take a 
longer view of the modem environmental movement. Fiction 
writer Jim Hamson calls A Flash of Green "the first and best of all 
novels with an ecological base." One might argue that the works of 
James Fenimore Cooper and Herman Melville speak to ecological 
ideas. But as late as Melville's time, scientists were still debating the 
principles, indeed the legitimacy, of ecological science. Harrison 
furthermore made his observation in the context of the modem 
environmental movement. Unlike conservationists early in the 
century, who usually labored through women's clubs and national 
outdoor, sporting, and wildlife organizations, the movement after 
World War I1 formed to an impressive degree around a constella- 
tion of local and regional organizations rising up from the assault- 
ed grassroots. These groups typically took on a specific issue, say, 
from a polluted town creek to an unwanted river dam to a toxin- 
belching municipal incinerator. National organizations-Audubon, 
Sierra Club, and Wilderness Society, to name the big three-were 
still around and ever more powerful, employing increasingly large 
payrolled staffs 1 and lobbyists. The unremitting professionalism 
tended, however, to substitute bureaucratic detachment for the 
personal relationships with nature commonly pronounced in the 
all-volunteer local groups, the intrepid heart and soul of the move- 
ment At the same time, the scope of concern expanded from an 
imperfect commitment to wilderness and wildlife protection (or 
game-animal protection in the agendas of sporting organizations) 
to include p re se~ng  a cleaner, more livable environment weight- 
ed under population growth and the dauntless consumer econo- 
my. Deploying ecological science, in its infancy and all but 
inaccessible to early conservationists, became a central fact of the 
new movement Environmental-impact studies and scientific infor- 
mation reshaped the language of activists, the policies of govern- 
ment agencies, and the accepted behavior of polluters and 
 developer^.^ 

4. Jim Harrison, Just Befme Dark (Boston: Houghton Mirnin, 1999), 248; Sharon 
E. Kingsland, The Evolution American EGO@, 1890-2000 (Baltimore, 
Maryland: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005); Robert P. McIntosh, 
"Ecology Since 1900," Hktmy of Ammima Ecology (New York: Arno Press. 
1977), 353. 



From real events and red people, MacDonald assembled the 
movement's architectural elements in the body of a local cam- 
paign guiding the plot in A Flush of Grm. The call to environmen- 
tal arms in Florida that informed the novelist sounded in the 
1950s. Its impetus was not the reckless saturation of suburbia with 
deadly chemical pesticides, the chief complaint in S i h t  Spring. To 
MacDonald and aroused Floridians there was something more v i s  
ible on the landscape, more noticeably predatory against wildlife 
populations, and more overtly cancerous to human contentment 
in the natural aesthetic: incessant and poorly planned realestate 
development. MacDonald, who wrote most of his seventyeight 
books at his Sarasota home, dedicated A Flush of Grm to those 
"opposed to the uglification of America." Nearly fi-om the moment 
of moving to Florida in 1949, he was sickened by the expanding 
contours of bulldozed landscapes, dredge-and-fill projects, and 
condominium towers. According to literary scholar Edgar 
Hirshberg, progress in its shortsighted and avaricious "ruin-the- 
environment" form, to use MacDonald's description, became per- 
haps his books' moat persistent theme. Set in Florida's glittering 
but uglifying southwest coast, A Flash of G r e a  is both a lament for 
the despoliation of Florida's natural aesthetic and a recognition of 
the gathering struggle to save it5 

The man with "the red hot typewriter," as biographer Hugh 
Memll aptly portrays MacDonald, was born in Pennsylvania in 
1916 and grew up in New York state. Satisfying his father's wishes, 
he took degrees at Syracuse University and Harvard Business 
School. He tried his hand unsuccessfully at a number of conven- 
tional white-collar positions, from which he was usually fired, when 
the army saved him and his family from the economic depression 
and near destitution. During World War 11, his mostly uneventful 
job as an intelligence officer in India and Burma left him the time 
and energy to write stories, often composed in the form of long let- 
ters he sent home to his wife, Dorothy. Without his knowledge, 
Dordo submitted one to Stoty magazine, and it was accepted for 
publication. After the war, he spent a disciplined eight hours a day 
at the typewriter to launch a writing career. By the time he and 
Dordo moved to Florida with their young son, he had become an 
established author, sometimes publishing several stories at a time 

7. Edgar W. Hirshberg, John D. MacDmld (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1985), 
80. 



in pulp magazines. In one 20-month period, he reportedly ham- 
mered out 300 stories on his red-hot typewriter. He once estimat- 
ed that he averaged 20,000 words a week on paper, and referred to 

,his regimented productivity as a comp~lsion.~ '- Like many people who came to Florida, the MacDonalds on 
their first visit were looking for a warm-weather refuge to provide 
temporary winter comfort. But the Gulf Coast beauty and quiet of 
Clearwater Beach, "bright and fresh and handsome" with an area 
population under 15,000, convinced them to make Florida their 
permanent residence. MacDonald wrote his first novel, The Brass 
Cupcake, which is set in his adopted state, while living in a rented 
twwbedroom house two blocks from the Gulf of Mexico. That was 
1950, a year in which he also produced fifty-four stories. The next 
year yielded twenty-nine stories and four novels. With his usual 
business-school work ethic, MacDonald was making the transition 
to paperback originals, a new genre filling the void left by the with- 
ering story-magazine trade.' 

MacDonald wrote only two books while 
Beach. He and Dordo preferred the ease of small-town living, 
and little time passed before Clearwater revealed a prevailing 
infatuation with growth. Richard E. Glendinning, a mystery and 
detective paperback writer, told the MacDonalds about the rea- 
sonably unspoiled hamlet of Sarasota, a feny ride across the 
mouth of Tampa Bay to the south. A particular attraction of 
Sarasota was the recent addition of a writers' community. After 
moving there in 1951, MacDonald formed with others an infor- 
mal, male-only Friday luncheon group that over the years includ- 
ed Glendinning, MacKinlay Kantor, Budd Schulberg, Carl 
Carmer, Erskine Caldwell, and Buckminster Fuller. Like 
MacDonald, the luncheon crowd's members had been attracted 
to Sarasota by the "softness of the air, the blue of the water, the 
dip and cry of the water birds, the broad beaches." The indige- 
nous centerpiece of the area's allure was Sarasota Bay, a fifty-two- 
square-mile subtropical estuarine environment coupled with the 

6. Hugh Merrill, Tlre Red Hot T w ' t e r :  The Lve and Times of John D. MdonaId  
(New York: Thomas Dunne Books, Z O O ) ,  65; JDM, "Compulsion and 
Butterflies," The CEA Critic 30 (December 1967): 7. 
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John D. MacDonald, topcenter in glasses, with his Friday, male-only lunch group. 
The group included Richard E. Glendinning, MacKinley Kantor, Budd Schulberg, 
Carl Carmer, Erskine Caldwell, and Buckminster Fuller. Imge courtesy of Special 
and Area Studies ColEections, University of Fhida  Libraries. 

smaller Roberts, Blackburn, and Little Sarasota bays, all protect- 
ed by barrier islands queued up on the east against the Gulf of 
Mexico. Great blue and yellow-crowned night herons, egrets, 
brown pelicans, white ibises, wood storks, and ospreys trolled the 
waters and mangrove-lined shores for bait shrimp, black mullet, 
red drum, spotted sea trout, snook, and stone and blue crabs. 
MacDonald, who loved to fish and who eventually owned a series 
of small watercraft, saw dolphins, manatees, and loggerhead sea 
turtles in the bay; bald eagles and red tail hawks in the air; and 
scrub jays in the saw-palmetto patches and pine flatwoods. At 
night, he and Dordo listened to the soulful, heart-ofdarkness 
calls of barred and screech owls. If the area retained a Xanadu 
quality when the MacDonalds arrived, it would not stay that way 
for long. After the Sunshine Skyway bridge and causeway opened 
in 1954 and connected Pinellas and Manatee counties across 
Tampa Bay, Sarasota began going the way of the rest of metarnor- 



phosing Florida. Simultaneously, MixDonald started making , 

room in his fiction for environmental musings? L 

MacDonald's books fell briskly into the category of popular 
crime and detective fiction, literature of the pool-side and air- 
travel sort. Yet to rate MacIlonald as a upulp" writer risks ignor- 
ing his talents and humanitarian passion, His fans included 
other writers. They admiyed hi$ splendid ear for diabgue;'his I <  

1 ' I  

bittksweet sense of place,'&d the aesthetic elegance and econ- I,!{ 
i ' omy $f his. prose. They called Rim a master storyteller. The cus- :, ,' , dl 

' :J torn+ revved-up narrative of paperback originals rarely made 9 
roo#' : for characters with: worldly peyceptiveness. But I ,Y., , I  

't 
MacDo~ald allowed his to ruq&ate on such matten as heartless 

;ji 
corp6rate heads, crooked elkcted officials, the depraved misog- ' 

ynist, k failing education system, and unco&rolled population , 
i $! 
, .IS 

sprawl. Critical observatioa is a trademark ok his famous serial ,, i;E 
protagofiist Travis McGee, a Rorida hou$eboatdweller tough ;! 

a!: 

' 11 d! guy wjth simples, who kicks neither dogs nor women, unlike the 
4; 

geniq's usual hard-bitten leading men. Women are women to I I 

7 
McGee, not girls, dames, dolls, or playthings. He is ponderous 
and habituated to grim prophesying, on no issue more so than I 

ii ' 
the environment. In Bright Orange fw the Shroud, published in r'; 
1965, when the Everglades were suffering from a five-year 
drought caused largely by the massive flood-control system built 
by the US Army Corps of Engineers, seemingly indifferent to all 
principles except those of growth, McGee comments with arrest- 
ing insight: 

Now, of course, having failed in every attempt to subdue 
the Glades by f'rontal attack, we are slowly killing it off by 
tapping the River of Grass. In the questionable name of 
progress, the state in itk vast wisdom lets every two-bit 
development divert the flow into the dragline canals that 
give him 'waterfront' lots to sell. . . . As the Glades die, the 

8. JDM, "Why a Quarter-Century of Growth May Not Have Been Progress," 
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842F06001: June 2007), 244 http://www.epa.gov/owow/oceans/nepccr/ 
pdf/nepccr_gom-partc-pdf (Accessed March 2009). 



big fires come with increasing frequency. The ecology is 
changing with egret colonies dwindling, mullet getting 
scarce, mangrove dying of new diseases born of dryness.g 

These insults against nature were the consequences of the 
advancing sprawl of urban places, which MacDonald found sterile 
and disenchanting. In The ScarZet Ruse, published in 19'73, McGee 
sits on the deck of his fifty-two-foot, barge-converted houseboat, 
the Busted k h ,  and bewails the intrusion of the built environment 
on the natural universe. "Car lights, boat lights, dock lights,. star 
lights. Sound of traffic and sound of the sea. Smell of salt and smell 
of hydrocarbons." In the Empty C$@w sea; released in 19'79, he bris- 
tles against the "perpetual farting of the great god Progress" filling 
the air with "smodge, fugg, and schl~tch ."~~ 

Some readers grew impatient with MacDonald's sermonizing 
asides. He frequently received letters demanding, as he put it, that 
he "get off your damn soapbox and get on with the story." 
Remembering the late author in his Washington Post "Second 
Readings" series, Jonathan Yardley described MacDonald as a 
"social critic armed with vigorous opinions stingingly expressed." 
As a citizen of the world, he felt a certain obligation to social criti- 
cism, and he was unapologetic about stamping characters with his 
views. "It would be grotesque for me to give him an opinion at 
which I was at odds," he said of McGee.ll 

~ a c ~ o n a l d ' s  environmental proclivities deviated from a gen- 
eration that had come of age in a historic economic depression 
and war to secure an unshakable faith in the blessings of growth 
and consumption. No lifeclefining moment seems to explain his 
sensibilities; their origins remain murky. When a child, he was for 
a moment literally a butterfly chaser: capturing, sorting, and pin- 
ning and displaying them on a board. He later explained his col- 
lector's drive not in terms of a peculiar affinity for nature but as an 
inner compulsion that transcended conscious choice. When he 

9. Hirshberg, John D. MaEDonatd, 83-84; David Geherin, John D. M d o n a l d  (New 
York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Company, 1982), 168-69. On the 
Everglades drought, see Jack E. Davis, An E v e  A.&ce.. Marjory 
StmLaman Douglas and the A-can Environmental Century (Athens: University of 
Georgia Press, 2009), 43-19. 
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met Dordo, the two shared a growing love for the outdoors, and 
when he was still in the military, they bought property they used as 

I 
a wilderness retreat on Piseco Lake, sixty miles north of Utica in a 
"particular comer of these old hills* of the Adirondacks. He later 
wrote in a short piece for The Consmationist magazine that he 
spent his summers there observing the habits of Canada geese, 
racoons, bullhead minnows, and burrowing moles. He liked to lis- 
ten to the fall leaves drop, "banging and thumping down through 
the other crisping leaves," and anticipated the seasonal migration 
of monarch butterflies. l2 

Florida gave him something of the same in the elegant wading 
birds, shimmering marine life, brilliant bay vistas, and "clouds 
parading the horizon at sunset." But Florida also started to take it 
away. During his thirty-seven years in the state, he saw the quadru- 
pling of the population (fkom 2.9 million to 11.7 million), the 
coming of the interstate highways, the unflagging destruction of 
wetlands, and the emerging eia of the condominium tower, sky- 
ward edifices thrusting up on white-sand beaches blocking the 
public's view of the seascape and evening sunsets. He witnessed the 
Army Corps of Engineers' unmitigated assault on the St. Johns 
River, the Ocklawaha River, and the Everglades. "Man is a part of 
nature," he once wrote. "God help him, he cannot survive in a 
world where the order of nature around him has been 
destroyed. "' 

What Concord was to Henry David Thoreau, Sarasota's Siesta 
Key was to MacDonald. He and Dordo lived for seventeen years on 
the green island of cypress and pine trees and saw palmettoes, 
named by National Geographic magazine as one of the four most 
beautiful beaches in the world. Just as Thoreau in the small wood 
around Walden Pond had fretted the faraway whistle of the train- 
the machine symbol of demon civilization's iron-clad advance 
upon nature- MacDonald fretted the distant tire-hum of vehicu- 
lar traffic. One can hear in his words the jeremiad echo down from 
Concord and across the century to post-war Siesta Key. 

.,,, Far off on the north-south highways there was the insect 
sound of the fast moving trucks, whining toward ware- 

12. JDM, "Quiet Times," The Conservationist 28 (April-May 1974): lS;JDM, "Com- 
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houses, laden with emergency rush orden of plastic ani- 
mals, roach tablets, eye shadow, ashtrays, toilet brushes, 
pottery crocodiles, and all the other items essential to a 
constantly growing GNP. l4 

And these words about Sarasota written in 1979: 

Way back when, there was more beach to go to, of course. 
And more fish in the sea. And the air was clean. Now the 
sunset is a whisky<olored smutch, and at times the air 
from Polk, Hisborough, Manatee and Pinellas Countie = ,  
to the north of us comes down here smelling like a robot' BiJ 

armpit. Used to smell of orange blossoms.15 

Behind the best-5eliing fiction was the beating heart of a "semi- 
militant conservationist." A compulsion of the like that had driven 
him as a young butterfly chaser drove him to be a writer and activist. 
Some "sort of iridescence in even the most ragged wing" stirred his 
imagination and conscience. Beauty drew him to words and to 
nature, and he sought beauty in nature not by choice but by dint of 
need to see it, feel it, write about it, and preserve it. Just as he was 
compelled to please himself with prose that was "clean and solid 
and true," he was compelled to have the same in the living context. 
If he strayed from the former or society did from the latter, he 
desired to recover the iridescence. "By nature, and through the 
practice of my profession," he acknowledged, "I tend to observe the 
world and the time in which I live, with a skeptical and inquisitive 
eye." To that eye, a sad byproduct of overdevelopment was the 
increasingly monochromatic landscape-the same suburbs, the 
same condominiums, the same strip shopping centers and air-con- 
ditioned malls, the same "depressing neon slums," the same "tacki- 
ness of. . . urban centers," all eclipsing the vanishing mom-and-pop 
culture of the variegated Florida MacDonald cherished on long, 
lazy drives along the state's back roads. He once told N m  Ymk Times 
readers to "come and relish it before they pave the whole state."16 
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Aerial photograph of John D. MacBonald's Siesta Key home. Image ~vurtesy of 
S p e d  and Area Stdies CoUecth,  University of Fi?midu Libra*. 

Thq, with an asphalt agenda amounted to two principals in 
MacDonald's estimation. The pavers themselves were land devel- 
opers, who earned a slew of unflattering labels from him: zoning 
busters, anti-planners, money grubbers, hit-and-run contractors, 
€&.stdollar buckaroos. Not all developers were bad, according to 
MacDonald, but for "every good one, there are four or five who 
slap up junk buildings, promise beautification they never provide, 
build on transient endangered land, skimp on specs, grab the 
money and run." Under their thumbs they held the other princi- 
pal culprits: local and state elected officials. MacDonald favored 
planing, zoning laws, professional advice, and citizen input. He 
hated "government by experiment, by amateur hunches, based 
upon unschooled busybody advisements too often put forth by spe- 
cial interest groups" that "enriches the minor and cynical percent- 
age of land developers at the expense of a plausible environment 
for both good living and new industry." In the 1950s, Sarasota was 
turning into a place run by improvident rule. In protest, he wrote 
long letters to the editor of the newspapers. In one, he referred to 
the county commissioners as given to a "knuckleheaded approach, 
so forlornly typical of all bush-league demagogues, which makes 



violent, noble-sounding appeals to the emotions-yet flees the 
necessities of logic, training uld experience as though they might 
biteam indeed they will, in time." He resented their corrupting the 
public hearing into 'a device" by which they learn they "are wrong, 
but go ahead anyway, saying 'Big Daddy knows best.'"" 

One of Machnald's greatest fe;us was that runaway growth 
would consume Smota.  In the first ten years he had lived there, 
the county's population had grown from twenty-nine thousand to 
seventy-seven. At the time he was writing A Rash of Grem, 1140,000 
people were d~eady,  living within the Sarasota Bay watershed. 
MacDondd's locd .public interests ran to the want of communal 
assets, such as a liberal arts college, a library, art muse- 
urnsimprovernenf, he equated with responsible growth and lead- 
ership. Progress in nearly every form, as he noted in an editorial 
column he wrote briefly under the pseudonym of T. Carrington 
Burns, had "to be measured by the preservation, protection, 
strengtheqing and glorification of the two factors which made us 
unique-the cultural strength and ferment, and the special beauties 
of beach, bay and approach." MwDonald was not opposed to 
growth per se, he clarified, only that which "is an almost hypnotic 
insistence on quantity as against worth."18 

Complaining in editorials and letters to the editor about prob 
lems he perceived in Sarasota would not alone shape new doctrine 
about growth. Words required complementay action. During the 
expansionist decade of the 1950s, MacDonald helped organize the 
Committee for a Better Smo ta  and then the Non-Partisan 
Citizens Committee, which launched the Samsota Civic League 
and the Citizens Bureau of Government Research. And he joined 
the Society of Conservation. A principal founder of the latter was 
Jim Neville, one of the three dedicatees of A l%sh of Cnm who 
opposed the uglification of America. Neville's group focused on 
environmental issues, while the others did so as related to respon- 
sible leadership and growth. lg 
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Here in MacDonald's backyard were the creative origins of his 
novel, more words, to be sure, but ones that told the story of action 
and carried the imprimatur of a New York publisher and national 
readership. MacDonald set A h h  of Gem in the fictitious bay- 
front town of Palm City on the Gulf Coast of southwest Florida, a 
place that geographically, demographically, and temperamentally 
resembled Sarasota. It is that moment in Florida history when 
quiet coastal communities were staring into the din of a crowded 
and polluted future, when air-conditioning and chemical pesti- 
cides wee beginning to tame the discomforts of nature, when cin- 
der-block construction was ratcheting up massproduction home 
building, and when the Federal Highway Administration was 
paving the peninsula with high-volume, interstate thoroughfares 
that beckoned Americans to the Dream State. The book's thriller 
plot revolves around the incorporated citizens' group Save Our 
Bays. Preferring the defiant acronym S.O.B., its members try to 
stop Palmland Development, the "syndicate," from filling 800 acres 
of Grassy Bay. But the syndicate has the county commissioners in 
its pocket. 'It's going to be a steamroller operation, Kat," 
MacDonald's protagonist, Jimmy Wing, tells his would-be lover, the 
earnest and recently widowed Katherine Hubble, a member of the 
S.O.B.s, "and it's going to run right over anybody who stands in the 
way." The S.0.B.s arch-nemesis is county commissioner Elmo Bliss, 
an underhanded opportunist who is hoping the steamroller will 
pave his way to the governor's office. His ambitions are enhanced 
by the eagerness of the Internal Improvement Fund (an actual 
state agency) to give over bay bottom to growth merchants, the 
shortsighted chamber of commerce types who dominate locally 
elected office and who will steer the state in its ruinous direction. 
A single sentence early in the book reveals the cast of MacDonald's 
real-life views: "As the quiet and primitive mystery of the broad 
tidal bays disappeared, as the mangroves and the rookeries and the 
oak hammocks were uprooted with such industriousness, the 
morning sound of construction equipment became more familiar 
than the mockingbird."2o 

The book's title bears a purposeful double entendre. 
MacDondd went to battle over it with his publisher, Simon and 
Schuster, which preferred the prosaic "Land Grabbers" to A &h of 
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Green. MacDonald's preference shows a certain cleverness. Literally, 
a flash of green refers to an infrequent natural event that occurs 
when the sunset sky glints to green at the moment the orange ball 
of the sun drops behind the "gunmetal horizon" of the Gulf or bay. 
Figuratively, it refers to the fast money made in Florida's get-nch- 
quick realestate schemes. MacDonald illuminated this dual mean- 
ing in an epigram he created to open the book. Two elderly men sit 
on a pier at sunset looking out to the Gulf of Mexico. "What I want 
to know, do you ever get to see that flash of green," asks one. "The 
only flash of green down here to make a wish on is the flash of 
money you miss out on," replies the other. "I bought one lot for six 
hundred, held it for five years and s o l d  it for three thousand. I 
could have bought ten. Make you sick to your stomach." But if one 
associates green with the natural environment, one finds a third 
meaning not explicit in the book but relevant to MacDonald's per- 
sonal experience: the ephemeral state of natural Florida in the 
post-WWII period, disappearing in an eye-blink of time? 

This flashing green in Sarasota brought MacDonald into the 
sphere of organized protest in 1956 as the public spokesperson for 
the Committee for a Better Sarasota. Ln November, a local devel- 
oper named Spencer A. Miller petitioned the county commission 
to fill a section of Little Sarasota Bay. Legal and illegal fills in the 
area dated back to the 1910s, and in recent years they were on the 
rise. MacDonald wanted officials to "take the firm and very brave 
stand that there will be more permissions granted for bay fill- 
ing." The county commissioner, Glen Leach, who made the 
motion to grant the Miller permit offered the suspect claim that 
"nobody is more opposed to bay filling than I." His remark 
reminds one of A Flash of Green's Elmo Bliss, who, as he works 
behind the scenes employing nefarious and even violent means to 
ensure that the syndicate wins its permit, insists, "I believe in 
preservation of natural beauty."  each laid out an argument that 
was an assertion of the exalted notion that humans could do bet- 
ter than nature for nature. The "unstable tidal flats," he claimed, 
were "gas-producing, debris-producing areas [that ] should be 
eliminated." Leach was either intentionally misrepresenting the 
truth or he simply knew nothing of what he spoke. "Nature does 
not create unsightly mud flats iuitmfoI: kicks," - 
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Cover of A &sh qf Green by J Q ~  D. IkfwWald. 
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MacDonald wrote at the time in an unpublished piece explaining 
the ecological value of swamps and coastal marshes. But whether 
born of deceit or ignorance, Leach's claim was apt to produce 
approving nods among citizen and government leader. Jim 
Neville, a county commissioner-elect who routinely fished the pro- 
posed fill area, shook his head instead and challenged Leach at the 
commission meeting, warning that granting a permit would set a 
"dangerous precedent" for destroying marine habitat. Responding 
in the newspaper, MacDonald denounced the indifference to "oys- 
ter beds . . . the feeding grounds . . . of the fish population . . . and 
the water bird population." It was unfortunate, he said, that the 
commission made decisions about fill projects "without any estab- 
lished framework of policy" or science, and that developers 
believed it was their "function to get out there and make a buck by 
creating waterfront properties that nature curiously neglected to 
provide." MacDonald's attack was so intense that the developer 
made a special effort to defend his project in the press even after 
the commission granted its approval.22 
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Miller's operation was small potatoes compared with a subse- 
quent one directed by one of the state's largest landholders and 
one of the country's wealthiest men. In 1958, the ninety-one-year- 
old former chairman of Alcoa, Arthur Vining Davis, placed his 
more than 100,000 acres of southeast Florida real estate (he 
reportedly owned one-eighth of Dade County) into a new operat- 
ing corporation, Arvida. Instead of manufacturing aluminum, 
Davis decided to manufacture a Florida lifestyle by in part manu- 
facturing land. Nine months after its incorporation, Arvida made a 
deal with the estate of the late circus showman John Ringling to 
buy 2,000 acres in Sarasota County for $13.5 million. The proper- 
ty comprised 19,000 feet of undeveloped waterfront on Bird, Lido, 
St. Armand's, and Longboat keys. ANida announced plans to 
develop 4,000 homes, hotels, apartments, and commercial build- 
ings on its new property. "I will bet ten Eisenhower dollars against 
ten Confederate dollars that here are some mighty unhappy peo- 
ple on the East Coast who have been bulldozed flat by the Arvida 
steamroller," MacDonald wrote Paul Stannard, executive director 
of the Sarasota Civic League, apologizing for the 'badly mixed 
metaphor." "4,000 new homes boosts the tax income. But what is 
the cost in diminution of that only asset which distinguishes this 
community from, say, Clewiston [a nondescript inland town devel- 
oped largely by U.S. Sugar Corporation]?" MacDonald was of 
course referring to Sarasota's reasonably intact bay-front environ- 
ment. Arvida is "here to make a buck." he told Stannard. 
"Obviously they plan to do their best to fill the bays."23 

Arvida's proposal indeed included fill projects on Bird and 
Longboat keys. Dredges in the 1910s had already expanded Bird 
Key, and Ringling, dabbling in boom-time real estate, had used it as 
a link in a causeway he built to St. Armands Key, where he was sell- 
ing home lots. From the expansionist perspective of Arvida's engi- 
neers, the 14acre Bird Key required more terra firma to make it 
economically viable for waterfront home building. "Public vistas 
should not become car ports and boat docks," MacDonald protest- 
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ed in a T. Carrington Bums editorial. "There is no valid justification 
for filling one more square foot of bay." Local boosters, however, 
were pleased with the growing "new look," "sans circus." Arvida and 
other developen were making over the area's keys with beach 
resort hotels, including one of the tallest on Florida's west coast; six 
eighteen-hole golf courses, one a w i d e  sprawl supplanting 
unwanted "dense jungle growth"; and thousands of houses neatly 
compacted onto dredge-and-fill finger islands, their anthropomor- 
phic shape appropriately symbolic of the latest human imprint on 
the landscape. With Arvida in mind, MacDonald often complained 
that Florida was the only state in the union that was expanding its 
land mass. "Florida is constantly growing," reflect., the lead charac- 
ter, Andy McClintock, in Dead Low Tide, a 1953 Fawcett paperback, 
"not in the normal fashion of other places, with more houses going 
up on existing land, but the land itself is growing."24 

Other coastal states also employed the dragline dredge to add 
dry acreage to their existing inventory of landmass. But without 
question, Florida, a developer's paradise, exhibited a particular 
aggressiveness about manufacturing waterfront real estate. 
Historian Gary Mormino points out that at the turn of the twenti- 
eth century, Florida still had "too much land, too much water, and 
too few people" and in all the wrong places for the liking of state 
and local officials. Eager to minimize repulsive swampland and 
maximize inviting bay-, ocean-, and gulf-front property to cultivate 
population growth, they gave developers something of the equiva- 
lent of ambassadorial immunity by imposing few restrictions on 
their activities. At the onset of the 1920s land boom, the legislature 
passed a Riparian Rights act, updating a previous one adopted in 
1856, to affirm a landowner's prerogative to fill tidal and freshwa- 
ter land, which the state Internal Improvement Fund made avail- 
able at subterranean prices without regard to environmental 
consequences. Three decades later, when another land rush was 
on, MacDonald's Andy McClintock defined riparian rights as the 
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practice of "turning water into land and putting nouses on it.' The 
new land boom was characterized not by the sale of poorly drained 
swampland but by brand new, sewalled waterfront property freshly 
pumped up from bay bottoms and whitening under the Florida 
sunshine. Throughout the 19509, as Mormino's research reveals, 
newspaper headlines trumpeted the results: "Lowly Mangrove 
Swamp Is Turned into 'Paradise Island,'" "Bay-Bottom Sand Turns 
into Florida's Silver Coast," "How to Make a Brand New Island," 
"Beach Project Ready for Dredging." In MacDonald's seventy-year 
lifetime, dragline dredges added hundreds of miles of "made 
land," as he put it, to Florida's naturally vast coastline.25 

Despite MacDonald's dislike for their perceived rapacity, the 
"Amida boys" were not the model for the developers in A Rash of 
Gem The S.0.B.s had previously stopped an outside corporation 
brandishing blueprints for a bay-fill project. Palmland 
Development was a syndicate of locals, a fact that made them all 
the more dangerous and suggested the locus of the problem 
MacDonald saw in Sarasota. Big, outside corporations, such as 
Arvida, he believed, were only doing what they were created to do. 
The responsibility to protect the commons resided with local elect- 
ed officials. In Sarasota, as far as MacDonald, Neville, Stannard, 
and others saw things, local government was "pack[edIn with real- 
estate brokers, insurance agents, contractors, and lawyers who had 
a "personal financial stake in growth" and who were "overly sympa- 
thetic to the fast-dollar philosophy." In the MacDonald policy for- 
mula, planning, zoning, and building decisions should be made 
with the forethought of results a quarter or half-century hence. 
"On some days looking 20 minutes ahead seems standard," he said 
of the typical public official. When MacDonald wrote these words 
in 1983 in l%ni& Trend business magazine, the year of Arvida's 
incorporation remained ominous in his memory. "We are where 
we are today9'-with developmentcrowded waterfronts, obscured 
bay and gulf views, polluted waters, and car-crowded road- 
ways-"because in 1958 our leaders were not looking 2.5 years down 
the road, to say nothing of 50." Then as in the 1980s, the "real dm- 
gers to Florida are inertia, ignorance, shortages of abilities and 
funds and an unwillingness to look into the future."26 
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pg+ut MacDonald (who donated his fee for the magazine ameke 
to'-the Florida Defenden of the Environment, which had organ- 
ized to stop the cross-Florida barge canal) knew people who were 
eager to introduce logic to the growth equation. Around the time 
Arvida bought the Ringling properties, votaries of the sort 
launched the Civic League and its complement the Citizens 
Bureau of Govemment Research. Within the year Neville had 
pulled together the Society for Conservation, and within eightem 
months, MacDonald had completed the first draft of A Hash of 
Orm Citizen groups interested in honest and wise government 

I 

and in protecting the environment were not unique to Sarasota. In 
the mid-1950s in St. Petersburg, when Chicago developer Leonard 

I 

Ratner proposed a 504acre dredge-and-fill project in Boca Ciega 
Bay, l o d s  organized the Alliance for the Conservation of Natural 
Resources. In January 1962, when supertanker giant Daniel 
Ludwig announced plans to build an oil refinery and deepwater 
port in the subtropical shallows of Biscayne Bay, angry residents 
rallied under the banner, or more accurately in front of the 
bumper sticker, of the Safe Progress Association. MacDonald knew 
both groups, the first of which failed in its endeavor and the sec- 
ond of which ~ucceeded.~' 

The fictitious S.0.B.s were representative of the countless 4 

grassroots, issuespecific organizations that were a defining factor 
, '  : J  a 

of the new movement. What made that movement modem was '.'I 
ecological science, a field of study that was still finding an $ 

, ,.'I 
autonomous place in the American academy. To highlight the I 

dangers of disorderly development, the Florida campaigns turned :J 
to the insights of ecology. Studying the bay and how a develop ! ;r $ 
ment project might disrupt stable relationships in the marine 

, l'i h i  

ecosystem was one of the roles of the Citizens Bureau of I 

Government Research. A Fkash of Orem's S.0.B.s seek to do the I \ ,I? ,I) 

same using a resident scientist, Doris Rowell, and any "reputable I 

marine biologists" she can round upUthose eggheads," Elmo Bliss 11,'i 

calls them. Her specific task is to acquire a copy of a ushallowwater I i 

ecology study" undertaken by scientists from the University of ;j  
1 I 
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Miami (pivotal actors in the real-life Biscayne Bay campaign). 
Their ecological findings had helped rescue Grassy Bay fi-om the 
first proposed fill project, and the environmentalists hope that by 
again incorporating science into their activist strategy-educating 
the public, speaking out at commission meetings, and leading 
protests-they will repeat their success in the policy arena. "We'll 
prove, as we did before," Rowell assures an S.0.B gathering, "that 
filling Grassy Bay would have a disastrous effect on the local 
marine ecology, including, of course, game and food fish species." 
Although MacDonald had no formal training in the field, he read 
widely and believed that smart policy decisions regarding residen- 
tial and commercial development, infixstructure design, and 
recreational lands required a fundamental understanding of ecol- 
ogy. Any waterside community such as Sarasota was doomed to be 
a built-environment wasteland if it failed to take into account that 
the "life of the seas begins where the sea and the shore meet, in the 
estuaries and upon 'unsightly mud flats'" and that "reclaiming" 
those mud flats for real estate, roads, or water passages promised 
certain death for the natural aesthetic that had originally attracted 
people to Florida.28 

Respecting the profundity of ecology, MacDonald believed, 
led to wise policy decisions. He made this point with not only 
Rowell but with the shrewd Elmo Bliss, whom MacDonald 
endowed with an understanding of science's power. Bliss adroitly 
strikes at the ecology jugular in the S.O.B. 's strategy. Threatening 
h m  to Kat Hubble, he coerces Jimmy Wing to impeach the 
integrity of Rowell, a competent scientist with a blemished past. In 
the end, the S.0.B.s lose Grassy Bay to the syndicate. 

Ficfion mimicked reality: Arvida got its permits. Science, 
ignored by city leaders rather than undermined by vile deeds, 
could not save the day for MacDonald and the environmentalists. 
By the time Arvida finished its project, which included enough fill 
for 51 1 home sites, 291 of them trimming finger-canal waterfront, 
dredges had spent the 1950s and early 1960s horsing up 4,500 
acres of hard-bottom habitat and burying 1,800 acres of coastal- 
wetland habitat. Before developers were done, they had created a 

28. By-Laws sf the Citizens' Bureau of Governmental Research, n. d.,JDMC, box 
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mostly infertile shoreline environment with the construction of 
over 100 miles of concrete seawalls, which not only eliminated vital 
habitat, including mangroves, but altered the water's energy to the 
point that it scoured the bay bottom and seagrass beds, thirty per- 
cent of which were eventually lost. The once limpid bay was grow- 
ing increasingly murky and lifeless.29 

Indifferent to these consequences, Arvida returned in the mid- 
1960s with a proposal to fill in more bay to make land for more 
homes and, this time, condominiums. As available waterfront 
property grew increasingly scarce during the post-war population 
boom, developers, with Arvida as a pioneering leader, came up 
with an inventive idea for continuing to settle people on Florida's 
already-crowded beaches-the condominium "supertower." The 
term condominium comes not from an architectural concept but 
a legal one, dating to Europe in the Middle Ages, that provides the 
warranted guidelines for multiple interests occupying a single res- 
idential structure. The concept replaced the land in real-property 
ownership with airspace between walls. Before the dosing of the 
frontier, when land was the enabling root of American individual- 
ism and independent livelihood, nationalists would have blasted 
the condominium as utterly un-American. But the arrangement 
had an appeal in crowded, land-scarce places and among a demo- 
graphic, especially post-war retirees living on company pensions 
and social security benefits, willing to forsake title to a green patch 
of earth to avoid maintaining it. The concept was set to flourish 
when in 1961 the Federal Housing Administration began insuring 
mortgages on condominiums. The year before, Salt Lake City per- 
mitted construction of the first in the continental United States. 
Puerto Rico, however, where condominiums had been popular on 
the island commonwealth since the 1950s, exported the legal and 
architectural edif~ces to south Florida, where the Everglades 
impeded the outward impulses of the urban environment and 
forced growth to go upward. By the late 1960s, condominiums 
stacked humanity as high as fifty stories. The wall of towers had 
become dense enough along the beach from Fort Lauderdale to 
Miami to prompt one observer to propose that the "Gold Coast be 
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renamed the Condominium Coast." To MacDonald, no architec- 
tural form was more offensive to the natural environment and 
decent living. He predicted that condominiums, so many of them 
shoddily constructed, had an average life span of fifty years before 
they turned into "seaside slums," their restoration too costly to be 
covered by monthly condominium-association maintenance fees. 
Woe would then befall all except the builders-long departed to 
whiter beachesem 

When ANida moved forward with the new phase of develop 
ment on its Sarasota properties, A &h of Crm no longer simply 
captured a spirit of activism in the 1950s. It became a source of 
inspiration for regrouping in the 1960s. The vigilant James Neville, 
who hosted a radio show, hyped the book as "timely reading" for a 
city with a wearisome history of municipal subservience to corpo- 
rate demands. Falling under fiction's influence, Neville knew a 
good name and acronym when he saw them; he and others organ- 
ized a new citizens' group they called Save Our Bays. The real-life 
S. 0. B.s worked with the Sarasota County Angler's Club, which 
filed a law suit, another effective tool of the modern environmen- 
talists, against Arvida, the Internal Improvement Fund, and 
Longboat Key. The two groups maintained that selling public land, 
in this case bay bottom, "to private interests for private gain" was a 
violation of the "public trust." MacDonald remained ever the 
"common scold," writing letters to the newspapers, President 
Lyndon Johnson, interior secretary Stewart Udall, and an unsym- 
pathetic Senator George Smathers of Florida, and he helped 
organize a "bay fill consenation hnd  dinner" to raise money for 
the law suit. In December 1964, the Internal Improvement Fund 
tabled the proposed purchase of land around Longboat Key indef- 
initely. "We have driven Arvida stock down appreciably," a gleeful 
MacDonald wrote the vice president of Save San Francisco Bay 
Association, with whom he was trading war stories.31 
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The steeliness of the Sarasota groups was tested soon again. 
Arvida came back three years later, this time seeking a permit to fit1 
more than 170 acres around Otter and South Lido keys. The envi- 
ronmental groups and the common scold renewed the pressure, 
with unexpected help coming from Tallahassee. Governor Claude 
Kirk's "a-dollar-a-year" environmental advisor, Nathaniel Reed of 
south Florida, took an open stand against dredge-and-fill projects. 
At his urging, the governor in 1967 signed the Randell Act, which 
required a biological survey prior to local and state officials consid- 
ering permits to alter tidal and submerged lands. The act's spon- 
sor, Ted Randell, lived in Fort Myers a few miles down the coast 
from MacDonald, and like the author was horrified by the impact 
of dredgeand-fill projects on marine life. In January, Randell, 
Kirk, and fellow lawmakers arrived in Sarasota for a legislative 
weekend. Kirk had a scheduled lunch with Arvida president Brown 
Whatley at Bird Key Yacht Club. When the S.0.B.s got wind of the 
lunch, they organized a "boatacade." More than 200 craft of all 
sizes "formed ranks in the bay," sounding their presence across the 
water with the shrill of whistles, bells, and belching air horns. Kirk 
reportedly turned to his lunch companion and said, "I saw your 
navy out there, Brown." The next month, the Sarasom County 
commissioners acted not as "amateurs," as MacDonald had fre- 
quently and derisively called them, but as professionals, and voted 
unanimously against permitting the new devel~pment.~~ 

MacDonald's role in the boatacade is unclear. He may have 
joined with one of his own small crafts or crewed with a friend. 
What is more certain is that MacDonald had played a role over 
many years in forcing Sarasota to shift its emphasis, as it did follow- 
ing the hatacade, fiom developing its bays to protecting them. 
The emphasis in the environmental community shifted, too. By the 
time of MacDonald's death in 1986, the larger bay area would lose 
another 600 to 700 acres of tidal wetlands, but the dredges all but 
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stopped operating in the region, save for the Army Corps of 
Engineers routine maintenance of the Intercostal Waterway. The 
bay faced a new challenge in effluence. Outdated municipal waste- 
water-treatment facilities, scores of poorly maintained package 
plants (individual sewer systems for golf courses, hospitals, subdivi- 
sions, and mobile-home parks), thousands of leaky septic tanks, 
and 800 miles of drainage canals dating back to the 1920s sent met- 
als, chemicals, chlorinated pesticides, enzymes, and fecal coliforms 
into the estuarine system. Environmentalists looked out across the 
area's most-prized natural asset badly fouled by nitrogen levels 300 
times natural conditions. In 1987, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency designated Sarasota Bay a Estuary of National 
Significance and prepared to launch a massive clean-up effort, 
duplicated in open-water estuaries around Florida (Tampa Bay, 
Charlotte Harbor, and Indian River Lagoon) and the country. The 
S.0.B.s turned their sight on restoration." 

More than two decades after its publication, the book that had 
been inspired by activists of the 1950s and that in turn inspired 
their efforts continued to have resonance. In 1984, film maker 
Victor Nuriez adapted A Riuh of Green for the screen. Nufiez said 
he 'used to dream about" the book, so "wrapped up" was he with 
MacDonald's depiction of the conflict between land merchants 
and land-loving citizens. The master storyteller died two years after 
the movie's realease, the loser in a threemonth struggle with com- 
plications from heart surgery, but his noted social criticism contin- 
ued to elevate the voices of other writers. Best-selling Florida 
mystery-thriller author Carl Hiaasen felt the MacDonald muse 
early on, writing in the 1995 forward to the latter's The Deep Blue 
Goodye, 'I loved [MacDonald's work] because he was the first 
modern writer to nail Florida dead-center, to capture all its lan- 
guid sleaze, racy sense of promise, and breath-grabbing beauty. . . 
. The customary targets are greedhead developers, crooked politi- 
cians, charnber-of-commerce flacks, and the cold-hearted scam- 
men who flock like buzzards to the Sunshine State. For John D. 
MacDonald, these were not just useful fictional villains; they were 
villains of real life."34 
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MacDonald once responded to a critic of his compulsion 
toward protecting Florida's natural endowments this way: "No 
sophistry, no variety of warped reasoning can hide the fact that by 
thinking of mankind as able to control the environment, we are 
coming ever closer to the point of no return-wherein the environ- 
ment will no longer be able to sustain and support mankind as a 
life form." His Gaia understanding of the world and his acknowl- 
edgment that "man is a part of nature" are reminiscent of Rachel 
Carson's teachings in S i h t  S ' n g  But the precedent of this great 
book was not needed for MacDonald and Floridians to make the 
transition to the modern environmental movement. In 1962, 
Carson was moved to write about the onslaught that was spoiling 
the environment; MacDonald was moved to write about the 
response to the Florida onslaught in the form of organized 
activism already in unyielding mo t i ~ n . ~ ~  

A Flash of Gem reveals its author's remarkable insight and 
some quantity of foresight, though perhaps not so much that 
MacDonald deserves confirmation as a prophet. Lofty condomini- 
ums banking Florida's Gold, Emerald, Sun, Treasure, First, Space, 
and Nature coasts and built forty years ago are not likely in the 
next decade to start crumbling down under the weight of slipshod 
construction, as he predicted. Still, one might take note of an 
observation he made in 1969 and the place that apparently 
aroused it: "Blithe ignorance . . . is creating an oxygencarbon 
dioxide imbalance that is slowly heating up the planet. About two 
more degrees change in the overall average and there will be a 
melting of the polar icecaps which will put all of peninsular Florida 
under a few feet of water."36 
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Gatorland: Survival of the Fittest among 
Florida's Mid-Tier Tourist Attractions 

by Dorothy Mays 

I n the early decades of the 20" century the majority of tourists 
coming to Florida were well-heeled members of America's elite 
classes seeking to escape the brutal northern winters. The 

deplorable condition of Florida's road system meant that longdis- 
tance travel was practical only via railroad. The interior of Florida 
remained largely unaffected by tourism as the railroads bypassed 
most of the state and funneled tourists directly to opulent resorts 
in the coastal cities of St. Augustine, Miami, and Tampa. All this 
would change in the years following World War 11, when owner- 
ship of an automobile had become commonplace and the recent- 
ly established custom of the two-week vacation meant that a new 
type of tourist was interested in visiting Florida.' Middle-class 
Americans now had the opportunity to come to Florida, and the 
state embarked on a road-building boom in hope of encouraging 
tourism, which was rapidly evolving into a vital piece of Florida's 
economy. As tourists were liberated from the pre-planned routes 
laid down by the railroad, thousands of restaurants, hotels, and 
tourist attractions sprang up alongside the newly constructed high- 
ways to service the automobile travelers. For many the journey by 
car was an enjoyable part of their vacation experience. Driving 
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along the back roads of America harkened to an element of wan- 
derlust that let them seek out experiences in new environments2 

For most of the 20" century, the beach was the main attraction 
for Florida tourists. A 1939 survey revealed that almost 60 percent 
of tourists said their primary purpose in coming to Florida was for 
beaches and water ~ports .~ As late as 196'7, a private study commis 
sioned by the Disney Corporation revealed that only eight percent 
of visitors to the state indicated they looked forward to stopping at 
any sort of commercial attra~tion.~ Even though most tourists 
were heading to the beach, local entrepreneurs were eager to pro- 
vide the visitors with a brief diversion while they were on the tire- 
some, hot drive through the state. New businesses that provided 
necessities such as gasoline, food, and cheap lodging proliferated 
alongside the highways, but travelers could also be coaxed into an 
impulse stop at roadside attractions to break up the monotony of 
the journey. These attractions used colorful names to lure visitors 
with a promise of Floridian splendor: The Museum of Sunken 
Treasure, Rattlesnake Headquarters, Gatorama, and Neptune's 
Garden typified such attractions. Generally small and undercapi- 
talized, these operations relied on the natural wonders of Florida 
to dazzle visitors. A plot of land, an entrepreneurial spirit, and a 
catchy theme were often all that was needed to entice travelers to 
pull over for a brief stop. 

One such entrepreneur was Owen Godwin, the founder and 
I 

sustaining force behind Gatorland, a roadside attraction estab 1 

lished in 1949. Owen was a larger-than-life character born in 1905 
I 

< 

in Rattlesnake Hammock, a tiny town in Central Florida. He spent 
most of his younger years on a cattle ranch, where he developed an 
early appreciation for the outdoors. In an era when most young 
boys fxated on Babe Ruth or Dick Tracey, Owen had discovered 
Frank Buck, the animal collector and jungle adventurer whose life 
was immortalized in the best-selling memoir, Bring 'Em Back Alive 
(1930). Buck's fearless exploits in the far-flung jungles of the 
world made for terrific entertainment, and soon he was starring as 
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himself in movies based on his adventures. With his own fierce 
love of the outdoors, young Owen Godwin found Frank Buck to be 
the living embodiment of the dashing adventurer that he one day 
hoped to emulate. 

& 1A-1 I* Although Godwn craved a life of adventure, he spent most of 
his young adulthood in mundane occupations; at various times he 
was employed as a butcher, postal worker, ranch hand, and h i t  
packer. Despite his hardscrabble existence, Godwin's entrepre- 
neurial spirit continuously searched for an opportunity to earn 
more income. When he was packing fruit, he earned money by 
juicing the oranges and selling it in gallon containers at his broth- 
er's gas station. When he saw that students at the local college 
were having a hard time getting their textbooks, he bought books 
in bulk and tried to set up an off~ampus boolcshop. None of his 
ventures proved vely profitable, but he kept searching for a means 
of establishing a viable business. 

In 1933 Godwin married Pearl Warren, a woman who sang in 
the local church choir, and they had four children within the next 
five years. By this time Godwin was running a sandwich shop, and 
turning a modest profit from a pool table and card room attached 
to the back of the restaurant. Godwin was a hard working man, 
but like all of his various jobs, his work at the restaurant was mere- 
ly a form of income, not something which captured his imagina- 
tion or provided any sense of fulfillment. Despite the workaday 
nature of these modest jobs, Godwin was already transforming 
into the outsized personality that would make him famous. 
Craving the role of an outdoorsman like his hero Frank Buck, he 
strolled about his small hometown in safari jodhpurs and tall 
boots, and kept a pet alligator in his backyard. He pounced on 
any chance to escape into the dense Florida brush for hunting, 
fishing, or exploring the wild. 

The end of World War I1 brought a tidal wave of tourism to 
Florida, and at last Godwin spotted an opportunity to capitalize on 
his love of the outdoors. If tourists might be coaxed into pulling 
over to see a rattlesnake or a collection of sea shells, perhaps they 
would stop to see alligators. Godwin was convinced that everyone 
coming to Florida was interested in seeing three things: palm trees, 
flamingos, and alligators.. .and he could provide all three. He had 
never liked the way animals were displayed in typical cramped, 
unrealistic roadside attractions, and knew he could do better. 
Rather than constructing ugly cages or pens, he would create a 



business that capitalized on the natural splendor of the Florida 
wilderness as a backdrop for his alligator attraction. 

In order to be successful, a roadside attraction needed to be 
inexpensive, visible from a.well-traveled road, and have an eye- 
catching entrance to snag the attention of tourists. Godwin's first 
challenge was to find an affordable plot of land close to a major 
road. US 27 and US 1 provided the primary means of north-south 
traffic through Florida, but land alongside these popular routes 
was unaffordable. The Orange Blossom Trail, also known as US 
1'7-92, was less well traveled but had strong potential for future 
growth. Not only was this property affordable, but it had the 
added attraction of ready-made borrow pits. During construction 
of the road, a great deal of fill dirt had been dug out, creating the 
long stretches of depressions that naturally filled with water. While 
these borrow pits made the land unattractive for orange groves or 
housing, it was perfect for displaying alligators. Godwin purchased 
a long strip of fifteen acres, complete with ready-made borrow pits, 
along the Orange Blossom Trail. 

Owen recruited the entire family of four children ranging in 
age from Owen Jr. at 15 down to the youngest, Frank, at age 10 to 
get the raw land into shape. Palmettos had to be hacked out, 
weeds cleared, swampland drained, and a rudimentary building 
constructed. Central Florida is a land dense with vegetation, 
snakes, and insects, and all three presented fierce challenges to a 
family that didn't have access to power tools. Although Owen and 
his young family carried out most of the work, Seminole Indians 
were hired to construct a pft shop. Sticking close to a form of 
architecture that would speak of an authentic Florida experience, 
the @t shop was made of cypress poles, a palm-thatched roof, and 
a sawdust floor. The Seminole workers also helped build a wood- 
en walkway that led across the borrow pit directly to the gift shop. 
On one side of the property, they built three Seminole "chikees," 
or small houses constructed of cypress poles, a thatched roof, and 
a flat wood deck raised a few feet off the ground. Workers lived in 
these houses during the early years of Gatorland. 

The land Owen bought did not have palm trees. Convinced 
that people wanted to see palm trees when they visited Florida, he 
transplanted some to the property. He filled the borrow pits with 
alligators, brought some flamingoes onto the property, and built 
display cases for snakes. It was 1949, and Owen Godwin was ready 
for business. 



Owen Godwin, Gatorland's founder. Owen Godwin with a handful of alligator 
hatchlings. Imagie courtesy of the Godwin family, Orlando. 

Naming the attraction proved to be a challenge. Hoping to 
distinguish himself from other kitschy Florida tourist sites that 
sported mermaids or lost pirate treasure, the attraction was first 
called the Florida Wildlife Institute. Quickly deciding the name 
sounded too much like a government bureaucracy, Godwin 
renamed it Snake Village and Alligator Farm. This name also 
proved problematic, as Godwin believed that women would be 
squeamish about getting out of their cars to see snakes. In 1954 he 
finally came up with a name that had the right combination of 
excitement, description, and memorabli ty: Gatorland, The Alligator 
Capital of the W d .  

The question of what to charge for admission also evolved 
through a process of trial and error. In the very early days, the 
attraction charged a small admission fee, but few people were will- 
ing to pay. After a few months with almost no &c, Godwin 
decided that the word "Free" would be a powerful draw. And he 
was right. Doing away with an admission fee was a gutsy move. 
With the beach-going tourists more willing to get out of their cars 
to stroll about the attraction, Godwin hoped that enough revenue 
could be gleaned from the gift shop, soft drink sales, and voluntary 
donations to keep the attraction afloat. 



Hi hopes were misplaced. Tourists were happy to stroll by tk& ' 

' 

unstaffed donation table near the parli exit without contri 
anything for the upkeep of the attraction. Even with a ste 
Owen Gdwig~ t&m&hg &ere, donaitions were slim. DO*$ 
increased when the W e  was staffed by a passle of bedrawl* 

I 

looking Godwin children and later grandchildren.5 \ , i: 
4 3 '  

It quickly became apparent that revenues would not be @& 
quate to support the opewon. Tourism in Florida was still h'kaii 

I 

ily concepthted in the winter months, with few visitors v e n N ~ g  "::: 
down dqring the sultry months between May and November. EV& .) 
the entrepreneur, Owen decided that if the tourists were not corn- I 

, )< 

ing south during the summer, .he would go north. Thus, Owen . 
Godwin began an arms summer pilgrimage to the northern 

4 

, 
states, hauling a large a&gat&r wi& the colorful name of Cannibal d I 

Jake in a specidly built trailer. &win, a longtime member of the 
Zions Qub, used thar connection to hi9 advantage on his brips ( 

north. f ie  would pull over in s b d i  towns and introduce himself to 
the leader of the local Lions Club, and in exchange for a modest 
donation he obtained permission to set up in the town square for 
a few days. Townspeople could see the alligator for a small fee, 
usually a dime. For three months each year he traveled up and : *I 5:. ;I 

down the east coast, showing Cannibal Jake to people who had ' l~'!~ : p d  

never been to Florida or seen a living alligator. After his first sum- (,,+ 
,,1 

mer on the road, Owen came back to Florida with $7,500 in small . kt): ; 6, 
'y change, enough money to keep the park operating and a little 

,) 

extra for e~pansion.~. .,\ 1 ,I,; I it 

Owen Godwin continued his annual northern sojourns with ,$ ': 
Cannibal Jake throughout most of the 1950s. These trips, essential I !  , 
for keeping the businem afloat, were hard on his family. Having ,':)> Y,:: 
lived through the Great Depression, Owen's wife Pearl always ~i 
craved a sense of security, which Gatorland's trickle of revenue and ; $; 

~i j 
her husband's extended absences did not provide. While Owen 

,1;,1 

was gone, his children shouldered the responsibility for tending . ;,,, 

the alligators and keeping the park open. Pearl worked daily to 
I:; , ,I 

make fudge and sandwiches to sell to the trickle of visitors. 
:i I , 

Godwin's skills as a gambler also proved to be vital to underwriting t 

much of this early expansion. Godwin excelled in the illegal back- I I i I 

4': 
171, 

' j'! 
,;,; 

5. Diane Godwin McHugh, interviewed by the author, Orlando FL, 12 March 
2008. 

6. Owen Godwin Jr., interviewed by the author, Lutz FL, 19 May 2008. 



room card games. He gladly played into the early hours of the 
morning, almost always winning more than he lost According the 
family lore, the majority of these winnings were plowed directly 
into Gatorland, funding the expansion of the grft shop, a small 
snack shop, and an extensive series of boardwalks which stretched 
over the gator-filled borrow pits. 

Although Godwin had no formal training in business or the 
entertainment industry, his instincts for showmanship were good 
and he incorporated many of the features essential for a successful 
theme park.. .a distinctly different operation than an amusement 
park. Amusement parks focus on physical gratification through 
thrill rides, games of skill, and curiosities. Northeast Florida was 
dense with amusement parks in the golden age of Florida tourism, 
with small parks featuring miniature golf, Ferris wheels, and log 
rides.' Rather than providing a physical sense of amusement, 
theme parks provide a mental and aesthetic experience through 
carefully orchestrated landscape, architecture, cos tumed person- 
nel, merchandizing, and food selections coordinated to support 
the sense of being in another place.8 Theme park visitors are seek- 
ing an experience that takes them out of their ordinary environ- 
ment and plunges them into a world of fantasy, nature, or 
adventure. One of the selling points of a theme park is that it can 
deliver the illusion of adventure in a very controlled environ- 
ment.. .a risky activity that is risk-free. 

Although run on a shoestring budget, Gatorland delivered the 
themed experience of Florida in spectacular fashion. Surrounded 
by towering pine trees draped in Spanish moss, with acres of bor- 
row pits swarming with alligators, and the air filled with the cries of 
egrets, cranes, and herons, Gatorland captured the natural beauty 
of old world Florida to the delight of northern tourists. As the 
park took shape, almost half a mile of elevated boardwalks were 
built throughout the attraction, passing over alligator pits, along- 
side nesting birds, and even meandering through preserved 
stretches of Florida wetlands. The restaurants served inexpensive, 
down home favorites such as smoked barbeque, cold beer, home- 
made fudge, and of course, deep-fiiedfllieator. 

I,. L I !  ua-~~i~iir;kM. 
7. Tim Hollis, M a k  Mirack Strip: Fmm Redmck Rivkra to Emerald Coast 

(Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2004). 
8. Margaret J King, "Theme and Amusement Parks," in The Encyclopedia of 

Remh and Leisure in America (Woodbridge, CT: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
2004), 363-65. 



Owen Godwin never attempted to compete with amusement 
parks by offering rides or games. He focused on wildlife, allowing 
visitors the alluring thrill of getting close to an alligator in a realis - 
tic setting. In an era before televisions and video games populat- 
ed every home, people were more easily awed by the sight of 
hundreds of ancient alligators lazily swimming through the borrow 
pits of Gatorland. 

Eventually, the dimes and quarters generated from Godwin's 
annual sojourns north provided Gatorland with enough revenue 
to fund its first serious expansion in 1956. The original cypress 
and thatch-roof grft shop was pulled down, and a new building of 
concrete block was installed, although it was still faced with mate- 
rials to lend it an old Florida appearance. Attached to the @t 
shop, a private home was constructed, in which Owen Godwin, his 
wife Pearl, and youngest son Frank took up residence. Frank was 
nearing high school graduation, and had spent most of his life 
working at Catorland in one capacity or another. From the first 
months of clearing palmetto stumps and weeds, through his years 
building the boardwalks, manning the donation table, and tending 
the alligators,. Frank knew Gatorland from the ground up. 

After high school graduation, Frank was restless and ready 
to see something of the world. He volunteered for the army in 
195'7 and served three years in New York and a brief stint in 
Korea. He was soon ready ta come home, and it seemed 
inevitable that he would go to work at Gatorland, where his 
father desperately wanted Frank's know-how and ability to shoul- 
der hard work. Increasingly popular with Florida tourists, 
Gatorland attracted thousands of visitors on the weekends and 
the park needed more attractions, boardwalks, and snackshop 
area to accommodate the crowds. 

Like many of the successful Florida attractions, Gatorland was 
destined to become a family-business that stretched across genera- 
tions. Among Florida's notable family run theme parks are Parrot 
Jungle (Miarni, Scherr family)g, Cypress Gardens (Polk County, 
Pope family) ,lo Everglades Wonder Garden (Bonita Springs, Piper 
family), Monkey Jungle (Miami, DuMond family), and Orchid 

, l b ; d p J p C f  ?:%';--I.' . Il L q w ,  ;,I? . - ._I'CL''-:LL- 

" Cory Gittner, Miami's Pamt Jungle and Gar*: Tihe Cohjbl Histmy of an 
Um~012 Attracth ( G a i n d e :  University Press of Florida, 2000). 

10. Stephen E. Branch, "The Salesman and his Swamp: Dick Pope's Cypress 
Gardens," Fbdu Hktinical Qwzrtdy 80 no. 4 (2002) : 48S503. 



Jungle ((nomestead, Fennel1 family). All of these early attractions 
shared similar business practices. The operation of a theme park 
is both capital and labor intensive, with steep start-up costs and lit- 
tle guarantee of return. All of these parks had very modest begin- 
nings in rural, undeveloped areas where inexpensive land could be 
purchased. They relied on the unpaid labor of family members 
and children in their earliest years, and took on very little or no 
debt. As the parks showed signs of success, improvements were 
made in a piecemeal fashion. These parks began in the mid-twen- 
tieth century, in an emerging market that was being fed by a 
stream of tourists hungry for a brief diversion on their sojourn to 
the beach. At this time it was still possible for small, family-run 
start-ups to create a foothold in the market before the mega-theme 
parks raised expectations to the point that it was impossible for a 
modest attraction to get off the g-round." 

After his army service, Frank Godwin returned to Gatorland, 
working side by side with his father to operate the park. One of 
the first tasks undertaken by Frank was the challenge of giving 
Gatorland a more impressive entrance. Most classic roadside 
attractions have unabashed, eye-catching signage to snag the eye of 
passing travelers. Sarasota's Reptile Farm & Zoo featured a giant 
cut-out sign of an elephant, Weeki Wachee exhibited the famous 
towering sculpture of aquatic performers, and the Miami 
Serpentarium had a 35 foot high concrete hooded cobra. The 
entrance of an attraction should depict not only the theme the 
attraction would deliver, but suggest and atmosphere of fun and 
adventure.'* Given that most visitors pulled over to these attrac- 
tions on impulse, it was essential that the appearance from the 
road be intriguing enough to warrant a stop. 

Frank knew the entrance should feature an alligator, but it 
required some thought before he decided what form it should take. 
He brought an alligator skull home and studied it from every 
aspect, searching for the most impressive manner of presenting 
such an image to the public. Finally he hit on the idea of having a 

- 

11. There is one notable exception to this statement. Dinosaur Wmld in Plant City 
began in 1998, founded by an enterprising Swedish immigrant who dreamed 
of creating a theme park in Florida. Dinosaur World is a modest, family nm 
attraction that has found a niche among lowost, child-oriented entertain- 
ment. Randy Diamond, "Roadside Dinosaur Attraction is Thriving," Tampa 
Tribune, 15 Aug 2005, p.1. 

12. Jakle, 118. 



pair of giant, gaping gator jaws serve as the entrance through which , 

visitors would pass to enter the park. Frank consulted a welder, who 
confirmed that a rebar steel frame could be made that would sup 
port a concrete and plaster overlay. Although Owen Godwin was 
skeptical, he gave his son the go-ahead. "I was only twenty-two and 
had never done anything like this, so it was pretty gutsy of him to go 
along with it," Frank said.13 As the spectacular entrance took shape, 1 

it was an obvious hit. "Frank, you'll be about half-famous for build- 
! 

ing this. thing," Owen said to his $on." In the coming years the 
gator mouth would feature prominently not only in Gatorland I 

adveking, but in tourist books, architectud magazines, and pop 
culture. The mouth has been aademarked, and the park succew 
fully fended off competitors who attempted similar designs. m 

Over the years, Owen and Frank settled into distinctive areas 
of responsibility. Frank became a jack of all trades, a young man 
who liked nothing better than to head out into the park with a 
hammer and repair the buildings, tend to the alligators, or oversee 
the construction of a new attraction. He quickly became indispen- 
sable as a behind-the-scenes wonderkid who kept the increasingly 
complex park operations in smooth working order. On the other 
hand, one of Gatorbnd's best promotional tools was Owen 
Godwin himself. As the attraction grew and prospered in the late 
19509, Owen evolved into an outsized, larger-than-life personality. I s (  

He fully embraced the persona of the intrepid adventurer, wearing ,I,, 

khakis with tall boots, a leopard vest, and a fedora hat sporting a ' 1 

1 i 

rattlesnake hatband. He used that hat as a prop, sometimes wav- I I ,  j b  I 

ing it over the snakepit to the delight of the tourists.15 This public . 

, I f  image of the intrepid autdoomman became an important part of 'I 

Gatorland's promotion. To the public, Owen Codwin was a gre- I 
I ! 

garious showman eager to glad-hand with tourists and share his 
knowledge of the animal kingdom. His photograph routinely I? 

!, 

appeared in articles covering Gatorland and he loved to stride ) I ;  1 1 , ,  

about the streets of downtown Essimmee in his full safari apparel. I , 1  I 

He was Frank Buck, P.T. Barnum, and Walt Disney rolled into one I ,' 

man. Godwin's flamboyant image was a great marketing tool, but 8 ;I:;!, 
i; 

it was not something he shed at the end of the day. The clothes, 'I 
4 ,' 

,? 
) I, d 

13. Frank Godwin, interview by author, Orlando FL, 3 March 2008. 
14. Michael B l d e l d ,  "Greetings from Gatorland: Frank Godwin Carries on a g 

1 '  

Family Tradition Started in 1949." Orlando Sentz& 28 Jan 1993, sec. El .  I q 

15. Mike Godwin, interview by author, Orlando FL, 12 March 2008. I '9, 



c--- 
Designed by Frank Godwin in 1962, visitors walked through the iconic Cator 
mouth to enter into the park. Image courtesy t-f the Godwin fa*. 

the tall tales, the rugged outdoorsman ... this was who he became. 
"He morphed into that personality, and that became his blood," 
says his granddaughter.16 

Godwin wanted more than just the inrage of the grand out- 
doorsman, he wanted to bc it. As Gatorland began earning a 
healthy return, Owein. embarked on a series of safaris throughout 
the world. He travelkd to Africa to hunt big game, Alaska to fish, 
and South America to search for animals to ship back to 
Gatorland. He brought back zebras, pythons, monkeys, and 
ostriches to display at the park From South America he brought 
a tapir and a pygmy hippo. The original determination to create 
a park featuring Floridi wildife was set aside in order to show the 
prized animals Owen brought back fiom his travels. 

Despite his image as a vigorous outdoorsman, Godwin was 
only sixty-four when a heart attack forced him to confront his own 
mortality. Although his family members provided a substantial 
amount of the labor at Gatorland, Owen Godwin alone controlled 
all the power and made all of the decisions. As the founder and 
driving force behind the creation of Gatorland, he considered 

16. Godwin MeHugh, interview, 12 March 2008. 



himself to be the best person to lead the company. He rarely con- 
sulted with others involved in the park, and until the time of his 
heart attack his style of leadership was uniformly described as auto- 
cratic. Prompted by his illness, Godwin established the Gatorland 
Corporation in 1969, at which time he also created a Board of 
Directors to whom he distributed small shares of stock. Composed 
entirely of his immediate family, the Board of Directors had little 
to do other than advising and consenting to Owen's ideas. This 
would change as some of the Godwin children, now young adults, 
saw developments looming on the horizon that would threaten the 
long-term viability of Gatorland. 

The 1970s: A Perfect Storm of Disaster for Mid-Tier 
Tourist Attractions 

Like many roadside attractions, Gatorland spent very little on 
advertising, depending primarily on the gator mouth to do its job 
snagging the tourists' attention as they drove through central 
Florida toward the beach. A research study done by the 3M 
Corporation in the mid-1960s revealed that 29 percent of tourists 
traveling through Florida by automobile had no plans at the begin- 
ning of the day; they simply drove and stopped wherever their 
fancy took them. Another 49 percent had no definite itinerary or 
stops planned other than trying to get to a certain town by night- 
fall.'' As a major manufacturer of reflective paint used in highway 
signage, 3M was eager to convince hotels, restaurants, and tourist 
attractions of the importance of roadside signage. 

Although Owen was skeptical about investing in expensive 
advertising, his son Frank needed no convincing of the need to 
expand their promotional efforts. The biggest threat to 
Gatorland's survival was already under construction in a giant X- 
shaped swath through central Florida. Orlando was soon to be the 
beneficiary of two major road projects, the Florida Turnpike and 
Interstate 4. Dwight Eisenhower's 1956 Highway Act, which would 
build 44,000 miles of new highways and cost an estimated $25 bil- 
lion, introduced limited access roadways to the American driving 
public.18 In light of the massive public expenditure, President 

17. Anonymous, "Florida's Hosting Industry: Poised on the Threshold of 
Change," fbrkh Trend, June 1965,245. 

18. Richard F. Weingroff, "Essential to The National Interest," Public Roads, 
March/April2006, http://www.dhrc.gov/pubrds/O6mar/O7.htm. 



Eisenhower was careful to highlight the military defense aspect of 
the roads. This emphasis on military expediency may have lulled 
some business omen  into underestimating the impact the new 
highways would have on existing businesses. One government offi- 
cial from north Florida was quoted, "the New Federal system will 
be designed primarily as military highways.. ..with no gasoline sta- 
tions, no restaurants, and no tourist attractions along the way." He 
concluded that "the majority of our tourists will prefer to continue 
using our present highways." lg 

This was not to be the case. The new highways were an imme- 
diate boon to the harried traveler, and plenty of restaurants and 
gas stations rushed to open services along the highways. It was a 
disaster for roadside attractions. Travelers no longer stopped at 
traffic signals where they could be easily lured by the sight of a gap- 
ing alligator mouth or billboard beckoning them to a sight just 
around the corner. Much like towns that withered and died when 
the railroad bypassed them, the gas stations, motels, and roadside 
attractions along Florida's minor highways watched their liveli- 
hood drain away as soon as the high-speed interstates went into 
operation in the late 1960s. Business magazines of the time urged 
those who could afford it to quickly relocate to the major exits off 
the highways.*O 

Gatorland saw an immediate drop in attendance as soon as 
the new highways opened.21 Owen Godwin, who had always run 
Gatorland on a shoestring budget, was reluctantly persuaded by 
Frank to expand their advertising. The company rented bill- 
boards and mailed two-sided brochures to motel lobbies and 
tourist stops. Five miles from Florida's Turnpike, Gatorland's 
famous gator mouth was invisible to speeding motorists, and with- 
out additional advertising meant few out+f*tate tourists would 
know about the attraction. Most of the billboards were cut into 
the shape of alligators and gave directions to the park. Scattered 
across a sixty-mile radius, the signs were designed to get people in 
the car talking about the attraction and prepared to turn off at the 
all-important exit. 

19. Evan P. Bennett, "Highways to Heaven or Roads to Ruin? The Interstate 
Highway System and the Fate of Starke, Florida," l G n i h  Historical QW1rterZ~ 78 
no. 2 (2000): 451-467. mote found on p. 463. 

20. lslmida T m 4  20-25. 
21. Frank Godwin, inte~ew, 25 March 2008. 
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Dwindling crowds meant dwindling donations. Gatorland 
appears to have been the only substantial theme park that did 
not charge admission-a model that could not be sustained 'I 

2 

Most theme parks derive a little over half their revenue from I 'I 
r l.. 

admission tickets, with sales of food, beverages, and merchandise , :L K, I ! 

1 !,:accounting for another forty percent.2e Donations at Gatorland _,l,l , 
continued to be lackluster, and revenue from the snack bar and I : 

i 

gift shop simply could no longer sustain the park. In 19'70, I 

Godwin's children finally persuaded him that the park needed to 
I <  I 

charge admission. Initially adults paid one dollar and children ' 

fifty cents to enter the attraction. i , 

Attendance dropped as soon as Gatorland began charging an , I 
entrance fee. The single word "FREE" had been a big part of the I I 

< 1 

appeal, and the h i l y  estimated the attraction lost around half its \ 

visiton as soon as they began charging admission.= The upside was 
that the people who were willing to pay admission treated the park 1 

better than those who only came beeawe it was free. Fewer people 
left trash around the place, fewer rambunctious kids taunted the 
alligators, and fewer parents dangled babies out over the gator pits 
as a joke. Charging admission weeded out this sort of visitor. 

The Florida Attrwtions Association and the Growing 
Sophidcation of Rodtdside A&mctiam 

Charging admission brought a side benefit, in that it finally 
allowed Gatorland to become a member of the Florida Attractions 
Association (FAA), a professional organization that played an 
importzmt role in safeguarding Florida's reputation as a place fol' 
a quality famdy vacation. As the  ouri ism industry became more 
lucmtivey some industry entrepreneurs began to pay more atten- 
tion to a problem that lurked among the quaint and kitschy road- 
side attractions. Tourists felt cheated when they stopped at an 
attraction, paid the fee, and then were shown nothing more than I 

a few snakes in a box or fraudulent antiquities. Dirty or substan- I 

dard facilities, cheap souvenirs, maltreated animals, or attractions 
which advertised far more than they delivered gave the entire 

I 

tourist attraction industry a bad name. In 1949, the owners of 
Cypress Gardens, Monkey Jungle, Silver Springs, and Parrot Jungle 

22. Amusement and 77.m~ Parks in the US, IBISWorld Industxy Report, Nov. 2007, 
9. 

23. Frank Godwin, interview, 25 March 2008. 



banded together to form the Florida Attractions Association. 
Other attractions were invited to join if they could prove clean rest- 
rooms, fair pricing, and willingness to abide by FAA standards for 
quality. Participating members benefited by inclusion in the FAA's 
official brochure and map, a resource that was freely distributed at 
rest stops and heavily used by tourists. Membership swelled to over 
150 attractions and helped restore the tarnished reputation of 
Florida's tourist attractions. 

Membership in the FAA connoted a level of quality that 
attracted tourists, but in order to be accepted for membership, the 
attraction had to charge an admission fee, which initially preclud- 
ed Gatorland from joining this useful association. Once Gatorland 
finally began charging a modest admission in 1970 they were anx- 
ious to attain membelship in the prestigious association. The pri- 
mary benefit of membership would be the inclusion in the FAA's 
official map of Florida's attractions, but a side benefit was the net- 
working that occurred among other attraction owners, all of whom 
shared similar concerns regarding promotion, development, and 
insuring political clout among the attraction industry. For the 
most part, the owners of attractions were supportive of one anoth- 
er, rather than competitive. Membership in the organization was 
selective, and the geographic dispersal of the attractions meant 
that members generally did not view each other as direct competi- 
tors. Yet when Gatorland tried to join, they met with resistance 
from the St. Augustine Alligator Farm, a long-the member of the 
FAA. The Godwin family was well-liked among several of the other 
family-owned attraction owners and with the help of that sponsor- 
ship, they were granted admission to the FAA in 1973. Although 
Owen Godwin remained the sole owner and CEO of Gatorland, his 
son Frank had assumed most of the administrative duties, and 
served as Gatorland's delegate to the FAA. 

One morning in 1975, Owen awoke with a pain in his arm. 
Concerned that he could barely move the limb, he went to the hos 
pital, where doctors determined he had suffered a stroke. Five 
days later, he was dead at the age of sixty-nine. Until the morning 
he awoke in pain, Owen Godwin had been the public face of 
Gatorland. The patriarch of the Godwin family, his personality of 
part entrepreneur, part showman had dominated the family 
dynamics for decades. His death was a blow to the family, but oper- 
ations in the park continued without missing a beat. Frank 
Godwin had been handling the daily operations and managing the 



books for years, and was well trained to take over management of 
the park. At a family meeting it was unanimously agreed that 
Frank would be appointed the new CEO of Gatorland. 

In many ways, Frank shared his father's style of leadership. 
With the exception of a few years in the army, Frank had lived at 
Gatorland since the age of ten and knew every square inch of the 
park. He had strong opinions on how things should be done and 
most of the family members naturally deferred to him. Frank 
shared his father's habit of employing family members in key posi- 
tions throughout the park. Although Gatorland was now expand- 
ing into a major corporation, its back-office operations were 
handled by family members with almost no formal training or 
related experience. 

Frank's decision-making differed in one major way from his 
father. Even before Owen's death, Frank had been pushing 
Gatorland in new directions, sensing that the challenges to the 
park's survival were growing ominous. It was at Frank's urging that 
the park charged admission. Frank's more aggressive approach 
toward advertising with pricey billboards steered tourists off the 
new highspeed interstates and toward the now off-the-beaten track 
nature park. Frank also contemplated adding a small stadium to 
host live performances, another crucial feature designed to com- 
pete with larger, better-funded theme parks. This new drive to 
establish a competitive edge was crucial, because Walt Disney had 
already identified central Florida as the future home of the biggest 
tourist attraction in the world. 

Central Florida's favorable climate, large expanses of cheap 
land, and convergence of major highways attracted Disney to the 
region. However, in the 1960s very few people visited central 
Florida other than as a way station on their trip to the beach; 
Miami and neighboring Ft. Lauderdale were drawing almost six 
times the number of visitors that came to Orlando.24 All that 
would change with the amval of Disney World. 

Walt Disney had learned a valuable lesson with the develop 
ment of Disneyland in Anaheim, California, as it quickly became 
landlocked by strip malls, billboards, and gaudy shops that Disney 
could not control. Unlike small family-owned attractions, Disney 
could afZord the massive capitalization costs to purchase enough 

24. Elise C. Tones, ed. Florida Statistical Abstract (Gainesville: University of Florida, 



Frank Codwin, circa 1963, rounding up alligators. Imge courtmy of Godmnfamly. 

land to ensure his new Florida park would never s a e r  fi-om the 
encroachment of undesirable neighbors. Once the central Florida 
site selection was finalized, a covert operation for the quiet acqui- 
sition of land was orchestrated, involving several dummy corpora- 
tions and real estate agents, until the company had acquired over 
2'7,000 acres of land (43 square miles). 

Aside from the obvious issue of its massive size, Disney World 
was a departure from most theme parks in Florida that featured 



pame aspect of the state's nahval beauty or cultural history. f̂2It! 
experience of Disney World was ,one of sanitized, simulated re&- 
ty. Rather than feature the tropical splendor of Florida, D i a v  
created a homogenized environment -that cobbled together the 
most attractive features of environments from around the countl~r. 
Mainstreet USA, the shopping entryway through which evtrg 
tourist must pasi to enter the Magic Kingdom, is a nostalgic recre- 
ation of Walt Disney's hometown of Marcelene, Missouri. 
Frontieirland celebrates the wide expanses of the American West, 
while Liberty Square is themed after Colonial America. The only 
thing particularly "Florida" about Walt Disney World is its geo- 
graphic locahn. 

Operators of nearby tourist attractions were uncertain of the 
impact Disney would have on their bwiness, but they were hopefbl 
it would prove a positive addition. A phva;te research study com- 
missioned by Disney projected a 10 percent attendance increase at 
exi~ting tourist attractions, driven by the larger number of tourists 
vi9iting the area? Foremost among the people who believed 
lDisney World would be a positive boon to the existing tourist 
attmcdons was Dick Pope, founder and owner of Cypress Gardens, 
a pbpdar attractition located about an hour away from elando. In 
reference to the cowing of Disney World, he optimistically stated: 
"1 think Walt Disney World will be a great thing for the state and 
for ail the established Businesses dependent upon 
tourism in Miami also failed to see the threat Disney presented. 
Journalist Paul Friedlander s b z e d  the opinions of the hotel 
industry executives he interviesprcd iq 1971: "Disney World is going 
to plamok E"S1ofida and bring millions of firstdime visitors to the 
state;eigo, Dhey  World must help, not hurt, Miami 

Frank '&&win was equally optimistic. He had been asked by 
builden at Disney World to help scout some land they were devel- 
oping for dangerous snakes and reptiles. He did so and got to 
know a few of the executives who told him that Disney was pro- 
jecting year-round popularity of their theme park, a major depar- 
ture for the Florida tourism industry. At this time, tourism in 

25. E.R.A., "Economic Impact of Disney World," 1-4. 
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Florida flourished only in the winter, and the prospect of earning 
substantial revenue during the other seasons was almost too good 
to be true. 

In terms of the year-round popularity of Disney World, 
Godwin's sources were correct. Families were willing to brave the 
sweltering summer heat in order to bring their children on the 
pilgrimage to see Mickey Mouse. In 1970, approximately 3.5 mil- 
lion tourists visited central Florida, but when Disney opened the 
following year, the theme park attracted a staggering 11 million 
visitors.28 In its earliest years, Disney World focused almost 
entirely on entertaining children. This opened the door for 
other local attractions to siphon off Disney's visitors for a day or 
two. People looking for a change of pace from kiddie rides could 
visit nearby Gatorland, Cypress Gardens, or the Kennedy Space 
Center. Demand for Disney exceeded its ability to accommodate 
all its customers, which also helped nearby attractions. During 
peak season, reports of -c jams stretching fifteen miles lead- 
ing to Disney benefited   at or land.^^ According to Frank 
Codwin, for the first few years after Disney opened, Gatorland 
enjoyed a rise in attendance due to the spillover phenomenon as 
well as the larger number of visitors during non-traditional 
months for Florida tourism.30 

The reprieve was short lived. SeaWorld, a 125-acre park fea- 
turing marine wildlife, opened an Orlando park in 1973. The 
nature-loving visitors who were attracted to Gatorland were pre- 
cisely the type likely to be siphoned off to the better capitalized 
SeaWorld, and this quickly cut into Gatorland's short-lived bump 
in attendance. In addition, Disney World quickly expanded in 
size, mitigating the problem of turning away visitors when the park 
was full. 

The mega-theme parks exercised substantial clout with state 
and local planning officials. Disney was powerful enough to ask 
for and receive exits from the major highways directly onto their 
property. 31 SeaWorld also received an exit to their park located 
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alongside the heavily traveled 1-4. Meanwhile, smaller attractions 
were clinging to the thin trickle of tourists who still used the back 
roads. Casper's Ostrich & Alligator Farm ultimately closed after 
the completion of 1-95. T d i c  at Tom Gaskin's wonderful 
Cypress Knee Museum dried up after the Florida turnpike was 
completed, although he opened the shuttered building to curi- 
ous visitors who stopped by to see his legendary roadside attrac- 
tion. Across the state, dozens of roadside attractions folded in 
the years following completion of the new highways and the 
opening of Disney World. 

Compared to the numerous attractions that folded, Gatorland 
was well-positioned' less than 15 miles from Disney World. It was 
an easy jaunt for a traveler weary of "It's A Small World." For the 
theme parks located further afield, the response to Disney's open- 
ing was more immediate, and more desperate. The mermaids at 
Weeki Wachee, approximately two hours away from Disney report- 
ed that attendance dropped sharply off because "everybody was 
over in the middle of the state."32 Cypress Gardens was almost an 
hour away from Disney, close enough for an easy day trip, but still 
a hard sell for people with a bounty of attractive theme parks in the 
immediate Orlando area. Benefiting from its reputation as a pre- 
mier Florida attraction, Cypress Gardens managed to maintain its 
attendance in the 1970s, but the numbers eroded quickly there- 
after.33 Known primarily for its fabulous gardens, stately southern 
belles, and water-skiing shows, Cypress Gardens appealed to an 
older generation and it was difficult to lure families with children 
away from Mickey and Shamu. 

Adapting to Survive 
Like other theme parks, Gatorland needed to adapt to the 

challenges of the mega-parks in order to survive. Prior to the com- 
ing of Disney, visiting Gatorland was a passive experience. The 
park featured hundreds of animals, gorgeous scenery, and over- 
flowed with friendly staff, but this sort of attraction paled in com- 
parison with the technological wizardry available at Disney just a 
few miles away. Numerous research studies suggest that the intro- 
duction of new shows and rides are essential to maintaining a 
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Notable Roadside Attractions that closed in the years after the 
Completion of the Interstate Highway System and opening of 
Disney World 

Name Location Years of Operation 
Animal Land St. Augustine 1958-67 
Aquatarium St. Pete Beach 19641977 
Birds of Prey Lake Wales 1959-73 
Cape Coral Gardens Cape Coral 1968-77 
Casper's Ostrich & 

Alligator Farm St. Augustine 1946-82 
Circus Hall of Fame Sarasota 1956-80 
Cypress Knee Museum Palmdale 1951-93 
Deer Ranch Silver Springs 195475 
Dog Land Chiefland 1960-74 
Everglades Tropical Gardens Clewiston 195475 
Everglades Wildlife Park Punta Gorda 195677 
Floating Islands Orange Lake 193674 
Florida Reptile Institute Silver Springs 1930-75 
Florida Reptile Land Lawte y 1950-75 
Foxbower Wildlife Museum Brooksville 1961-81 
Frog City Tamiarni Trail 1960-92 
Great Masterpiece Lake Wales 1951-78 
McKee Jungle Gardens Vero Beach 1932-76 
Miami Serpentarium Miami 1948-84 
Museum of Speed Daytona 195477 
Museum of Sunken Treasure Cape Canaveral 1968'7'7 
Nature's Giant Fishbowl Homosassa Springs 1940-87 
Okalee Indian Village Dania 1962-78 
Orchid Jungle Homestead 1923-94 
Parrot Village Onnond Beach 195671 
Pirate's World Dania 1967-75 
Ponce de Leon Springs DeLand 1953-74 
Rainbow Springs Dunnellon 1937-74 
Rare Bird Farm Kendall 1938-67 
Sarasota Reptile Farm & Zoo Sarasota 1947-68 
Sea-Orama Clearwater Beach 195468 
Sea Zoo South Daytona 1951-70 
Tarpon Zoo & 

Animal Compound Tarpon Springs 1961-75 
Tiki Gardens Indian Shores 1963-88 

Excerpted from the research of Ken Breslauer, Roadside Paradise: The Golden Age 
of M d a k  Tourist Attractions7 192971 (St. Petersburg: RetroFlorida, Inc., 2000). 



tourist attraction's a t tendan~e.~~ Live entertainment adds an el* 
ment of excitement that can not be had observing animals in theif 
natural state. This is especially true of alligators, which tend ta 
spend the majority of their day immobile in the sun. To compen- 
sate, Frank oversaw the construction of an eight hundred seat 
venue to showcase an alligator wrestling demonstration. Other 
shows featured nature talks and Gator Jumparoo, in which allim 
ton were trained to jump several feet out of the water to snatch a 
dead, store-bought chicken from a trainer's hand. In an effort to 
emphasize their authenticity as a classic Florida attraction, the 
exotic animals Owen Godwin brought back from his safaris were 
not replaced once they died. A renewed emphasis on old world 
Florida culture and wildlife once again took center stage at 
Gatorland, helping to foster a sense of charm and intimacy lacking . 

in the larger theme parks. 
Although Gatorland strived to make the park competitive with 

other attractions, Frank was anxious to capitalize on non-tradition- 
al sources of revenue from Gatorland. In 1977 the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service removed the American Alligator from the 
Endangered Species lis t.35 Although some restrictions on the trade 
in alligator products remained, the Department of Interior permit- 
ted the resumption of trade in alligator hides and meat. With thou- 
sands of alligators swimming through his park, Frank recognized 
the possibility to capitalize on the new opportunity. He could turn 
a profit from the sale of alligator products and market alligator 
farming to a curious public. If people were willing to tour wineries, 
candy factories, or orange groves, why not tour an alligator farm? "I 
was never interested in becoming a huge alligator fm, I was inter- 
ested in being the best alligator farm that people could come see. 
The idea was to get them through the door. We could be a vertical 
organization and take it from the egg, all the way to the alligator 
belts in the gift shop.. .We wouldn't just be a stagnant display any- 
more. We could show the whole process of farming."% 

34. Sandro Formica and Michael D. Olsen. "Trends in the Amusement Park 
Industry." Internathl  Journal of Colztempora~ Hospitality Management 10, no. 7 
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To make alligator farming at Gatorland a reality, Frank knew 
he would need help. Almost nothing was known about alligator 
husbandry or best practices for rapid growth. Alligators rarely 
breed in captivity, and Gatorland sent a $20,000 donation to the 
University of Florida to fund research into alligator husbandry. 
With the assistance of Dr. Paul Cardeilhac, a veterinarian from the 
University of Florida, Gatorland became the first park to succeed 
in artificially inseminating  alligator^.^^ Although the Godwin farn- 
ily was rightfully proud of their role in helping pioneer a new tech- 
nology, it was apparent that the expense of artificial insemination 
could never make it a commercially viable way to operate an alliga- 
tor farm. 

Frank Godwin points to his work as a pioneer in the alligator 
farming industry as one of his proudest accomplishments. 
Because it was an entirely new industry, everything had to be dis- 
covered from scratch: improvement of breeding practices, devel- 
opment of sales networks, establishment of shipping procedures, 
operations streamlining, and preservation of a healthy environ- 
ment. It was this last detail that proved a sticking point for Frank. 
As the alligator population at Gatorland swelled to almost two 
thousand alligators, it proved difficult to divert enough of the 
effluent away from the ground water. The Environmental 
Protection Agency intervened, and set a standard for ground water 
purity that would require the installation of a multimilliondollar 
treatment facility, far more costly than the modest returns the 
farming could produce. With reluctance, Frank moved the alliga- 
tor farming operations off premises to a location in east Orange 
County.38 Gatorland is still in the alligator farming business, sell- 
ing their own alligator meat in their restaurant and alligator prod- 
ucts in their @t shop. Surplus meat and hides are sold elsewhere 
throughout the United States and abroad. 

There were other ways to capitalize on the natural beauty 
found at Gatorland. Television and film crews are often on the 
hunt for locations that simulate natural splendor, and Frank was 
happy to offer up his park for film shoots. Documentaries by the 
BBC, National Geographic, and Animal Planet have all used the 
wildlife at Gatorland to provide close-up clips of alligators in 
action. Sometimes alligators are used in feature films; Indiana 
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Jones and tlre Tmph ofDoom, Ace Vatura, Swamp Thing, and Superb? 
featured scenes shot at Gatorland. Gatorland uses a sliding scale 
for what to charge, depending on the crew's needs and the finan- 
cial resources of the company.3g 

However, the revenue generated from alligator farming and 
film shoots could not sustain the park if attendance continued to 
dwindle. By the late 1980s, Disney and SeaWorld attracted over SO 
million visitors per year.* In 1990 another major player, Universal 
Orlando, opened a mega-theme park in the area. The sheer size 
of the "Big Threen made it impossible for patrons to see everything 
in a single day, and all three parks marketed multiday passes, 
which allowed visitors to purchase admission for several days at a 
substantial discount. Multi-day passes threatened to ruin other 
area attractions. Once tourists had purchased admission for sever- 
al days at a particular park, it became much harder to siphon them 
off to Gatorland. 

By the early 1990s Gatorland had evolved to the extent that 
Frank Godwin was becoming disheartened and tired. What had 
once been a small family business now had more than one hun- 
dred employees, ever increasing governmental regulations, and a 
Board of Directors that was frustrated with Gatorland's declining 
attendance. While Frank liked nothing better than building his 
attraction and showing it to visitors, he found constant interfer- 
ence from governmental agencies maddening. As he explained, 
"All the regulations ... the health department, building depart- 
ment, permitting department.. .it was totally ridiculous and I got 
burned out. Someone has always got a new regulation. Why the 
hell a m  I doing this when they are trying to stop me every time I 
turn 

Under Frank's leadership the size of the park had doubled, 
shows and exhibits had been added, and a roadside attraction had 
been transformed into a legitimate theme park. However, improv- 
ing Gatorland's quality was not what was needed to save it. The 
size and sophistication of the park had resulted in increasingly 
complex business functions, yet the back office operations had not 
evolved alongside the rest of the park. "I have a publicity man," 
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Frank said in 1980, "but sometimes he helps me clean the gator 
pens."42 Much of Gatorland's administration was handled by 
assorted Godwin fmily members or long-term employees who had 
been promoted into office positions. There were very few people 
at Gatorland with formal business training or management experi- 
ence outside the park. A consulting company hired in 1989 rec- 
ommended wide-ranging changes, including the addition of a 
professional finance director, marketing manager, and outside 
representation on the Board of Directors. Pearl Godwin, Owen's 
widow, had great influence on the Board of Directors. Although 
she rarely spoke at the meetings, as the beloved matriarch of the 
Godwin family, her opinion tended to sway the group. Some fam- 
ily members were reluctant to introduce the widespread changes 
recommended by the consulting company, but Pearl's endorse- 
ment carried the day. The Board of Directors consented to the 
hiring of outside professionals to staff the key positions at 
Gatorland, although Frank retained his role as CEO. 

By the early 1990s, the addition of a professional management 
team improved the back office operations and steered large proj- 
ects through to completion. However, it could not reverse prob- 
lems caused by national downturns in the economy prompted by 
the first Gulf War and more aggressive competition from 
Orlando's larger attractions. If a solution to the dwindling gate 
count could not be found, Gatorland seemed likely to meet the 
fate of other mid-tier attractions that had folded during the 1970s 
and 80s. 

Frustrated by the growing bureaucracy and Gatorland's slowly 
declining attendance, the nature of the work was no longer of 
interest to Frank Godwin. Rescuing the park would require a mas- 
sive reorientation of its business operations, whereas Frank's 
strengths and interests lay in building the park and improving the 
attraction. Frank announced his retirement in 1996, and the hunt 
for a new CEO was on. 

The next CEO of Gatorland would need to have a more for- 
mal corporate approach and the resilience to make substantial 
changes in the traditional management of the park. For six 
months, a national head-hunting firm brought in a series of can- 
didates to interview for the position, but they failed to find a per- 
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son with all the qualities the board wanted. Then an unlikely can- 
didate tossed his hat in the ring. Frank's son-in-law, Mark 
McHugh, was a marine animal trainer at Sea World, just down the 
road from Gatorland. Mark had almost ten years of experience in 
the theme park industry, but very little of it was in management 
Yet Mark had qualities that made him a potential fit for 
Gatorland. He was in the process of acquiring an MBA from the 
University of Central Florida and had a genuine love of wildlife. 
Most importantly, he possessed an innate talent for leadership. 
From his initial job as a whale trainer at Sea World, Mark had 
been promoted to handle troubleshooting for problematic 
departments at the Sea World parks in San Diego and Orlando. 
He had acquired a reputation for accomplishing difficult turn- 
arounds, and thought he might have what it took to reorient the 
management at Gatorland. During a series of interviews it 
became clear that his status as Frank Godwin's son-in-law carried 
little protection: if he could not resurrect Gatorland's sagging 
attendance, he would not keep his job. In the summer of 1996 
Mark McHugh was hired as Gatorland's third CEO. 

For one month Frank mentored his son-in-law in the basic 
workings of the park, then he stepped aside and retired to 
Florida's Atlantic coast. Smart and ambitious, Mark was deter- 
mined to turn around Gatorland's fortunes. But by his own admis- 
sion, he lacked the experience to avoid some costly blunders. 
Knowing that Gatorland drew as many as a quarter of their visitors 
from Europe and Britain, Mark decided upon an advertising blitz 
in England that included magazine ads and advertisements on the 
side of London cabs. As he recalled, 'We were putting all of our 
marketing dollars there. We stopped doing billboards in the local 
area and thought we could sell the Brits before they got to 
Orlando. You can't do that."" As a result, attendance plunged in 
1997 and 98. 

In an effort to generate more profit, Mark cut expenses. His 
experience at Sea World had no revenue generating expectations 
beyond sticking to a budget. His natural inclination to economic 
downturns was to cut expenses, which is what he did at Gatorland. 
But this was not a long-term solution to Gatorland's problems, and 
once again, he needed to cast about for more creative solutions in 
order to stay alive. 

43. Mark McHugh, interview by author, Orlando FL 7 April 2008. 



SurPiving in the New Millennium 
After the disastrous slide during his early years at Gatorland, 

Mark became highly focused on generating revenue. In most 
theme parks, the price of admission should yield around 60 per- 
cent of revenue." When Mark began work at Gatorland in 1996, 
revenues averaged $12 per person, which included admission, 
food, and retail. Ten years later, they were making $32 per person, 
due primarily to an aggressive attempt to earn revenue from non- 
traditional means while customers were in the park. 

Customers could always buy hotdogs to toss to the alligators, or 
get their picture taken standing next to an alligator. Revenue 
from these sources were modest, since the employees were lacklus- 
ter in their efforts to sell the products. McHugh initiated an incen- 
tive program that rewarded employees for their ability to generate 
revenue. Sales target, based upon the number of people attending 
the park, fluctuated daily. Employees who hit that target, whether 
they were selling items in the gift shop or hotdogs to toss to the alli- 
gators, earned a commission on every additional sale. Instead of 
waving goodbye to guests at the conclusion of an alligator wrestling 
show, the wrestler earned a dollar commission for each portrait he 
sold to a visitor. Every employee at Gatorland was eligible for the 
program. People who worked in facilities could earn a monthly 
bonus if none of the equipment in their department broke down. 
Custodians could earn bonuses if their department reported no 
work related injuries, an incentive to ensure everyone observed 
safety regulations. Perhaps the most creative incentive is the REAP 
Award (Rewarding Employees for Accelerating Profit). If an 
employee suggested an entrepreneurial idea that proved success- 
ful in generating revenue, they would be rewarded with 10 percent 
of the profit for three years. One such idea allowed visitors to pose 
on the back of a live alligator in a carefully controlled environ- 
ment. This idea generated approximately $800,000 per year, of 
which 10 percent was funneled back to the employees who suggest- 
ed the idea.45 

McHugh also aggressively pursued a demographic which Disney 
and the other big attractions had little interest in cultivating: the 
"pull~ut sofan crowd, a reference to tourists who visit Florida on a 
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budget. Nearly one-half of the domestic vacationers visiting Florida 
stay with friends or family members, rather than in a hotel. 
compared with visitors who stay in hotels, the pull-out sofa crowd are 
more price conscious, more likely to have anrived in Florida by auto- 
mobile, and more likely to allow their hosts to steer them toward 
worthwhile atbr;tctions.* All of this meant that Gatorland had a 
healthy shot at competing in this demographic. 

Gatorland is far more affordable than Disney World. 
Typically, a family of four could visit Gatorland for roughly what a 
single adult would pay to visit Disney Like other small- 
er attractions, Gatorland is eager to sell annual passes to local res- 
idents. Research shows that residents of Florida who host out of 
town visitors often accompany them to the attractions, making the 
hosts a built-in marketing tool? The more annual passes that are 
sold to local residents, the more likely these residents are to steer 
their visitors to Gatorland. Given the value of cultivating a healthy 
base of annual pass-holders, Gatorland initiated a vigorous public 
relations program to send seasoned alligator wrestlers and educa- 
tors throughout the region in promotional activities. For a mod- 
est fee, alligator trainers visit local conventions, birthday parties, 
schools, bar mitzvahs, and local fairs. Aside from the revenue, the 
appearances generate excitement for Gatorland. The more that 
local residents are reminded about Gatorland, the more likely 
they are to become loyal pass holders who can help sell the park 
to their visitors.49 

Mark Mdlugh's style of leadership offered a marked contrast 
to Owen and Frank Godwin. The Godwins built the park from the 
ground up, and their familiarity with the attraction gave them the 
confidence, and sometimes overconfidence, to rely on their gut 
instinct. They rarely looked to the Board of Directors for advice 
or goal setting. As a newcomer to Gatorland, McHugh sought 
more input from the Board of Directors, the park's managers, and 
the collective insight from front-line employees. Gatorland is 
unusual in the lengthy tenure of its employees, as turnover in the 
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theme park industry is extraordinarily high." At Gatorland 
numerous frontline employees report upwards of twenty years 
experience at the park, whereas the industry average is rarely 
more than a few years. McHugh's open, two-way style of commu- 
nication was important for building trust among the employees, 
and it would be needed when Gatorland faced another major 
challenge in the Fall of 2006. 

Early on the cool morning of November 6" a fire started in a 
defective heating fan used to keep the reptile cages warm. By 
seven o'clock, Gatorland's gift shop, administrative offices, and 
entrance were engulfed in flames. Television news cameras cap- 
tured eerie images of flames shooting £i-om the historic gator 
mouth. When McHugh amved at Gatorland the fire was still rag- 
ing, but a handful of employees were standing on the sidewalk. As 
McHugh recounted the scene, "They all looked at me like 'What 
are you gonna do?' Some of them were crying and I walked up and 
put my arm around them and said, 'I've got the weenies, who's got 
the marshmallows?' They started laughing, but when I walked off 

, I was thinking, 'Oh my God! What am I going to do?'"51 
With the administrative offices, the gift shop, and the 

entrance to the park a total loss, Gatorland closed for repairs. 
Beyond the structural damage, Gatorland lost its computer net- 
work and sales and telephone systems. The famous gator mouth 
that Frank had designed in 1962 suffered smoke damage, and the 
gift shop to which it had been attached was completely destroyed. 
It took three weeks to clear out the rubble, re-route the entrance 
to the park, and rewire areas to sell tickets and merchandise. No 
employees were laid off during this period. Instead, they were 
deployed doing clean up duty, scrubbing, planting, hauling, and 
painting. After the gator mouth had a good sand-blasting and 
new coat of paint, it was put back in action as the iconic landmark 
for Gat~rland.~* 

The park could not reopen without all the necessary permit- 
ting and clearances from the local government. McHugh was des 
perate to get the park re-opened before Thanksgiving, one of the 
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few heavy ,tourist weekends left in the year. Orange County is 
dependant upon tourism, and the local government officials were 
willing to go the extra mile to help Gatorland get back on its feet. 
A meeting was set up in which representatives from all the neces- 
sary government departments gathered around a table, reviewed 
the documents, and signed off on the necessary permits. What 
usually took six weeks, was accomplished in 45 minutes.53 Frank 
Godwin came out of retirement to help with demolition and start 
work on a long-term plan for a new design. The park opened 
three weeks after the fire, in time for Thanksgiving weekend, and 
without having to lay off a single employee during the hiatus. 

All the cooperation fkom the county and sympathy from the 
local community could not help Gatorland with the financial strain 
of the fire. Gatorland's insurance covered replacement cost only. 
With the exception of a relatively new gift shop, the buildings which 
had been destroyed were old, out-dated, and barely adequate for 
the needs they had been serving. Since Owen Godwin opened the 
park in 1949, improvements have been added to Gatorland in a 
piecemeal fashion. The company has always been reluctant to take 
on debt, and most of its buildings and attractions had been added 
onto, repaired, or replaced in a gradual fashion over the decades. 
It made little sense to replicate something that was already straining 
at the seams, but the insurance payout would not be sufficient to 
fund substantial improvements. After careful reflection, the board 
decided to undertake a significant loan in order to design buildings 
suitable to the size and sophistication of the park. New plans added 
an additional seven thousand square feet of space, an improved 
conference facility, and an expanded gift shop, but cost more than 
twice what the insurance would cover.54 This investment was a sign 
of confidence from Gatorland's Board of Directors in the long-term 
health of the company. 

Conclusion 
In the course of sixty years, Gatorland has evolved from a t y p  

ical roadside attraction into one of the most charming theme 
parks in Florida.55 It escaped the malaise which aects  so many 

53. McHugh, interview, 7 April 2008. 
54. Frank Godwin, interview, 25 March 2008. 
55. Gatorland regularly wins the "Best Attraction" award from the annual poll 

conducted by the fbida MonthJy Magazim 



family run operations in which subsequent generations are either 
disinterested in the hard work of maintaining the business, or lack 
the wider perspective necessary to stay nimble in a changing envi- 
ronment. Owen Godwin possessed the audacity and vision to 
dream big, yet it is unlikely that the park would have flourished 
without the practical know-how of the founder's son, Frank 
Godwin. It was Frank's foresight that saved the park from obscuri- 
ty during the rise of Disney and the coming of the highways. Frank 
also expanded and improved the park during his twenty years at 
the helm, leaving his son-in-law a world class park to promote. 
Mark McHugh's vision to realign operations, provide incentives 
for the staff, and seek out untapped forms of revenue kept the 
park alive into the twenty-first century. 

Gatorland's survival was also dependant on a healthy dose of 
luck. The coming of the major highways wiped out dozens of high- 
quality attractions, but unlike most of its competitors, Gatorland 
was only five miles away from the Florida turnpike and close 
enough to fight for some of that passing traffic. Likewise, Disney 
World is close enough that Gatorland can siphon a small percent- 
age of its visitors. This stroke of luck, combined with a winning 
attraction and strong leadership, has allowed Gatorland to s u ~ v e  
in an era when most of its competitors have folded. 



Baseball in Key West and Havana, 1885-1 9 10: 
The Career of Francisco A. Poyo 

by Gerald E. Poyo 

I n the midst of the political agitation and heightened national- 
ist fervor provoked by Fidel Castro's rise to power in Cuba, 
aged Francisco Andrks Poyo, known by his family and friends 

as Pancho, in early 1961 lay ailing in his Havana home in the 
Almendares neighborhood. Of his seven children only his daugh- 
ter Maria, and a trusted housekeeper, remained to attend his 
needs as he approached his ninetieth year. His wife, Louisa died 
in 1954 and all his children except Maria had either died or left 
Cuba. Maria tried to convince her father to leave so not to be 
alone, but he refused saying that at his age there was no point. 
Besides, Cuba was his country, for which the family had sacrificed 
dearly. He died in March, sparing him the spectacle of the Bay of 
Pigs invasion launched by Cuban exiles in April. After the funer- 
al, Maria, who by government policy could take only one suitcase, 
distributed family possessions and archives to friends and relatives 
and departed the island, leaving the house with the housekeeper 
and her family. 

Pancho died disappointed for his country. The difficult 
socioeconomic and political trajectory of Cuban history since his 
amval from Key West at the end of 1898 left him dispirited. He 

Gerald E. Poyo is a Professor of History at St. Mary's University, San Antonio, 
Texas. His research has focused on the intersection of Latin American and U.S. 
Latino history, especially on the history of Cuban communities during the nine- 
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experienced the idealism, enthusiasm, optimism, and sacrifices 
associated with the struggle for Cuban independence in the 1880s 
and 1890s, but also the disillusionment of a Cuban republic gone 
awry with incompetent and corrupt politicians who ignored Jose 
Marti's promise of Cuba "with all and for the good of all" at the 
same time that they built statues to his memory. What he thought 
of the Cuban Revolution in 1961 is not known but he must have 
seen it as a further symptom of Cuba's troubled history.' 

On the other hand, what lifted Pancho's spirit was baseball 
which, at the end of his life, must have provided nurturing meme 
ries and eased life's disappointments. He loved baseball, playing, 
managing and even umpiring; with him it was a passion, indeed, 
part of his identity as a Cuban from Key West and later of Cuba 
itself. Pancho and many other Key West Cubans participated in the 
process of making baseball a Cuban game. Even before Pancho's 
birth, Cubans had learned the game while visiting and studying in 
the United States and took the sport home; he learned the game 
as a normal part of growing up in Key West. He played in the 
streets and neighborhood fields with his mostly Cuban and some 
American friends and became part of a Cuban baseball world that 
like tobacco, migration, and politics easily crossed back and forth 
over the waters separating Key West and Havana. 

Like many others who circulated in the cigar making, working- 
class world of Key West, Tampa, New York and Havana in the era 
of the 1870s-1920s, Pancho belonged to a bicultural and bilingual 
community built on the success of a thriving Cuban cigar industry 
that sprouted across the Straits of Florida. Cuban cigars produced 
in Key West and later Tampa avoided United States tariffs and 
gained access to an important national market. In addition to 
cigar entrepreneurs from Cuba, Key West attracted talented cigar 
makers, many of whom established small chinchalks (store-front 
cigar making shops) that occasionally grew into large factories 
employing hundreds of workers. The workers followed the jobs, 
and during the 1870s, Key West emerged as one of the important 
cigar producing cities in the United States employing thousands of 

1. For background on the Cuban separatist movement in the United States, and 
especially Key West, see Gerald E. Poyo, "With All, and for the Good of All": The 
Emergeme of Popular Nationalism in the Cuban Communitk of the United States, 
1848-1 898 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1989). 



workersw2 In the process, an active baseball community linked Key 
West, Tampa, Havana, Matanzas and other places, and anticipated 
the much broader baseball exchange between the United States 
and Cuban baseball during the twentieth century. Existing hist* 
ries mention in passing the baseball relations between south 
Florida and Cuba in the late nineteenth century but do not devel- 
op the sto~-y? 

Although neither an intellectual nor a writer, in 190'7 Pancho 
Poyo, produced a brief remembrance about Key West baseball in 
the 1880s and 1890s, demonstrating the importance of that expe- 
rience for him.4 He had little use for "men of letters." Pancho had 
particular disdain for those who made names for themselves writ- 
ing about the glories of the independence wars "for monetary 
gain" while living lives that had little to do with the goals set out by 
the self-sacrificing patriot leaders of the nineteenth century. He 
held such suspicion and disdain for what he considered seherv- 
ing historians and intellectuals that in the 1950s he even refused 
his cousin's request to place the papers of his nationalist father, 
Jose Dolores Poyo, in the National ~rchives.~ 

At the same time Pancho responded with enthusiasm when his 
baseball critic fi-iends Ram6n Mendoza, Jose Maria Herrero, and 
Manuel Francisco Calcines requested a brief essay on Key West 
baseball for their book, El &rse Baa m Cuba y America, published in 
1908. Francisco's writing recalled in considerable detail the teams, 
players, and associated events he thought important and, though 
written in Spanish, throughout the text he sprinkled colorfid 
English-language baseball terms favored by Cuban aficionados, 

2. See L. Glenn Westfall, Z&y West: Cigar City, USA (Key West, FL. Key West 
Preservation Board, 1984) and Gerald E. Poyo, "Cubans in the United States, 
1870-1940: Migration, Community, and Identity," C a n  Studies 20 (1991) : 1 4  
36. 

3. Baseball histories with references to Key West and Tampa include Roberto 
Gondez Echeverria, The Aide of Havana. A Histary of Cuban Baseball (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1899); Peter C. Bjarkrnan, A Hbtory of Cuban 
Buseball, 1864-2006 (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co., 2007); and Adrian 
Burgos, Jr., Playing America's Giame: BasebalI, Latinos and the Color Line 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007). 
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Mendoza, Jo& Maria Herrero, Manuel Francisco Calcines, El Base &IU en 
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players in Key West as he distinguished himself as a catcher and 
captain of his team "~uba . "~  

Despite his personal baseball accomplishments, Pancho wrote 
little about his own career preferring to sketch a brief history of 
the important moments of the game's development in Key West. 
Even his grandchildren heard only the occasional anecdote about 
his youth on that south Florida isle. Sometimes he spoke about the 
independence movement, for example, remembering Jos6 Marti 
as not very "simp6tico" (attractive personality) but nevertheless 
capable of winning people over "porque tenia el don de la pal- 
abra" (because he had the gift of the word). Other times he told 
baseball stories. His grandsons especially remembered his some- 
what deformed left hand that resulted from repeated bone frac- 
tures suffered using the deficient catcher's gloves of the era.' One 
grandson, Jorge Poyo, remembered a tale that revealed the 
humorous side of his grandfather's usually serious and restrained 
manner. One day while sitting on the fkont porch of his house, 
abuelo left eight-year old Jorge and his neighborhood friends with 
a vivid image of the perils of baseball. As Jorge told it: 

Abuelo said that "In those days catchers did not use mitts, 
but gloves, only slightly thicker than the other players' 
gloves; so catchers always had a broken finger or two." He 
told us that'his little finger on his left hand had fractured 
so often that it no longer worked as it should. While it 
could bend, the finger would not stay bent. On saying 
this, abuelo showed me and my little fiends, pushing his 
finger down against his palm. Our mouths fell open 
when, much to our surprise and delight, it sprang right 
back up, and remained standing straight out? 

Pancho lived a modest life as a cigar maker in Key West and 
later as a civil servant in Havana's municipal government. He lived 
his entire life in these two places, never straying far except for 
occasional trips to Tampa, Miami or other locations in Cuba. A 
militant nationalist ethic dedicated to destroying Spanish rule in 

6. Poyo, "El Base Ball en Key West," 104. 
7. Conversations with Sergio, Jos6 and Jorge Poyo, grandsons of Francisco A. 

Poyo. 
8. Conversations with Jorge Poyo, grandson of Francisco A. Poyo. This informa- 

tion is based on a conversation, and is a paraphrase not a direct quotation. 



Cuba permeated Pancho's family and community life. His father, 
Josi Dolores, along with his mother Clara Camiis and three sisters, 
Celia, America and Blanca, fled Havana for Key West in January 
1869 in the midst of a repressive wave by pro-Spanish volunta~os 
against insurgents and sympathizers of a revolution that began the 
previous October 10. Josi Dolores turned his energies to exile 
political activism and preached independence in his newspaper El 
Yara and as lector (reader) in the Martinez Ybor, Ellinger and Gato 
cigar fact~ries.~ Among Jose Marus important collaborators in 
founding the Cuban Revolutionq Party (PRC) and later presi- 
dent of the PRC's council in Key West, Poyo was one of the exile 
community's most influential personages in the 1880s and 1890~.'~ 

Clara gave birth to Pancho in Key West in 1872 and he grew up 
in this thriving town of perhaps twenty thousand, at least one third 
of which were Cuban. Though born in the United States, Francisco 
never doubted his Cuban nationality. He studied at San Carlos 
Institute, a school founded by the Cuban community in 1871 to 
ensure their children received a Cuban education in Spanish. Not 
only did he learn about Cuban history and society, but remained 
engaged with all aspects of Cuban culture. With teachers dedicat- 
ed to ensuring students remained fully Cuban, Pancho grew up 
believing his Key West home was only a temporary residence until 
the family could return safely to Havana. His Eather and mother 
made sure of this and did little to encourage a broader relation- 
ship with the United States. In any case, Jose Dolores had few 
resources to send him off to continue his education after complet- 
ing studies at San Carlos. The young boy never questioned the 

9. For information on the factory readers see Araceli Tinajero, El k t m  & tab& 
queh: Hktmia & urn t7- (Madrid: Editorial Verbum, 2007) and Gary R. 
haormino and George E. Pozzetta, "'The Reader Lights the Candle:' The 
Reader and the Cigarmakers in Havana, Key West, and Tampa, 1865-1931," 
Labor's Heritage V (Spring 1993): 428. On the Ybor Factory see L. Glenn 
Westfall, "Don Vicente Martinez Ybor, the Man and His Empire: 
Development of the Clear Havana Industry in Cuba and Florida in the 
Nineteenth Century," (University of Florida Doctoral Dissertation, 1977). 

10. For a good treatment of M d ' s  relationship with Poyo see, C. Neale 
Ronning, Jose' Ma' and the E m w  Cokmy in Key West: Leadership and State 
Fmrnation (New York: Praeger, 1990). See Jod Marti's extensive correspon- 
dence to JOSE Dolores Poyo in Centro de b d i o s  Martianos, Jose' Mad. 
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dJo& Dolores Poyo see Raoul Alpizar Poyo, &yo Hueso y Jose' Dolores Poyo. Dos 
simboh @trios (Havana: Imprenta P.  Fernhdez, 1947). 
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ideals that supported his family's activities on behalf of Cuba's 
fight to gain freedom from spain." 

Pancho usually accompanied his father, mother and sisters to 
community patriotic events supporting revolutionary leaders seek- 
ing support for military expeditions to Cuba. He never forgot the 
visits of the fierce and legendary independence fighters Ram611 
Bonachea, Carlos Agiiero, Antonio Maceo and M&mo amez ,  
who, at different times during the period 18831886, traveled to 
Key West seeking money, arms and political legitimacy. Always a 
community spectacle, Francisco attended the speeches at San 
Carlos school and joined the parades honoring the visitors. 
Though the conspiracies failed to ignite revolution-and 
Bonachea and Agiiero lost their lives fighting in Cuba-these 
events left a strong impression on Pancho and other youth who 
later enthusiastically supported the initiatives of Jose Mart' when 
he arrived in Key West in December 1891 to found the PRC that 
organized the independence war against Spain in 1895.1P 

After his schooling, Pancho did what most Cubans in Key West 
did for a living-he found work in the tobacco factories. He 
obtained a job through the cigar makers union, starting as an 
apprentice and learning the trade from master cigar makers. After 
a period of apprenticeship he earned his own cigar making table 
in the factory. Making cigars supported his family and the Cuban 
insurrection against Spain. Like most workers, he contributed to 
the cause from his modest earnings.13 

On February 27, 1892, Pancho married Louisa Skillin y Segui, 
a young woman originally from Matanzas, whose father Louis 
Skillin, an Irish-American native of Portland, Maine, immigrated 
to Cuba and mamed Carmen Segui. Sometime in the 1880s, the 
Skillins moved to Key West where Pancho and Louisa met, court- 
ed and married. Though not associated with a church and influ- 
enced by his father's Freemasonary, Pancho agreed to a religious 
ceremony perhaps at Louisa's insistence. Like most Cuban immi- 

11. For detailed treatments of the Key West Cuban community see Gerardo 
Castellanos y Garcia, Mo&~os & C q o  Hueso (Habana: UCQR, Garcia y Cia, 
1935); Manuel Ddofeu, Himm destimo. Llr m i g r d .  N& iaisthkm 
(Cienftle&,os, Cuba: hprenta de M. Mestre, 1904). 

12. See Gerald E. Poyo, "Cuban Patriots in H;ey West, 18'78-1886," M H ~ ~ d  
W y  61 (July 1984), 204%. 

13. See Jose Rogelio Crtstillo, A~rbbiqpwJia &l General Rigidw Ccrstdb (Havana: 
Institute Cubano del Libro, 1973), 8687. 



Francisco k Poyo and his wife Louisa Skillin y Segui c. 1940. Image courtesy of 
Jotge POYO. 

grants in Key West, Pancho opposed the Catholicism whose ties 
with Spanish colonialism caused wholesale defections from the 
church. Pancho and Louisa invited Episcopal pastor, Juan Bautista 
BAez, Rector of St. John's Parish to conduct the wedding. Three 
witnesses included Enrique SomeillAn, prominent Methodist pas- 



tor and two revolutionary activists, Serafin Shchez and Fernando 
Figueredo.14 The couple had seven children, including Francisco 
(c1894), Jose (1896), Luis (1898), Carmen (1900)., Laureano 
(1904), Maria (1 905), and Elena (1 907). 

Baseball in Key West 
Pancho initially competed on teams composed mostly of 

tobacco workers who played friendly games on Sunday after- 
noons, but in 1887 baseball took on heightened importance and 
a semi-professional character as local enthusiasts created the 
first organized baseball league. That year, Francisco Diaz 
Silveira formed a team called 'Cuba" which fifteen year old 
Pancho joined as catcher. Another Cuban, Luis Acosta founded 
"Esperanza" baseball club and Frank Bolio organized three addi- 
tional teams: "Habana," 'Fe," and the "Key West Grays," the 
third team composed of American players. Cigar selector, 
Alejandro Rodriguez and his wife Eva Adgn, managed "Fe." 
Cubans and Americans competed regularly and Pancho 
remembered fondly-~&canos like Parks, Bob Lewis, Charles 
Wen *and Tim Crinims [Crimins?], "who were always on our 
side, not only in the game, but also contributing [to the 
independence movement] with their contributions at the 
factories where we worked."15 The league organizers also 
approached the cigar entrqpmneur Eduardo Hidalgo Gato 
about wing some laid fqr a.l%keball field on the south side of 
thci Key, close $0 the beach. He agreed, and they built stands for 
spic@&6m, put up- a fence, and launched the first formal base- 
ball season with a "chmipionship" during 1888/1889. They 
played onMonday afternoons since local religious codes prohib- I 

ited p~qfessional contests on Sundays. 
~az&~,.&&@@~*&qkmb:~ed the independence ideal, 

 olio w&'dong a y&d;g@ouP'of tobacco. workers who famed a 
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committee to invite Jose Marti to Key West for the first time during 
November 1891, while Diaz Silveira (just a year older than 
Pancho), a young nationalist poet, published verses in El Yara and 
accompanied military leaders Carlos Roloff and Serafin Sgnchez in 
an expedition to Cuba in 1895 to fight in the insurgency. A mili- 
tary veteran, Rodriguez, arrived in Cuba after the Ten Years War 
and became a cigar selector, union leader, and enthusiastic base- 
ball fan. Cigar entrepreneur Gato also supported nationalist ini- 
tiatives beginning in the early 1870s. 

That first season, "Few won the championship. The next sea- 
son (1889/ 1890), "Habana" emerged victorious, while in the 
1890/1891 season "Cuba," Pancho's team, triumphed. During 
each of these seasons some teams folded while others remained 
and became stronger. In the third season, three teams, "Cuba," 
"Habana" and the "Key West Reds" competed in this increasingly 
professional league. Besides competing against each other, Key 
West teams also played regularly against teams in Ybor City 
(Tampa) formed after a new cigar industry attracted hundreds of 
workers from Key West and Cuba. The first Ybor City Cuban team, 
the ''Niagara Baseball Club," formed in 1887 and was soon joined 
by 'Cubano" and "Por~enir."~~ 

Key West clubs "Habana" and "Fen took their names in honor 
of well known teams in Cuba, reflecting their knowledge and 
respect for baseball in their homeland, which they followed close- 
ly. Baseball arrived in Cuba during the early 1860s with returning 
Cuban students who attended school in the United States. At this 
time the long tradition of sending students for their studies to 
Europe, especially Spain, gave way to a preference for the United 
States, which had growing interests in the island's sugar industry. 
The Spanish banned the game during most of the 18709, but at 
the end of the failed war of independence that had forced the 
Poyo family to leave home, the game reappeared in Havana with 
the founding of the "Almendares" baseball club. Others like 
"Habana" and "Fen formed during the next years. Recognized 
baseball in Cuba during the late 19" century was a mostly white, 
middle class "gentlemen's" game associated with social clubs, but 
in Key West baseball emerged among a multiracial tobacco work- 

16. Louis A. PCrez, Jr., "Between Baseball and Bullfighting: The Quest for 
Nationality in Cuba, 1868-1898," J o t ~ m l  of A k a n  Historv, 81:2 (September 
1994), 499. 



er population that enthusiastically played on teams organized in 
the factories. l7 

While baseball leagues began independently in the two cities, 
in the 1890s the sport broadened the already numerous activities 
linking Cuba and south Florida. During these years, the quality of 
Key West baseball improved markedly, attracting competition 
among the best clubs from Cuba. The earliest game that matched 
Key West and Havana Cubans occurred in 1888, but Pancho espe- 
cially recalled a game in 1890 when "Habana" arrived to take on 
the Key West players. "As expected," explained Pancho, "in the 
first game they gave us a great zurra [beating], scoring thirty-one 
runs and allowing us to step on home only once."18 Not deterred, 
the Key West players prepared for another visit a few months later. 
This time, "Few baseball club traveled to the isle bringing with 
them many well known players, including pitching star Francisco 
Hernhdez and Alfiedo Arcaiio, who would be the batting leader 
for "Habana" in Cuba's 189495 season.lg But the now better pre- 
pared Key West players beat them. "Fen scored only once because 
of an error, which Francisco thought may have been intentional to 
avoid a humiliating shutout of their visitors, an action which he 
suspected "Habana" had earlier done for the Key West team. 
"They only escaped the fatidical collar of nine pearls," explained 
Francisco, "because of the muff of a fly de faMeZa y maruga (short- 
field fly), as we fans like to say, by our second baseman Francisco 
Martin Vegui, allowing Arcaiio who was on third to reach home, 
thus scoring his club's only run." "I don't know," he concluded 
his story, "if Panchito Vegui at that moment considered the previ- 
ous gallant gesture of the "Habana" club and wanted to recipro- 
 ate."^ "Progreso" baseball club from Matanzas also traveled to 
Key West with a stable of famous "batsmen" and they too lost to the 
Cuban conchs (natives of Key West). The Key West pitcher, Jose 
Jimknez, or "Chicho Frasquito," as he was known, struck out four- 
teen batten, including the matancem star, "El Isleiio," who he 

17 Roberto Gonz5lez Echevem'a, The Ar'de ofHavana, 89-92. 
18. Poyo, "El Base Ball en Key West," 102-103; Burgos, "Entering Cuba's Other 
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took Fe Baseball Club to compete in Key West in 1881. This is not likely since 
Key West's baseball teams had not yet formed; the reference must be to the 
encounter in 1890 described by Francisco Poyo. 

20. Poyo, "El Base Ball en Key West," 102-103. 



fanned three consecutive times. Though Pancho did not mention 
that Key West teams travelled to Cuba, one source asserts this hap 
pened in 1890, taking with them funds for delivery to insurgent 
~onspirators.~~ 

Players from Cuba even played in the Key West league. In 
1890, teams on the isle each agreed to recruit three or four pro- 
fessional players from the United States or Cuba, attracting 
prominent Cuban stars like "el InglCs, Valentin Gonziilez and 
Prats." Francisco competed with and against these legendary 
ballplayers in Key West during the Cuban off-season. Known as 
"El Ingl6s" because he spoke English fluently, Antonio Maria 
Garcia played for "Fen in Cuba and during each of the four sea- 
sons between 1887 through 1893 won the batting title with aver- 
ages ranging from ,362 to .448. Observers in the early twentieth 
century considered him the best Cuban player ever. Valentin 
Gonziilez and Miguel Prats also held batting titles in Cuba in the 
1890s and played for "Habana." During the 1890/91 Kqr West 
season these Cuban stars participated, Francisco noted, "in hard 
fought encounters in a stadium too small to accommodate the 
numerous fans, at the end emerging victorious the club "Cuba," 
defender of the blue colored banner."22 

Key West players, in turn, also competed in Cuba after the vis- 
iting Cuban teams saw the local talent and recruited. Pancho's 
friend, Agustin (Tinti) Molina, for example, born in Key West in 
1873, played in Cuba for "Matanzas" in 1894/95 and "Few in 
1897/98. Also from Key West, Florentine Gonziilez and Alfredo 
Crespo played for "Matanzas," as did Rafael (Felo) Rodriguez for 
"~avana . "~~  Though Pancho would have accompanied his friends, 
his father's high profile antiSpanish activism as editor of El Yara 
and close relationship with the martyred JosC Marti made this 
inadvisable. In any case, his father would have disapproved him 
playing in Cuba so long as Spanish rule persisted. During the early 
1890s, then, Cuba not only recognized Key West for its intense 
political nationalism and insurrectionary sentiment but also for its 
baseball prowess. 

21. Bjarkman, A Ifistory of Cuban Bus&& 85. 
22. Poyo, "El Base Bail en Key West," 102-103. 
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The success of Key West baseball had its drawbacks however. 
The increasingly competitive and professional nature of the league 
alienated many fans who enjoyed the community nature of local 
baseball that provided opportunities for many local athletes to par- 
ticipate. As the teams became increasingly professional and attract- 
ed outsiders, the league lost much support and attendance 
declined at the games. In time, those with professional ambitions 
left Key West and the game returned to the informality of the mid- 
1880s when established cigar maker teams like "Cuba" played 
often against "pick-up" teams. 

Nationalist politics also contributed to the return of baseball 
to its community roots, especially with the foundation of the 
PRC. Throughout the final third of the nineteenth century Key 
West's tobacco workers passionately supported the independ- 
ence movement promoted by the local nationalist leaders. 
Besides providing political legitimacy to aspiring insurgent and 
political leaders who visited the Key, workers provided financial 
backing with weekly quotas from their wages. In late 1891, JosC 
Marti amved in Key West for his first visit and gained almost 
immediate support from the workers reflected in an album, A 
Marti, prepared for the occasion by the employees of the 
Eduardo H. Gato cigar factory. Each worker penned a pensamien- 
to (a thought) in honor of the distinguished visitor. Pancho's 
notation reflected the general tone of the entries: "To be free, it 
is necessary to comprehend the rights and duties that liberty 
requires, and among the apostles that teach these [rights and 
duties], you illustrious Marti, are among the best."24 

As political activists in Key West led by JosC Dolores Poyo, 
Fernando Figueredo, Serafin S5nchez and others reorganized the 
community during 1991-1895 to help Marti launch the second war 
of independence, the baseball competitions on Sunday afternoons 
became even more overtly patriotic events and the proceeds went 
to the nationalist organizers. On one of his visits to Key West, 
Marti accompanied Jose Dolores to a game that pitted "Cuba" 
baseball club against a team of Americans. With Marti watching, 
Tinti Molina hit a homerun that won the game for the Cubans. 
Marti congratulated Tinti after the game telling him that "he con- 
sidered this baseball victory by the Cubans a good omen 'for the 
struggle that was about to begin." Committed to Marti's cause, 
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Tinti later smuggled messages to activists on the island when he 
traveled there to play baseball for ~ a t a n z a s . ~ ~  In 1896, after the 
outbreak of war and Marti's death in battle in Cuba, a community 
group, Sociecdud de Imtmu:cih y Recreo Jose' Mart< organized another 
formal "championship" designed to support the war effort.26 

Despite the close link between baseball and patriot events, 
some nationalists expressed concern about what they considered 
Key West's exaggerated love affair with baseball. In an 1897 
speech, socialist and nationalist activist, Diego Vicente Tejera, for 
example, criticized Cubans' obsession with the sport. Unlike most 
local political leaders who welcomed baseball as a good fund rais- 
ing activity, Tejera and other socialist and labor leaders had their 
doubts. Tejera thought the sport a distraction. In his comments to 
the Sociedad de Trabajadores, Tejera argued that rather than passing 
their time playing baseball, workers should prepare themselves for 
an independent Cuba which was about to become a reality. 

Cubans would have to transform a country that had labored 
under colonial rule creating indolence in the population that had 
to be overcome. "Yes, my friends;" Tejera declared, "we must kill 
our colonial self; liquidate the indolent, frivolous and vice-ridden 
man that inhabits us; we need to find a way for the torrents of 
blood being spilled in Cuba to become a baptism for the new man, 
the rep~blican."~' Cubans are energetic, he noted, and capable of 
transforming their culture and way of life. Key West's commitment 
to the revolutionary movement for thirty years was ample evidence, 
he thought, but frivolity and lack of seriousness still distracted 
many. Baseball drained passions and energy better directed to 
serious tasks: 

For four months, at all hours, day and night, we live in the 
midst of the constant humming sounds of baseballs in 
flight and the dry cracks of the bat. With solemnity the 
balls fly through the breeze on Mondays; they only fly a bit 
less in improvised games during the week. And they fly 
without any solemnity at all, in kids' matches that never 
end, from sun-up to sun-up, on all the city's street corners, 
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and patios, and yards. We men shorten our work day so 
not to miss the game and we discuss at length whether the 
base runner who reached second actually stepped on first; 
in our kitchens our soups evaporate and the rice bums 
while we puzzle over how Felo could strike out; our 
beautiful cubanitas shyly prepare their fresh lips to 
articulate the barbarous [baseball] jargon, and they no 
longer conceive of Cupid except armed with a bat and 
blue or scarlet socks, and our children.. .oh! ... Our 
children, tomorrow's hope, are falling behind in school, 
;ue abused and becoming addicted and ill with such 
disproportionality; furthermore, what can be done, 
especially since they follow the example of grown-ups? 

But it is not my intention, dear compatriots, to criticize 
this diversion, though it is acquiring the disproportinate 
caracter of a calamity. My only objective is to demonstrate, 
with this vibrant example, that Cuban indolence is not 
physical indolence, the Cuban is alive and passionate 
when he wants and is very capable of long-term willfulness. 
Rather, Cuban indolence is more accurately mental, and 
consists of an almost absolute indifference to seriousness, 
especially in public life.28 

Despite Tejera's exaggerated scolding, Cubans, including 
Pancho, remained enthusiastic about baseball. Many Cubans con- 
sidered the sport a syrnbol of a new era; a sport of the future, of 
progress, that would displace the bullfights they regarded a retro- 
grade and brutal characteristic of Spanish civilization.* These 
kinds of criticisms caused the editors of Tampa's newspaper El 
Spmt, dedicated to baseball, to somewhat defensively respond: "We 
who write in El Sport are not required to profess our ideals; we 
have always been in our place [in support of independence]." 
"While it is called 'El Sport'," the editor declared in another issue, 
"its principal sport is to make war on our oppress~rs."~~ In any 
case, Tejera misread Florida's Cuban ballplayers if he thought 
their activity frivolous and a sign of complacency. Besides playing 
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to raise funds for the insurrection, many Key West players joined 
the insurgent army after 1895 and lost their lives on Cuba's battle- 
fields. The local PRC council headed by Jos6 Dolores Poyo helped 
organize expeditions to Cuba and encouraged single men to join 
the insurrection, but instructed married men to remain to care for 
their families, work in the factories, and contribute quotas from 
their wages to fund the expeditions. Cuba had sufficient men to 
fight; they needed weapons. In his baseball essay Pancho memori- 
alized those Key West players who joined the expeditions to Cuba 
and died as soldiers in the liberation army. Among those killed in 
Cuba was his good Send Chicho Frasquito, the great Key West 
pitcher who struck out fourteen players from Matanzas several 
years earlier. Pancho remembered that "in addition to playing in 
matches for the benefit of the homeland.. .they also gave their lives 
on the fields of the liberating revolution; resting today in unknown 
graves, without their families and friends having the consolation of 
giving them Christian burial and shedding tears on their tombs."31 

A new moment began for Pancho's baseball career on July 17, 
1898, when Spanish forces surrendered to the commander of the 
United States intervention army. Immediately the family made 
plans to return home and for the first time in his life he booked 
passage with his family on a steamer to Havana32 Eager to return 
home, Jos6 Dolores and Clara joined Pancho, his wife, Louisa, and 
their three sons on the overnight voyage. The family gathered on 
the vessel's deck at dawn to hew the defensive walls of Morro 
Castle and the flickering lights of the city of Havana directly across 
the harbor. Pancho, forth; first time, saw the near mythical city his 
parents had spoken about since he could remember. 

Though Jos6 Dolores and Clara raised their family in Florida 
and saw numerous grandchildren born there as well, they never 
thought of staying after Cuba's independence from Spain. The 
return of the entire family to Cuba revealed the depth of national- 
ist commitment and hope that the new Cuba would provide oppor- 
tunities for them all. They returned in time to witness the January 
1,1899 ceremony at the Palace of the Captain Generals in Havana, 
when General John R. Brooke, the military governor of Cuba 
appointed by President McKinley, received formal command of 
the island from Spanish authorities. Spain's rule ended, formal 
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United States occupation commenced, and Jose Dolores began 
publishing El Yara in Havana to combat ideas he believed still 
threatened Cuban inde~endence. For his part, Pancho resumed 
playing baseball. 

Baseball in Cuba 
During 18951998, many players and leading baseball organiz- 

ers in Cuba also joined the rebellion or suffered imprisonment for 
their sympathies, but the sport continued. When Spanish authori- 
ties arrested and deported the most prominent baseball entrepre- 
neur, Emilio Sabourin, who died in a Spanish prison in 1897, 
others stepped in to organize a championship in early 1898. 
Baseball entrepreneurs Abel Linares and S.T. Solloso, formed a 
team called "Cuba" (not related to the Key West team of the same 
name) which included Key West players Tinti Molina, Felo 
Rodriguez, and Florentino G o n ~ d e z . ~ ~  Though successful in win- 
ning six games, Linares and Solloso quickly disbanded the team 
when authorities learned they secretly funneled funds to several 
insurgent Generals fighting the Spanish. Due to pressure from the 
government the league suspended play after nine games with 
"Habana" holding the best record?* 

After the Spanish surrender, Solloso reorganized his team and 
again recruited the by now well known players from Key West that 
had been playing for "Habana," "Almendares," and other teams, 
including Molina, Rodriguez, Gonzdez, and Alfredo Crespo. 
Pancho also joined the reconstituted "Cuba" baseball club and par- 
ticipated in Cuban baseball during the critical years in the devel- 
opment of the sport. Organized baseball in Havana not only 
developed into a fully professional sport, but transformed its social 
composition from a game exclusively for whites to one open to all 
who could compete. 

On joining the "Cuba" club, Solloso named Pancho team cap 
tain and club director.35 He and Tinti-both c a t c h e ~ h a r e d  
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player-manager obligations and during February through July 1899 
they each played and managed six That first short and 
somewhat disorganized twelvegame season included three teams 
('Habanista," "Almendarista," and "Cuba"). "Habanista" dominat- 
ed the championship and "Cuba" came in third winning only four 
of twelve games.37 Under the leadership of Francisco Chenard, a 
former Key West exile, the Liga Nacional Cubana was established. 

That same year, the new baseball league encountered contro- 
vemy as change swept the island in the aftermath of Spain's defeat. 
Some immediately challenged the "social vice" of racial segregation 
and discrimination, "one of the many hurts of colonial times."% 
Conforming to the tradition of racial segregation in Cuban baseball 
in the nineteenth century, the bylaws of the newly formed Liga 
National Cubana included "Statute 98" which explicitly prohibited 
teams from recruiting black players. Blacks and mulattos formed 
their own teams such as "Universo," "Alejandria," and "San 
Francisco," but were not allowed to participate in the league cham- 
p i o n ~ h i ~ . ~ ~  Nevertheless, the professional instincts of many baseball 
managers and directors interested in recruiting black players pre- 
vailed, and after the short 1899 season "Habanista" and 
"Almendarista" agreed to play a series of informal games against 
"Alejandria" and "San Francisco" at the Almendares Park baseball 
stadium, the official site for league games. The black teams did well 
against their white colleagues, demonstrating clearly their proficien- 
cy and "de primera" (first rate) category. " As the Liga NacMnal 
Cubana prepared for the 1900 season, the integration agitation 
gained ground leading to a wholesale rebellion against league offi- 
cials. Dissidents in the important white clubs, including "Habanista," 
"Almendarista" and "Cuba," demanded full integration, but this did 
not occur without considerable debate and threats of violence."l 

"Cuba's" owner, Solloso, refused to allow his team to participate 
in the informal games with the black clubs and was among those 
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most opposed to the integration of Cuban baseball. "This gave rise," 
he wrote, "to a very 'black' atmosphere against "Cuba" and its 
"inspirator," referring to himself. "I remember a Liga meeting.. .we 
had to close the windows because the Franciscans ["Franciscanon 
team members] wanted to crawl through and eat us raw without 
even chewing."42 As a result of the controversy, the Liga Naciaal 
Cubana disbanded and a new desegregated Liga Cubana formed. So 
much did Solloso oppose integration that he gave the "Cuba" club 
to Pancho and Tinti, but insisted they change the team name." 
Unequivocally supporting the integration of Cuban baseball, 
Solloso's restriction imtated the new owners who called the team 
"Cubano." They registered their protest by writing the team's new 
name, including on the uniforms, as "Cuba-no" to remind fans that 
in fact this was not the segregated Cuba team of before.44 

Having lived in Florida during the Jim Crow Era in the 1890s 
they knew the damage of segregation and opposed it, as did most 
in the Cuban nationalist community that for years had debated 
issues of nationality and race. In his career as a nationalist, Pancho's 
father had championed the need to free Cuba's slaves and integrate 
them into Cuban society, and in the late 18809 and early 1890s 
Marti had called for the full integration of blacks into Cuban 
nationality. Pancho and Tinti witnessed the efforts of Florida's 
authorities to impose statewide school segregation laws that forced 
the integrated San Carlos Institute to temporarily suspend classes. 
Lamenting, but having to cope with, the new reality, Jose Dolores 
assigned a stipend of $50 per month from the PRC treaswy to pay 
tuition fees for 50 poor black children at the Escuela Polit&cnica, 
presumably a school for people of color." The action taken in 1900 
to dismantle formal segregation in Cuban baseball certainly did not 
alleviate the racism and discrimination faced by Cuba's players of 
color, but it did remove an important legal barrier that gave them 
opportunity to display their skills. 
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As if to highlight their point about the validity of integration, 
the black "San Francisco" club went on to win the 1900 champi- 
onship with a season record twenty-seven wins and seventeen loss- 
es, ahead of "Habana" by three games? "Cuba-no" contested the 
season with a first rate roster including players like Carlos Royer 
(pitcher), Esteban Prats (first base), Sim6n Valdis (2nd base), 
Bernardo Carrillo (short stop), Josi Maria Magrifiat (center field), 
Josi Maria Baeza (left field), and Key West colleagues "Felon 
Rodriguez (Srd base) and Florentino Gondez (right field).47 
Pancho did most of the managing while Tinti caught but the team 
managed only third place, ahead of "Almendarista."" As Solloso 
noted, "the Cuba-no nine.. .did not comport itself badly, but 
disappointed expectations suffering inexplicable defeats, when in 
reality it was a formidable nine."" That November "Cuba-no" also 
participated against the visiting Brooklyn "Superbs" of the United 
States' National League. 'Cuba-no" did not fme well, losing both 
games, but helped initiate what became the "temporada 
arnericana" (American season) tradition, when United States clubs 
travelled to Cuba to compete against local teams." The 1901 sea- 
son included five teams, adding a reorganized "Fe" baseball club. 
Pancho again mainly managed, playing in only three games, but, 
having lost its formidable pitcher Carlos Royer who switched to 
'Habana;" "Cuba-no" won only four while losing fourteen, beating 
only "Fe* in the league standings. Royer pitched 12 wins and only 
3 losses for his new team and became Cuba's preeminent pitching 
star during the next few years. "Habana" won the championship 
handily followed by "Alrnendares" and "San ~rancisco."~~ 

No longer economically viable, "Cuba-no" folded after the 
1901 season and most of the players found spots on other teams. 
Unlike other teams like "Habana" and "Almendares" with long his- 
tories and traditions in Cuban baseball with a significant following, 
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the upstart "Cuba-no" club failed to compete adequately on the 
field and obviously to raise the necessary capital to continue. Tinti 
joined "Habana" and later managed and became a well-known 
baseball promoter. Miguel Prats also went to "Habana" and 
Es teban Prats and Heliodoro Hidalgo joined "San Francisco. " 
"Felo" Rodriguez joined "Almendare~."~~ Pancho, however, 
retired; a decision likely influenced by family finances. Pancho and 
Louisa had four children, the youngest born just the year before 
and the eldest about to start school at San Agustin Catholic School. 
Perhaps Pancho also realized he could no longer compete at his 
age against a new generation of players entering an increasingly 
professional league. He may have considered managing another 
club, but few opportunities existed in such a small league. 

Whatever the case, just as "Cuba-no" disbanded, a job oppor- 
tunity appeared that promised Pancho some security in an eco- 
nomic environment made ditficult by the devastation of war and 
uncertainly of foreign control. On June 16, 1900, Havana held its 
first municipal elections under the U.S. occupation government 
resulting in the election of General Alejandro Rodriguez as mayor, 
the very same man who helped organize the baseball champi- 
onships in Key West over a decade before.53 He secured for 
Pancho a civil service job in city government and he rose in this 
career over the years to Jefe de Secci6n y Despacho (Chief-ofStxE) 
of the Municipal Secretariat. There he remained until his retire- 
ment sometime in the 1930~.~* 

But Francisco did not cut his ties with baseball. He remained 
engaged with baseball as a part-time umpire during this formative 
period when the sport became firmly established professionally + L  

and the nation's "favorite past-time." He gained a reputation as an 1 
i 

excellent umpire, especially for his "knowledge, rectitude and hon- 
e s ~ . " ~ ~  For the next decade the Cuban league prospered, the play- 
ers became increasingly proficient, and baseball in the United 
States took notice. The competition between Cuban and United 
States teams begun during the first occupation (18981902) con- 
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tinued. Baseball entrepreneur Abel Linares organized the "All- 
Cubans" to tour the United States, which in 1900 included "Cuba- 
no" players Carlos Royer, Jok Maria Baeza, Bernardo Carrillo, 
Miguel Prats, and "Felo" Rodriguez, initiating a tradition of taking 
among Cuba's best to ,play against US teams? 

Within a few years, Cuban teams regularly beat US clubs dur- 
ing the "temporada americana." Fluent in English, Pancho 
umpired many of these games. In 1903, with Pancho as umpire, an 
all-star Cuban team called "Criollo" defeated 4-0 the "Cuban-X- 
Giants," a US team that despite its name included no Cuban play- 
ers. The next year he umpired another game in which "Habana" 
defeated the same team 9-3. The "All Americans," composed of 
many well known "big-leaguers," traveled to Havana in early 1904 
and Pancho umpired in a game won by "Habana" 5-0 although the 
Americans won the series 7-4 against several Cuban teams?' 

Later, US Major League and Negro League championship 
teams, including the "Detroit Tigers" and "Philadelphia Giants" 
respectively visited Cuba and found "Habana," "Almendares," and 
other Cuban teams very competitive. "Detroit" traveled to Cuba in 
1909 and again in 1910. Knowing of the "Tigers" American 
League titles the previous three years, in October and November 
1910 Cuban fans flocked to see the twelve game series between 
"Detroit" and Cuba's best teams, "Habana," and "Almendares." 
Cuban fans especially wanted to see Ty Cobb and were disappoint- 
ed when they learned he did not accompany the team because he 
did not want to play with blacks. For an extra $1000 and travel 
expenses, the series promoters finally persuaded him to compete, 
and when he arrived the series stood at 331. Cobb's presence 
made a great difference and the series ended with the "Tigers" win- 
ning seven, losing four, and tying one. Though disappointed with 
the overall result, Cuban fans were ecstatic when in the last game 
"Habana" pitcher, Jose Mendez, one of Cuba's many black stars, 
struck out the great Ty C ~ b b . ~ *  

Pancho's grandsons remembered a story he related of umpir- 
ing a game involving the visiting "Tigers" and Ty Cobb. According 
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to grandsons Josi and Sergio Poyo, when Pancho made a call 
Cobb disliked, the American, known for trying to intimidate 
umpires, rushed to argue and in a threatening gesture placed his 
cleat on Pancho's shoe. Poyo simply stared while Cobb yelled and 
applied pressure on his foot. Not seeing the umpire flinch, Cobb 
finally removed his spike.59 The grandsons did not remember 
anything more about the story, but Francisco, among the most 
respected umpires, was, in fact, one of two umpires hired for the 
"Detroitn series and worked eight games before resigning in a 
heat of controversy. 

Perhaps a part of "Detroit's" strategy to rattle the Cubans, even 
before the first game, player-manager George Mullin publicly com- 
plained about the umpires after watching the final match of a 
series between the visiting Negro league team "Leland Giants" and 
"Almendare~."~ Once the "Detroitn series began, Mullin immedi- 
ately criticized the two umpires contracted for the series, Gutierrez 
and Poyo. The "Tigersn protested many of Gutiirrez's calls behind 
the plate causing him to apologize and offer to resign, but they 
especially resented a call by Pancho in the field? Despite a pub 
lic admission by Poyo that he had erred, Mullin the next day 
threatened not to field his team again 'until we are assured of a 
square deal," prompting Pancho to resign6* Hoping to keep the 
"Tigers" happy, the Cuban promoters invited an umpire from the 
United States to replace Pancho, though they asked him to remain 
until the American If rattling the Cubans was Mullin's 
strategy, it worked. 

In the meantime, Ty Cobb arrived in Havana and Poyo 
umpired in his first appearance with Detroit. In that game, 
"Detroit" faced "Almendares" and another melee began when 
Poyo called safe a Cuban stealing third bases6* This was when 
Cobb rushed in from right field and confronted Poyo in his 
effort to intimidate the Cuban umpire. The US umpire, Evans, 
arrived for the next and remaining games and worked with 
Gutiirrez, while Poyo enjoyed the rest of the series from the 
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sidelines with his children and pocketed a memorable anecdote 
for his grandchildren. 

Conclusion 
After his career as umpire, Pancho remained an avid baseball 

fan especially of "Almendares" and kept up with his baseball com- 
palioos Tinti and Felo. Tinti, born a year after Francisco, passed 
away just a month before Pancho in 1961. Pancho's grandchil- 
dren remembered in their youth in the 1930s attending games 
with him at El Tropical ballpark not far from their home, which 
replaced the old Almendares Despite Pancho's only brief 
playing and managing career in Cuba, he earned the respect of 
the baseball establishment. "It may be said, with regard to 
baseball," noted the editors who requested Francisco's baseball 
essay, 'he is among the most knowledgeable about this most 
beautiful of sports."66 This reputation as well as the memory of his 
career in Key West endured, earning him in 1946 election to the 
Cuban Baseball Hall of Fame. Earlier, in 1942, his friend Tinti 
received the same honor. Hall of Famers not from Key West but 
who played there included Antonio Maria Garcia (1939), 
Valentin Gonziilez (1939), Jos6 Mendez (1939), ALfredo Arcaiio 
(1940) and probably others. 67 e 

The elections not only honored Pancho and Tinti, but, in 
effect, Key West baseball, which for about two decades was really 
part of Cuban baseball. Pancho, Tinti, Felo, and many other 
Cuban conchs competed with Cuba's best. With the end of 
Spanish rule in Cuba, Key West players aspiring to play profession- 
ally or work in baseball moved to Cuba as the sport reorganized 
and took off like never before, depleting the Florida island of its 
best talent. 68 The competition and baseball exchange that 
occurred between Key West and Havana during the 1890s contin- 
ued into the twentieth century for a time. In 1908, for example, 
"Almendares" played a visiting team from Key West composed of 
Cubans and Americans, and Josk Mindez, now playing for 
"Almendares" shut-out the visitors 40. The next week, 

65. El Tropical was inaugurated as the site of Cuba's professional league in 1930. 
Gonziilez Echeverria, The Pride of Havana, 186. 

66. Poyo, "El Base Ball en Key West," 104. 
67. See Figueredo, Cuban Basebalk A Statistical History, 508509. 
68. GonAez Echeverria, The Aide of Havana, 133. 



"Almendares" traveled to Key West where Mindez repeated the 
shut-out and added a no-hitter.69 But baseball activity between 
the two countries in the twentieth century expanded and shifted 
north as Cuban players improved and their baseball talents 
became generally known in the United States. Cuban promoters 
like Molina, Linares, and, later, Alejandro Pompez ensured the 
continued cross-fertilization of Cuban and American baseball tra- 
d i t i o n ~ . ~ ~  Nevertheless, in Cuba the memory of the Havana-Key 
West baseball exchange persisted. In electing Pancho Poyo and 
Tinti Molina, whose careers began in the Key West leagues of the 
1880s and 1890s and continued later in Havana, the Cuban Hall 
of Fame electors acknowledged Key West's integral place in 
Cuban baseball history. 

69. Ibid. 
70. Adrian Bwgos, Plqing A e a ' s  Game, 1 11-138. 



Lucy Audzlbon: A Bwgmphy. By Carolyn E. DeLatte. (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 2008. Foreword, preface, epi- 
logue, bibliography, index. Pp. 280. $23.00 paper.) 

Carolyn DeLatte's biography of famed naturalist John James 
Audubon's wife, Lucy Bakewell Audubon, illustrates the dramatic 
events that changed a genteel girl into an indomitable wife and 
mother. Capable of supporting her family on the American fron- 
tier as she dealt with economic hardship and stormy relationships, 
DeLatte points out that while much has been written on John 
James Audubon little exists about his wife. In the original preface 
(reprinted from 1982) DeLatte contends that a biography on the 
"strong and admirable" woman "deserves telling" (xxi). More 
importantly, DeLatte illustrates how Lucy's life complicated gen- 
dered spheres (the cult of domesticity) in the early nineteenth 
century and provided a constant source of support throughout her 
husband's harrowing journey for fame and fortune. 

In her work DeLatte overcomes a biographer's biggest obsta- 
cle: the lack of a sufficient source base. Lucy did not write an auto- 
biography, left no journal, and her manuscript-a memoir of her 
husband's papers and journals co-authored by a friend-fell victim 
to the scrutiny of an editor. Instead, DeLatte is left with one major 
source: Lucy's letters. But DeLatte is very resourceful. She makes 
use of a number of detailed accounts left behind by other women 
living on the frontier, John James's journals and papers, and letters 
that circulated among family members and friends. 

Born to a wealthy British family that immigrated to America in 
1801, Lucy was an educated, poised, and adventurous young 
woman who demonstrated a love for the outdoors and was an 
accomplished equestrian. Raised by a father who believed in 



women's exposure to education (even though he maintained their 
inferiority), Lucy's relationship with him dramatically shaped her 
life thereafter. DeLatte lays the foundation for her work in the first 
chapter, which explains Lucy's character and her first encounter 
with her future husband, also her neighbor. It is apparent that 
John James was immediately enamored with the "tall and willowy," 
warm and intelligent woman that would become his wife (15). 

The couple married against their parents' wishes. This was a 
union for love, a rarity for the time and something that DeLatte 
could not have done more to emphasize. She also stresses that Lucy 
is a paradox. Through her marriage to Audubon, Lucy became 
both a frontierswoman and genteel lady. She was independent, 
even in marriage, which she and John James viewed as a partner- 
ship. DeLatte warns, however, that although Lucy projects the life 
of a liberated woman this is an "inaccurate" description (154). 

The Audubon's ascent to wealth ivas short-lived when John 
James' businesses failed and the family tumbled into poverty. 
While John James worked to get his Birds of Amoica published, 
Lucy was faced with the problem of supporting her family, finan- 
cially and psychologically. Her husband frequently disappeared in 
the woods for work or took lengthy trips to collect specimens, leav- 
ing Lucy to deal with life as a single mother. This is another impor- 
tant element of DeLatte's work. Learning to cope with pity and 
poverty was very difficult for the very prideful Lucy, who worked as 
a teacher to support her family. Lucy was very uncomfortable as 
the financial base for her family and only reluctantly took on the 
role so that her husband could continue his work and their family 
survive. Her continual reliance on John James to succeed and 
redeem himself as the patriarch was crucial to their relationship. 

In a compelling forward to the biography Christoph Irmscher 
offers a balanced critique of DeLatte's biography, including details 
that are excluded from the study as well as those that enhance its 
importance as a scholarly work. For instance, Irmscher criticizes the 
biography for its failure to illustrate the extent to which Lucy facili- 
tated her husband's literary achievements-the countless hours she 
spent editing his written word (xvii). More importantly, Irmscher cri- 
tiques the explanation of Lucy's life only in relation to her husband's. 
Yet, as DeLatte conveys, this is how Lucy defined her own life. 

Perhaps the most intriguing portion of DeLatte's work is her 
illustration of frontier life in Kentucky, Western Florida, and 
Louisiana. For instance, for almost a year Lucy lived in an inn above 



a rambunctious saloon that was home to gamblers, rugged and often 
inebriated frontiersmen, and weary travelers of all classes, genders 
and ethnicities. This is where DeLatte is most resourceful, filling the 
gaps in Lucy's writing with those of other women and men experi- 
ence similar traveling and living conditions. It is also where the read- 
er gets a sense of how apprehensive settlers were about their futures. 
The uncertainties newcomers faced are also portrayed in the diffi- 
culty Lucy had in collecting tuition fees while she taught for Jane 
Percy at Beech Woods in Saint Francisville, Florida. 

John James' life work on Birds of America was not his own, but 
also very much his wife's. Lucy did not find economic stability 
again until she was employed at Beech Woods then Beech Grove, 
when John James went to England to find a publisher for his col- 
lection. Over the course of his time overseas, their relationship 
deteriorated. Both became depressed and despondent. John 
James's decision to go to his wife after years of hardship and even- 
tual success, however, led to a reconciliation and happy reunion. 
The two left Louisiana together and traveled back to England, the 
land of her birth, in 1830. 

This is not just a biography of Lucy, but the story of her love 
for her husband and the trials they faced as a family. Indeed, his 
work was the culmination of their lives' work, even though it is he 
who gets the credit. Sadly, Lucy outlived her husband, children 
and family fortune. As a final testament of her devotion to the love 
of her life, she is the one who encouraged George Bird Grinnell to 
found the organization that bears her husband's name to this day. 
As a result, DeLatte's work contributes to the history of gender 
relations and life on the fkontier in the nineteenth century, but 
most importantly, a historically neglected woman. 

Brittany Bayless Purdue University 

likidu)s First Law School: A H m  of Stetson University Colhp of 
Law. By Michael I. Swygert and W. Gary Vause. (Durham, 
NC: Carolina Academic Press, 2006. Foreword, acknowledge- 
ments, prologue, photographs, addendum, bibliography, 
index. Pp. xix, 746. $85.00 cloth.) 

In this hefty volume Michael I. Swygert and the late W. Gary 
Vause assembled a rich collection of source materials to build a 
chronicle of Stetson University's law school from its founding in 



1900 to the present. The authors have also attempted to place the 
institution within a general context of Florida and U.S. history by 
supplying summary descriptions of such events as the development 
of the state in the late 19& century, the Great Depression and 
World War I1 and the social changes of the 1960s. 

After an opening survey of Florida's past from the first settle- 
ment by Europeans to the post-Reconstruction period, Swygert 
and Vause begin the heart of their study with the establishment of 
Stetson University in 1885. They emphasize the multiple burdens 
of maintaining the fledgling school in the midst of what was large- 
ly a frontier. One longstanding problem involved its creation as a 
Baptist institution. Educators inevitably faced a hostile group of 
sponsors by seeking to preserve a basic measure of academic self- 
governance. Thanks to a persuasive argument made by the univer- 
sity's then-president, Lincoln Hulley, in 1907, the Florida Senate 
rejected a proposal that would have legally confirmed the Florida 
Baptist Convention's permanent control over the school. 

The founding of the law school and the beginning of classes 
give the authors a dependable structure for the rest of the book. 
Like a number of other historical treatments of individual law 
schools, including Arthur Sutherland's study, The Law at H a d :  
A Hktory of Ideas and M a ,  181 7-1967, their work relies upon a 
chronology determined by the tenures of deans who held the job 
long enough to influence the institution's operation. The struggles 
of a succession of deans to achieve financial stability, recruit stu- 
dents and maintain national accreditation for the institution 
through the early 1960s form the primary theme. 

A combination of such difficulties finally persuaded the trustees 
and administrators to move the law school from the original univer- 
sity campus in Deland to a separate location in the Pinellas County 
town of Gulfport in 1953. This momentous change created oppor- 
tunities to achieve substantial financial support, enlist a more distin- 
guished Eaculty and attract a larger, more capable student body. 

The chronology of deanships provides a background for the 
many accomplishments of the faculty and students beginning in 
the last third of the 20& century. One of the hallmarks of the 
school has been its focus upon trial advocacy. Students have 
received intensive instruction in the practical challenges confront- 
ed by lawyers in their professional careers since early in the last 
century. This educational commitment has paid off well in recent 
decades. The school's trial advocacy program has been repeatedly 



ranked as one of the best in the nation; Stetson students have 
proven the matter by excelling in international competitions. In 
1999 the school's administrators established a Center for 
Excellence in Advocacy to enhance the fine training already avail- 
able. Another indication of the commitment appeared in 2003 
when administrators concluded agreements with the City of 
Tampa and Florida's Second District Court of Appeal. Under the 
terms of these agreements, the school will maintain a satellite cam- 
pus near downtown Tampa to offer part-time legal instruction and 
house a branch of the court. 

The authors have obviously combed both the university and 
law school archives to put together their story. They have sought to 
convey more than a bare litany of meetings, building construction, 
finances and class sizes by incorporating oral histories related by 
faculty members, staff employees and other individuals who have 
been involved in the life of the school. Future scholars interested 
in the subject will likely rely upon the large number of materials 
identified in the work. 

But Swygert and Vause allowed their research to stand above 
the final product, creating a text that, at times, resembles less of a 
narrative and more of a report. In the words of the great 20" cen- 
tury U.S. historian Allan Nevins, a "complete smelting of the ore" 
would have led them toward an improved narrative, perhaps sug- 
gesting other matters worthy of pursuit. For example, a detailed 
examination of changing pedagogical techniques over time seems 
to be accessible through the extant evidence. An evaluation of how 
the school has influenced legal practice in Florida is an important 
topic that also appears to be within reach using the same source 
materials. Some of the text is burdened by repetitive passages and 
rough juxtapositions of events. 

A major part of the authors' challenge can be attributed to the 
act of writing for a special audience-stetson law school's family of 
faculty members, school administrators and alumni. Multiple list- 
ings of faculty members and their academic records occupy much 
precious space in the latter sections of the book. This method of 
composition, however desirable from an internal institutional per- 
spective, detracts from the readily apparent, overall scholarship. 
One indication of the approach is the index, which contains only 
proper names, not subjects. 

M d a  's Fimt Law School is hardly unique in its limitations. Most 
histories of U.S. law schools reveal signs of the mixed purposes of 



fashioning an institutional histo~y, situating it within a broader 
sequence of external events and addressing a particular school 
community. If Swygert and Vause have not transcended this shared 
feature, they have produced an original explanation of how a 
small, private institution survived decades of instability and 
emerged to become an outstanding law school. In doing so they 
have made a coritribution to the steadily increasing volume of 
schola~~hip on the history of legal education in the United States. 

George B. Crawford Univm-ty of lC?mida 

War3 R e M s s  H a d :  Twebe T& of Civil War Soldiers. By Mark H. 
Dunkelman. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
2006. Illustrations, notes, index. Pp. xii, 288. $34.95 cloth.) 

The last traces of many soldiers, North and South, are old worn 
gravestones in a few small peaceful cemeteries across the nation. 
Sometimes letters, diaries, or other family heirlooms in the posses- 
sion of relatives, historical societies, and collectors survive to show 
that these men lived. To most of us, these soldiers are strangers, 
remembered, if at all, by the immediate family. Mark Dunkelman is 
no stranger to the soldiers of the 1 5 4 ~  New York Volunteers, this 
being the third book he has authored on the regiment. The book 
focuses on a few unknown soldiers of the regiment, each with a 
unique story to tell, representative of many of the untold horror sto- 
ries of the war. These unknown soldiers did not receive the same 
"national media splash" as their comrade Amos Humiston did, 
when his unidentifiable body was found after the Battle of 
Gettysburg in July 1863, clutching a picture of his children, spark- 
ing a massive campaign to find the dead soldier's family and inform 
them of the tragedy (xi). The author's desire to show how soldiers 
dealt with the traumas of war, to give these forgotten soldiers the 
full recognition and justice they deserve, while trying to hint at the 
true human cost of the war, is at the heart of this work. 

Dunkelman has an impressive command of the secondary liter- 
ature on the volunteers from Cattaraugus County and New York, as 
well as the literature concerning realities of camp life which Sect- 
ed the soldier's lives, like disease, army bureaucracy, and the pre- 
cursors of mental health facilities. In addition to this, the author 
consults many letters, diaries, and other personal correspondence to 
illustrate, in their own words, the hardships and tragedies that these 



soldiers dealt with everyday. Wherever possible the author uses 
other primary sources, including muster rolls, census data, pension 
records, mental hospital registries and other local or governmental 
sources, to illuminate the often dark and forgotten antebellum and 
postbellum (if the soldier survived) experiences of these soldiers. 
Admittedly, this is one of the toughest endeavors for historians and 
Dunkelman very capably sheds light on the quiet or transient life 
styles of these New Yorkers prior to their enlistment in 1862 and 
where possible, after their mustering out in late June of 1865. 

Though the author attempts to focus on the common trooper, 
not all the soldiers are of common or humble origins. A few officers 
fill the pages, though the rank of any of the soldiers examined was 
no higher than a captain. All of these soldiers were organized in the 
spring of 1862 across Cattaraugus County, New York, from very dif- 
ferent backgrounds. Each soldier's story had to convey a different 
aspect of the war, previously neglected in studies of the 1 5 4 ~  New 
York Volunteers: inglorious death in a hospital, admittance to a 
mental institute, death of family on the home front, capture and 
imprisonment, and occasionally a long trip home after the war. 
This work is similar in its scope and nature to that of Bell I. Wiley's 
The Common Soldier in the Ckuil War, 1975, James M. McPherson's Fm 
Cause &' Corn&: Wzy Men Fought in the Civil War, 1997, and James 
I. Robertson, Jr.'s SoZdiers Blue and Gray, 1998. These and other 
authors sought a deeper understanding of the common soldier's 
myriad experiences and beliefs. The author does not specifically 
target issues of why these soldiers enlisted and fought or what their 
religious or political convictions were. Rather, Dunkelman wants to 
see how these soldiers saw the war, how they wrote home about it, 
how the home front wrote to them, what happened to these sol- 
diers, and finally the privations and hardships inflicted upon them 
by the enemy and the Union Army's own bureaucratic red tape. 

The organization of the book is logical, alphabetical by surname. 
The prose is vivid and well written, able to take the reader from sad- 
ness at the tragic loss of a promising young man, to joy when it is 
learned that the soldier returned home and lived out his life in rela- 
tive peace. The author achieves his goals of bringing home to the 
reader; the tragic cost of a war so often portrayed as triumphant and 
bloodless, and utilizes his primary sources superbly, often succeeding 
in tracing a soldier's life from birth to death. The book does not 
attempt to analyze questions of motives, methods, or outcomes of 
these soldiers' experiences, nor does the author attempt to portray 



the North or South as right or wrong in that great contest. Rather, 
Dunkelman expertly lays out these soldier's stories to show the real 
men behind the uniforms and to give these brave souls who sacrificed 
so much for their country welldeserved recognition. 

Eric P. Totten University of Central Kbrida 

Southern Wonren at the Seven Sister Colleges: Feminist V&s and Social 
Activism, 1875-1915. By Joan Marie Johnson. (Athens: 
University of Georgia Press, 2008. Acknowledgements, illus- 
trations, notes, map, index. Pp. ix, 229. $39.95 cloth.) 

In astonishing numbers during the Progressive Era, southern 
women, similar to northern women, became public advocates for 
numerous reforms including the settlement house movement, 
public education, and suffrage. Most historians tend to see south- 
em women reformers acting independently with little interaction 
with northern reformers. From this perspective, divisions between 
northerners and southerners persisted in reform organizations. 
Joan Marie Johnson challenges this interpretation in her thor- 
oughly researched book. She details the relationship between 
white women's education at the Seven Sisters Colleges and the 
ways in which that education challenged women to assert their 
independence as New Southern Women in the twentieth century. 
Johnson describes how these women created a southern model for 
activism, and in doing so, she offers a provocative means to define 
the New Southern Woman, a woman who represented the rela- 
tionship between regions and agendas for reform. 

During the late nineteenth century, upwardly mobile families 
in small cities and towns, those headed by fathers in professions or 
business, searched for ways to give their daughters a liberal educa- 
tion, one that combined character formation and scholastic train- 
ing rather than one given by southern seminaries that trained 
"ladies first and scholars second" (18). Shored up by parental sup 
port, over one thousand women between 1875 and 1915 headed 
for the seven sisters colleges in the North: Wellesley, Vassar, Bryn 
Mawr, Mount Holyoke, Radcliffe, Barnard, and Smith. Most 
hailed from Kentucky, Tennessee, and Maryland and attended 
Smith, Wellesley, and Vassar. Few women students came from the 
Deep South because of the distance "they would have had to trav- 
el . . . both literally and figuratively" (10). 



Johnson presents new ways to consider who the New Southern 
W o r n  was and how she understood southern womanhood after 
she left college. While the daughters' families hoped that a liber- 
al arts education would help their daughters become better wives 
and mothers, the daughters often did more than that by shaping 
white southern women's activism and frequently advocating 
women's sL5-age. Traveling to the North cultivated sekonfi- 
dence and independence among the students, even as they longed 
for home and complained of Yankee customs. They learned criti- 
cal leadership skills on campuses, something that southern female 
seminaries rarely encouraged. Some like Sophonisba 
Breckenridge and Virginia Durr reconsidered Jim Crow laws and 
belie&. For them, their northern education provided a wedge into 
future work on behalf of the poor and African American rights. As 
much as many women students like Breckenridge, Durr, or 
Margaret Preston enjoyed their college years, the time they spent 
away h r n  the South and their families often underscored their 
southern identity. Eating with Afiican American women students 
or learning political theory forced southern women to confront 
regional differences. Many explained the South to their class- 
mates, occasionally defending its racist practices. 

Facing the same dilemma after college graduation as northern 
women, southern women struggled with their decision to marry or 
pursue a career. Those who married chose volunteer work or pub 
lic advocacy in women's orpizations. Others chose careers in 
teaching or other professions. Both decisions recreated a role for 
southern women that reconciled public work and independence 
with their family role. From these women came leaders for various 
organizations such as the General Federation of Women's Clubs, 
the suffrage movement, the United Daughters of the Confederacy, 
and settlement houses in the Appalachians. That they borrowed 
from models of the northern New Woman is unmistakable. But 
they did so with a southern accent as they continued to claim duty 
to their Eamilies and communities. 

S o u t h  W o r n  at thg S m  S k t e ~ ~  Colleges helps historians 
understand the ties between northern and southern women 
reformers and how they came to share reform agendas. Johnson's 
evidence challenges facile assumptions about southern women 
reformers as parochial anachronisms who somehow managed to 
absorb portions of northern maternalists' agenda yet lacked the 
sophistication to implement it. Here Johnson's contribution to 



understanding Progressive Era reform is essential and dovetails 
works by Elna Green, Glenda Gilmore, and Marjorie Spruill 
regarding the vital role of southern women's activism. Using 
Johnson's work, historians may discover additional links between 
Upper and Lower South activists who met at conferences of their 
various organizations. The influence northern-educated women 
had within these organizations by planning strategies and agendas 
no doubt shaped other women. 

Johnson obviously compiled an impressive database of south- 
em white women educated at the Seven Sisters, yet the narrative 
tends to rely on stories about Breckenridge, Preston, or the 
Poppenheim sisters. These women wrote extensively about their 
experiences and provide noteworthy evidence of southern 
women's experiences. Yet they account for a fraction of over one 
thousand women who made the journey. Providing additional 
information about other women in an appendix would give read- 
ers valuable information about the background of these women 
and what they did after they returned to the South. In the end, 
Johnson's work also informs us about the possibilities and limita- 
tions of southern activism. Frequently the persistence of southern 
values like white supremacy trumped programs to expand public 
education or promote regulations against children's labor. Jim 
Crow continued to rule. But to categorize southern women's 
activism as minimal not only gives short shrift to southern activism. 
It also fails to comprehend the remarkable transformation in 
southern women within a few decades as they rejected the role of 
the southern lady in preference to that of the women activist or the 
New Southern Woman, a longer journey than that taken by north- 
ern women reformers. 

Ann Short Chirhart Indiana State University 

Flmida's WdngXluss Part: Current Pengecfves m Lubor, Race, and 
Gender* Sjmzdsh Flmida to the New Irnrnigatim. Edited by 
Robert Cassanello and Melanie Shell-Weiss. (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2009. Foreword, acknowledg- 
ments, introduction, index. Pp. x, 286. $69.95 cloth.) 

At a time when American workers are taking the worst batter- 
ing that they have in decades, and when union membership has 
begun to register modest growth after decades of steady decline, 



the past struggles of American workers may suddenly seem less dis- 
tant and more relevant than they did in more prosperous times. 
While FIorido S Working-Chs History obviously confines itself to the 
stories of working-class people in one state, it nevertheless provides 
a very informative and thought-provoking collection of scholarship 
for those who are interested in the challenges faced by American 
workers from the colonial era to the present and how those work- 
ers have fought not only for their su~va.1 but also for dignity and 
equitable treatment. Although this diverse anthology is, by the edi- 
tors' own admission, not intended "to provide a comprehensive 
overview of Florida labor history," it does cast a wide net in its cov- 
erage of race, gender, and skill level, and as such it certainly pro- 
vides, as the editors suggest, "a bird's-eye view of the state of the 
field" of Florida labor history (1 1 ) . 

In an eleven-page introductory essay, Robert Cassanello and 
Melanie Shell-Weiss provide a succinct and insightful overview of 
both United States and Florida labor historiography, noting in par- 
ticular issues of Floridian exceptionalism in the field-for example, 
the different patterns of labor relations that developed in Florida as 
compared to the rest of the South due to its early development 
under Spanish rule, and ongoing questions about "just where the 
state fit[s] in relation to other southern or northern places" (10). 
Yet, as Cassanello and Shell-Weiss also note, Florida's exceptional- 
ism makes the state particularly fertile ground for studies in labor 
history, given scholars' "increasing interest in transnationalism, 
i n t e d y  comparative history, frontiers, and borderlands" (1 1). 

Three essays in this book focus on the colonial or antebellum 
periods. In "St. Augustine's Stomach: Corn and Indian Tribute 
Labor in Spanish Florida," Tamara Spike sheds light on an over- 
looked aspect of Florida labor history, although her somber con- 
clusion is not surprising: "Spanish Florida . . . eked out an 
existence largely through Indian labor, sweat, tears, and lives" 
(27). Edward E. Baptist examines African and African American 
slavery in the period from 1821 to 1861, particularly in the slave 
labor camps in the counties around Tallahassee. Baptist presents 
a grim picture of the "overwork, violent torture, and . . . under- 
feeding" (51) that characterized the 'pushing system" that 
enslavers implemented in an effort to extract as much production 
fi-om their slaves as possible. The devastating effects of this system, 
as Baptist clearly explains, extended beyond the fields into slaves' 
families and homes as well. Brent R. Weisman looks at the unique 



situation of a unique group, the Black Seminoles, who labored 
under a "curious mix of native and colonial forms of slavery and 
tributary vassalage" (81) until the conclusion of the Second 
Seminole War in 1842, by which time most of them had been 
killed or deported to Indian Territory. 

The next three essays focus on the late nineteenth through 
early twentieth centuries. Mark Howard Long's "'A Decidedly 
Mutinous Spirit': The Labor Problem in the Postbellum South as 
an Exercise of Free Labor" examines the use of indentured 
Swedish laborers as an attempted solution to land developers' dis- 
satisfaction with native white and black workers. While this exper- 
iment ultimately collapsed, Long notes that the labor of these 
Swedish immigrants, performed under difficult circumstances, 
"must be understood as a necessary link in creating the political 
economy of the [south Florida] area" (106). In an essay on racial- 
ized gender and the labor movement in Florida from 1900 to 1920, 
Robert ksanello argues that "workers used a variety of strategies 
to improve their own socioeconomic conditions, both exploiting 
and bridging ethnic, racial, and gender differences" (112). 
Thomas A. Castillo shows how African Americans-aided by pub- 
lic opinion on a number of levels-forced their way into the chauf- 
feuring business in Miami beginning in 1917 despite opposition 
from the city's unionized white chasers. 

The book's final three essays deal primarily with the period 
from the 1930s to the 1960s. In an essay that examines the rela- 
tionship between the Communist Party and unions during the 
1930s and '40s, Alex Lichtenstein tells the Florida version of the 
familiar national story of how Communist organizers helped build 
Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) unions only to be 
pushed aside by the labor movement during the post-World War II 
Red Scare. In a reprinted essay that remains quite timely, Cindy 
Hahamovitch examines the federal government's guest worker 
program for Jamaican farmworken, instituted in 1943, and its 
troubling long-term consequences. "Had the INS insisted that 
Jamaicans could not be deported simply for protesting violations 
of their contracts," Hahamovitch suggests, "the last fifty years of 
agricultural history might have turned out quite differently" (22 1 ) . 
In another timely essay, Melanie Shell-Weiss examines the efforts 
of the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union (and, in par- 
ticular, an eastern-European born, English- and Spanish-speaking 
organizer named Robert Gladnick) to build a joint organizing 



campaign among lingerie workers in Florida and Puerto Rico dur- 
ing the 1950s and '60s. While those efforts met with some success, 
all too often the unfortunate end result was that lingerie compa- 
nies left Florida or the United States altogether. 

Hmdu's WonLing-CZass Past ends with an insighdid epilogue by the 
editors in which they examine the contemporary labor movement in 
the state and suggest that as "scholars begin to uncover the experi- 
ences of Florida's working classes, both past and present, . . . [they] 
may help to shape its future'' (2'70). Of course, only time wil l  tell if 
such optimism is well-founded. Clearly, however, this book has some- 
thing relevant to say to virtually anybody who studies or cares about 
the experiences of Floridian or American workers, past or present 

Matthew Hild &des College 

EmbrylWdk at War: Auktion Training during W d  War ZZ. By 
Stephen G. Craft (University Press of Florida: Gainesville and 
Tallahassee, 2009. Foreword by Raymond Arsenealt and Gary 
Mormino, acknowledgements, maps, foreword, preface, illus- 
trations, epilogue, notes, bibliography, index, series list. 
Pp. 265. $34.95, hardback.) 

Despite the host of books and articles examining military avia- 
tion during World War I1 within a larger social context, virtually no 
book has documented any one of the sixty-four civilian aviation 
schools that played an important role in the European and Pacific 
air wars. Stephen Craft's EmbryR5ddle at War: Aviation Training dur- 
ing WwId War II makes the first step to fill this historiographical 
void. This work serves as a complete history of the Embry-Riddle 
Company from its modest Ohioan beginnings in the 1920s, its 
1939 re-emergence in Miami, Florida, after merging with the 
Aviation Corporation of America (AVCO) in 1929, to its expansion 
in Tennessee and Brazil, respectively. Accordingly, Craft argues 
that even though John Paul Riddle and John McKay possessed 
leadership and business acumen, U.S. government programs and 
wartime exigencies allowed Embry-Riddle to emerge as a "great 
training enterprise" (xii) during the war. 

Divided into eight chapters, Craft contextualizes Embry- 
Riddle's expansion within the domestic and international arenas. 
The first and second chapters detail Paul Riddle and John G. 
McKay's backgrounds, the advantages Florida's geographic location 
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, , !d 
played in attracting federal programs and dollars, and American I k: ) 

prewar aviation development The latter established the Civilian 1 4  

' 

Pilot Training Program Act of 1939, responsible for training many 'ill 

American pilots before the War Training Service (WTS) replaced it +;{ 
' ;r 

on December '7, 1942. The subsequent four chapters discuss I ,j: 
',Q 

American and British cadet training, women instructors, studen&, 
technicians trained and employed at Embry-Riddle's fields, and the 
interplay between local residents and the company's cadets. Chapter 
eight details the company's establishment of a technical school in 
Sao Pado, B d  in 1943. This development extended the Good 
Neighbor Act of 1938 that allowed Latin American pilots to receive 
aviation training in the United States. Not only did this contract - 

emerge as a "bright spot" during the company's "contraction" that - 

began in 1943, but it also provided a military, ideological, and finan- 
cial bulwark against Nazi incursion in South America. I ' : I  1 5  

, ? I  
Within this framework, Craft highlights how increased wartime ): 

training at Embry-Riddle fields benefitted but also posed numerous ',ii 

problems for local communities. After the United States Army Air 
Force (USAAF) set its yearly objective from sixty thousand to ninety 
thousand trained pilots in 1942, this war demand produced a logis- 

:, 6 

tical hurdle for local authorities. Expansion at Carlstrom and Dorr j ,) I; 
C 

Fields at Arcadia, Florida, in 1943 for instance exacerbated housing . ;,i , b$ 

infrastructure despite Emb~-Riddle's attempts to remedy the prob- I: 

lem by constructing employee housing. The housing crisis and labor : .  
:;i shortages emerged as the main problems related to increased pilot 

I $  ,. 

training during the war, an issue that remained unresolved until the 
I: * 

company began downsizing in 1943. Also, demand for unskilled 
,,,It, 

labor that comprised the majority of the workforce in Desoto ;;I 1 :!$[ 
County, Florida, drained the compmy's labor pool. Such shortages , r ~ #  

swayed the company to employ women and African American labor -:'$ 
' at all of its fields; the former became technicians, instructors, and ,JJ, 

cadets alike, while the latter was refr-ained to mess hall duties and I ;$ 
r d # segregated from aviation training all together. In response, some 
.Y! 

Royal Air Force (RAF) trainees criticized such unequal treatment !'$ 
towards South Florida's &can Americans and Seminole Indians. I! .y 

t ,r 

Despite these contradictions and the stem discipline of many male I rf 

and female instructors, the majority of British cadets, like Winston ''$ 
Churchill's nephew Desmond Leslie who trained at Riddle Field in :!I 4j 
Clewiston, Florida, recalled an overwhelmingly cordial experience :I 
with instructors and local civilians. Craft's discussion of the recipro- 
cal and adveme experiences at Embry-Riddle fields highlights his 



ability to incorporate many overlapping themes into a comprehen- 
sive study. This book effectively tells the story of a civilian company 
responsible for training foreign and domestic cadets, and their civil- 
ian relations within the larger context of World War I1 aviation his 
tory. As part of the University of Florida's History and Culture Series, 
it adds impetus to Craft's assessment that "Embry-Riddle's war in 
many respects was Florida's war" (xii). 

Based on thoroughly researched secondary and primary 
sources, Craft persuasively argues that federal programs and the 
war formed Embry-Riddle into a premier wartime training enter- 
prise. By incorporating the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Archives, local newspapers, the company's E-Wdle Hy Paper, 
letters, diaries, oral inte~ews, and government documents, this 
work adds to the virtually nonexistent body of literature about avi- 
ation training by civilian companies during World War 11. Another 
one of Craft's many strengths is his analysis that Embry-Riddle's 
reliance on federal programs, and the government's reciprocal 
need to meet wartime demands for trained pilots, formed a "mar- 
riage of necessity" (182) between military service branches and the 
civilian company. However advantageous this "symbiotic relation- 
ship" (258) was for both parties during the war, Embry-Riddle's 
dependence on federal stimuli and the war limited its ability to 
compose a coherent postwar strategy for training civilian pilots. 
Although the book's central thesis is convincing and well support- 
ed, stylistic issues detract from an otherwise highly researched and 
readable study. Craft's tendency to constantly begin sentences with 
"And, But, and So" emerge as one weakness or moreover stylistic 
critique. Nevertheless, this social history proves valuable for those 
interested in how a civilian company provided thousands of 
trained pilots and technicians for the war. 

Lewis W. Metzger V Univmsity of Central Fbrda 

Hign Sakes: Rbdu lCloridamle Ga- a d  Smemi@y. By Jessica R 
Cattelino. (Durham, NC: Duke University press, 2008. 
Acknowledgments, introduction, illustrations, conclusion, notes, 
references, index. Pp. Xii, 304. $79.95 cloth, $22.95 paper.) 

Jessica R Cattelino's High Stakw: EIorida Seminole Gaming and 
Swmeigng could not appear at a more opportune time. For the 
past year, as the Florida tribes have attempted to expand their 



Y 
gaming opportunities, they have faced political and legal opposi- , ,.1 

tion at every turn. (By way of full disclosure, my own work on :;< 

Indian gaming is cited several times in the Cattelino's book). 1,j 

Indian gaming nationwide had its genesis in the efforts of Florida $ 
tribes to offer games of chance beyond what was permitted under ;:$ 

'..fi 
Florida law and this book brings it forward. 

While acknowledging that 'Gaming has dramatically altered ;:! and often intensified political relations between the Seminole fl 3 

Tribe of Florida and other governments," (161) the book is more .<!:;f 

an ethnographic study of the Seminole than a political and of legal ;, >. 
investigation of sovereignty, for example an inquisition into l,;d 
Seminole housing pattern developments. I (m 

. 
One shortcoming of Cattelino's book is a lack of systematic 

surveys of public opinion on various aspects of gaming and related 
:,I 

issues. While her anecdotal evidence is significant, there is no way 3 
to determine its representative nature. At times it appears that the ~l 

anecdotal accounts are designed to support her already predeter- : 
mined conclusions. This deficiency also gives the book more the P 

feel of a dissertation. The author provides no data to support the 
statement that "Some Seminoles avoid working in the c a s h  
because they consider it improper to handle so much money, 

I 

while others eschew such low-paid and uninteresting jobs" (50). :j 
g 

This is an extreme observation that raises fundamental questions t:.J 
about the willingness of Seminole tribal members to work. ,*,t 

8 :4 
Perhaps a more important shortcoming, particularly in 

Cattelino's discussion of tribal sovereignty, is the absence of men- 
tion about how Seminoles came to be involved in -high stakes garn- 
ing in the first place. This is especially true considering the 
seminal court battles involving the tribe's attempts to break free of 
state gaming regulations. This neglect is especially apparent given 
the importance of the B u m m t h  cases of the 1980s to the devel- 
opment of the regulatory/prohibitory dichotomy in Indian gam- 
ing law. This litigation took place prior to Cabazon Band of Mission 
Indians u. Califmk in 1986 and the subsequent passage of the 
Indian Gaming Regulatory Act. 

Another area of concern treated lightly by High Stakes is the 
backlash from the non-Indian community to Seminole attempts to 
establish and then expand their gaming operations. This is espe- 4 
cially true of the current efforts of the tribe to expand into Class ,," 

I11 casino gaming. The backlash issue could have easily been 
included in Cattelino's discussion of money. Cattelino's major . 



contribution to the gaming literature is her linking of capitalism 
and tribal sovereignty. Her book suggests "that indigenous sover- 
eignty opens up new ways of understanding the nature of money 
and the material effects and foundations of sovereignty in indige- 
nous peoples' and others' lives" (200). An especially interesting 
section of the book is her explanation of the Seminole Tribe's 
joint venture with the Hard Rock enterprises. Here she reinforces 
her general thesis of the relationship between the tribe's sover- 
eignty and capitalism. It is a unique relationship and Cattelino's 
recounting adds to this aspect of tribal gaming enterprises. 

One of the major concerns of Indian gaming and other tribal 
money making enterprises that Cattelino overlooks is that all these 
ventures, including "cattle, craft productions, alligator wrestling " 
(58) and cigarette sales (57) in some way implicate sovereignty. 
While Cattelino expresses concern about the Seminoles "selling 
outn while engaging in various economic endeavors, she fails to see 
that from the perspective of the Seminoles, the tribe is exercising 
sovereignty which in this reviewer's view is the central question. 
Ultimately it makes no difference whether a given tribe engages in 
gaming; the threshold issue is the sovereign right of all tribes to 
make the decision free of interference from other sovereigns. 

Despite some shortcomings, Hzgh Stakes is a valuable addition to 
the growing body of Indian gaming literature. Notwithstanding the 
broad parameters of gaming established by the Indian Gaming 
Regulatory Act, each state and tribe have to deal with state law and 
the political and cultural environment to achieve their gaming 
Class III casino goals. While the Seminole Tribe has had some suc- 
cess to date in establishing gaming operations, they still have a 
legal/political fight to expand the scope of their gaming. Cattelino 
persuasively argues her points and in a clear and well written style. 

W. Dale Mason University of N m  Mexico - Gallup 

nten Sings My SouL. The Scott KeRy Shy. By Dorothy Weik 
Smiljanich. (Cocoa, Fla.: The Florida Historical Society Press, 
200'7. Introduction, addendum, images, bibliography, index. 
Pp. I, 223. $17.95 paper.) 

The middle of the twentieth century was a time of profound 
transformation in Florida both demographically and politically. At 
the conclusion of Reconstruction, North Florida conservative 



Democrats had "redeemed" the state from the Republican Party 
and by the 1950s these politicians, known as the Pork Chop Gang, 
had dominated the state despite the fact that their constituents 
made up a small portion of Florida's population. Florida at mid- 
century was characterized on the national and state level by 
numerous colorful political figures such as LeRoy Collins, Charley 
Johns, Farris Bryant and Claude Pepper. The period was also flush 
with controversy as the Florida Legislative Investigation Committee 
(F'LIC) or Johns Committee as it was more commonly known, took 
their cue from Wisconsin Senator Joseph McCarthy to unleash a 
reign of terror aimed at purging the state of liberal, homosexual 
and African-American influence. This was also a time that high- 
lighted a key element in Florida's political history; the power of 
local politics as highlighted by V.O. Key in his 1949 work S o u t h  
Politics in Stak and Nation. Nowhere was this more evident than in 
the case of state senator Scott Kelly who served as Mayor of 
Lakeland. In spite of the fact that Kelly called Lakeland home by 
mid-century, his heart was always in the Florida Panhandle, in the 
counties of Madison and Gadsden where he was born and raised. 
Dorothy Weik Smiljanich, in her year work Then Sings My Soul: The 
Scott Kclly Story outlines not only the life of this powerful Florida 
statesman, but also gives valuable insight into the state's political 
climate in the middle of the century. 

Kelly, as the author notes, defined the transition Florida was 
undergoing during this time. He, like much of the state, had one 
foot in the rural agrarian past, while the other was firmly planted 
in the state's progressive and industrial future. Even his adopted 
hometown of T e l a n d  embodied this transition as it is located 
along the Interstate 4 corridor, which many claim separates Old 
Florida and the Old South from New Florida and the New South. 
Located in between Orlando and Tampa, but still in a rural setting, 
Lakeland, like Kelly was caught in between two contradictory cul- 
tures, values systems and ways of life. According to author, in spite 
of originally hailing from Florida's rural panhandle, the location 
of the state's "black belt," the region most commonly associated 
with antebellum slavery and post-bellurn sharecropping and racial 
tension and violence, Kelly was a progressive when it came to racial 
issues, something uncommon, especially in North and Central 
Florida, among the state's politicians. 

Smiljanich does an admirable job tracing Kelly's life from 
humble beginnings in Madison County to his time spent on tobac- 



co farms in Gadsden County. One of her strengths is me way in 
which she uses personal stories to illustrate how Kelly's political 
and social views were molded. While the book reads as a biogra- 
phy and it follows his life, the author does jump around quite a bit, 
especially when she moves from recounting Kelly's life to recalling 
various meetings and travels she took with Kelly himself in the 
years before he passed away. What makes this work compelling to 
all readers, not just historians and scholars, is the fact that 
Smiljanich was so familiar with Kelly and the fact that he is able to 
help her tell the story of his life and political career. This book 
does not read like other political biographies since Smiljanich is 
able to bring Kelly to life for the reader through personal stories 
told directly to the author. 

If there is one problem with this work it is the problem that 
biographical authors often encounter. This occurs when authors 
become too emotionally attached with the subject of their 
research. This was especially the case for Smiljanich since she was 
a personal acquaintance of Kelly. Furthermore, as the author 
mentions in her introduction, she was a roommate of Kelly's niece 
at the University of Florida in the 1960s. And while this allowed 
Smiljanich to have greater access to Kelly than other scholars 
might have had, it ?Iso did not afford her the opportunity to look 
at his life in an unbiased manner. While Scott Kelly was a player in 
Florida politics in the middle of the twentieth century, Smiljanich 
overstates his importance. Kelly was the Mayor of Lakeland and a 
state senator, and he did run for the Democratic gubernatorial 
nomination on two occasions, in 1964 and 1966, but ultimately he 
was not on the same level as Florida politicians such as LeRoy 
Collins, Claude Pepper, Charley Johns or Claude Kirk. 

Overall, Smiljanich's work, Then Sings My Souk The Scott Kelly 
Stmy, which deservedly so won the 2008 Charlton Tebeau Book 
Award, is a valuable insight not only into the life of the main sub- 
ject of the work, Scott Kelly, but, also an indepth study of Florida 
politics during the middle of the twentieth century. 

Seth A. Weitz Indiana UnivmityNmthwest 
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FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
2009 AWARD RECIPIENTS 

CHARLTON TEBEAU AWARD 
For a general interest book on a Florida history topic 

Stetson Kennedy 0m't.s O.' Grunts: FoZklom'c Kq, West (Pineapple 
i 1: . ., 

Press) I 

; '-q 

REMBERT PATRICK AWARD 
For a scholarly book on a Florida history topic 

b;+;  . I*. 

# )  \ 

Michele Wehrwein Albion The Florida Life of Thomas i!?di.son 
(University Press of ~loriday " :_ !YJ'';? - ' 

.r~;w-, , r  , ', : :..>. , ( ,  , f e ;  *., 

PATRICK D. SMITH AWARD 
For a book of fiction on a Florida history topic 

Erwin Wunderlich Sdvos on the Buckwater (X1I~ris) 

HARRY T. GND HARRIETI'E V. MOORE AWARD 
For a book relating to Florida's ethnic groups or dealing with a sip 
nificant social issue from an historical perspective 

Dan R. Warren Iflt  Takes All Summer: Martin Luthm King the KKk, 
and States' Rights in St. Augustine, 1964 (University of Alabama 
Press) 
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STETSON KENNEDY AWARD 
For a book based on investigative research which casts light on his- 
toric Florida events in a manner that is supportive of human rights, 
traditional cultures, or the natural environment 

Rodney L. Hurst, Sr. It was Never About a Hotdog and a Coke! 
(Wingspan Press) 

JAMES J. HORGAN AWARD 
For a publication which promotes the study of Florida history and 
heritage, intended for young readers 

M.C. Finotti The Treasure of Amlia Island (Pineapple Press) 

ARTHUR W. THOMPSON AWARD 
For the most outstanding article in the Florida Hktmical Quarterly 

Amy Foster "The Gendered Anniversary: The Story of America's 
Women Astronauts" Volume 87, no. 2, pp. 150-172. 

HAMPTON DUNN BROADCASTING AWARD 
For electronic media, such as radio and television, recognizing out- 
standing audio or video programs, announcements or other works 
promoting or expanding knowledge of Florida history 

Shared by: 
90.7 WMFE Orlando 
88.1 WCrWF Pensacola 
89.5 WFIT Melbourne 
WQCS (HD2) Ft. Pierce 

For broadcasting 

Elorida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida Historical 
society 

GOLDEN QUILL AWARD 
For outstanding Florida History Article 

Pamela V. Krol, n Magazine "Florida from the Beginning: Florida's 
Original Settlers and Pioneers" 
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GOVERNOR LeROY COLLINS A W m  
For most outstanding essay or research paper on Florida history 
produced by a postgraduate student in a master's or doctoral pro- 
gram at a college or university in the United States 

Deborah L. Bauer, University of Central Florida "'...in a strange 
place.. .': The Experiences of Colonial Women in the British 
Floridas, 1763-1 784" 

CAROLYN MAYS BREVARD AWARD 
For most outstanding essay or research paper on Florida history 
produced by an undergraduate student at a college or university in 
the United States 

Bob Bibelhauser, University of South Florida 'The Fallen King of 
Cedar Key" 

HERMAN AND CELIA CHAPIN AWARD 
To underwrite the expenses of a graduate student presenting a 
paper at the FHS Annual Meeting 

Julio Raul Firpo, University of Central Florida "The Origins of 
Orlando's Puerto Rican Community" 

MARINUS LATOUR AWARD 
For outstanding volunteer in a local historical society, hbrary, 
museum or other Florida history-related program or organization 

Bob Gross 
Florida Historical Society 

PRESIDENTIAL CITATION 
For persons or projects not receiving an award in another catego- 
ry, yet worthy of special recognition for their contributions to 
Florida histolv this year 

Fred M. Hitt 
The Last Timucuan 
The final work in his trilogy of historical novels on Florida's 
Timucuan Tribe Wekiva Winter, Beyond the River of the Sun and The 
Last Timucuan 
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CATHERINE PRESCO'IT MEMORIAL IXCTURESHIP 
Dr. Daniel Feller I 

Jacksonian Scholar 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville 

"The Seminole Controversy Revisited: New Light on Andrew 
Jackson's 181 8 Florida Campaign" 

JILLJAN PRESCOTT MEMORIAL LECTURESHIP 
John H. Appleyard 
Pensacola Historian and Author 

"The Story of Don Tristan de Luna y Arellano, Governor of the 
First Attempted Colony in Florida" 

CAROLINE P. ROSSETI'ER AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING 
WOMAN IN FLORIDA HISTORY 
Dr. Susan Parker 
Executive Director 
St. Augustine Historical Society 

DOROTHY DODD LIFETIME ACHEIVEMENT AWARD 
Dr. Lewis "Nick" Wynne 
Executive Director Emeritus 
Florida Historical Society 

FLORIDA FRONTIERS: THE WEEKLY RADIO MAGAZINE OF 
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Flon'da 
Historical Society is a weekly, half-hour radio program currently air- 
ing on public radio stations around the state. The program is a 
combination of interview segments and produced features cover- 
ing history-based events, exhibitions, activities, places, and people 
in Florida. The program explores the relevance of Florida history 
to contemporary society and promotes awareness of heritage and 
culture tourism options in the state. Rbida Frontiers joins the 
M d a  Historical Quarter4 and the publications of the Florida 
Historical Society Press as another powerful tool to fulfill the 
Society's mission of collecting and disseminating information 
about the history of Florida. 



Ft?brida Frontien began airing in January 2009, with the first few 
programs including a discussion with Patrick Smith about his novel 
A Land Remembered, a look at Florida's role in the Cuban Missile 
Crisis, a remembrance of Florida folk singer Bobby Hicks, a feature 
on Judy Lindquist's new historical novel Saving Home, and an 
exploration of Florida's frog leg industq of the 1920s and 1930s. 
People who remembered manufacturing and distributing rnoon- 
shine whisky in Florida during Prohibition were interviewed, lis- 
teners were taken to the home of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, the 
Cape Florida Lighthouse was discussed, oral histories from the 
1970s were rediscovered and renowned poet Maya Angelou reflect- 
ed on the importance of Florida writer Zora Neale Hurston. 

Florida Historical Society Executive Director Ben Brotemarkle 
is producer and host of Mda Frontien, with weekly contributions 
from assistant producers Janie Gould and Bill Dudley. From 1992- 
2000, Brotemarkle was creator, producer, and host of the hour- 
long weekly radio magazine The Arts Connection on 90.7 WMFE in 
Orlando. In 2005, Gould became Oral History Specialist at 88.9 
WQCS in Ft. Pierce. Since 1993, Dudley has been producing an 
ongoing series of radio reports for the Florida Humanities 
Council. 

The program is currently broadcast on 90.7 WMFE Orlando, 
Thursdays at 6:30 p.m.; 88.1 WLMTF Pensacola, Thursdays at 5:30 
p.m.; 89.5 WFIT Melbourne, Sundays at 7:00 a.m.; and 88.9 WQCS 
(HD2) Ft. Pierce, Sundays at 7:00 a.m. Additional public radio sta- 
tions are expected to add IGmda Frontien to their schedules later in 
2009. The program is archived on the Florida Historical Society 
web site and accessible any time at www.myfloridahistory.org. 

Hmida Frontims: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florda 
HristmicaZ Socaety is made possible in part by the Florida Humanities 
Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities; the 
Jessie Ball duPont Fund; and by the Brevard County Board of 
Commissioners through the Brevard Cultural Alliance, Inc. 
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CALL FOR PAPERS: AGRICULTURAL HISTORY SOCIETY 

"Local Stories, Global Connections: 
The Context of Agriculture and Rural Life" 

Annual Meeting of the Agricultural History Society 
University of Central Florida and Rollins College 

June 10-12,2010 

Deadline for Submissions: October 1,2009 

Agriculture and rural life are tied to specific places, but those 
places are in turn bound to larger communities, often with global 
connections. The AHS invites proposals for papers that address the 
particular waysin which people and places have shaped agriculture 
and rural living in Their local communities as well as how rural 
ecosystems, production, processing, and consumption tie farmers 
and rural people to distant people, places, and institutions. Topics 
from any location or time period will be welcome. In the interest 
of promoting understanding of the context of agricultural and 
rural life, the program committee wishes to encourage submissions 
of interdisciplinary and cross-national panels. We encourage pro- 
posals of all types and formats, including traditional 
papers/commentary sessions, thematic panel discussions, round- 
tables on recent books, and poster presentations, and we extend a 
special welcome to graduate students. We will consider submis- 
sions of full panels and individual papers, as well as paired or indi- 
vidual posters. 

Submission Procedures 

Complete session proposals should include a chair, participants, 
and, if applicable, a commentator. Please include the following 
information: 

An abstract of no more than 200 words for the session as a 
whole; 
A prospectus of no more than 250 words for each presenta- 
tion; 
A mailing address, email, phone number, and filiation for 
each participant; and 
A CV of no more than a page for each participant. 



Individual submissions should include all the above except a 
session abstract. 

Please send submissions, in Microsoft Word or RTF format, to 
Melissa.walker@converse. edu. 

Alternatively, applicants may mail five hard copies of their pro- 
posals to: 

Melissa Walker, Chair 
Converse College 
580 East Main St. 
Spartanburg, SC 29302 

Please direct questions regarding the program to any member 
of the program committee: 

Melissa Walker, Chair, Converse 
College,Melissa.walker@converse.edu 
Joe Anderson, Mt. Royal College, jlanderson@m troyal. ca 
Sterling Evans, University of 0 klahoma, evans@ou.edu 
Angie Gumm, Iowa State University, asgumm@iastate.edu 
Cecelia Tsu, University of California at Davis, 
cmtsu@ucdavis.edu 

CHANGES AT THE EWRIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLY 

The Florida Historical Quarterly constantly seeks ways to improve 
the quality of the journal for its readers. In the past year the FHQ 
has moved from the publication of three articles per issue to four, 
published a special issue of the Quarterly celebrating the 50" 
anniversary of NASA, and added a new feature, the "Florida 
Classroom," as an occasional publication. The FHQ proudly 
announces two new additions to the editorial staff, Daniel S. 
Murphree as Book Review Editor and James Anthony Schnur as 
New Publications Editor. 

Daniel (Dan) S. Murphree has dedicated his career to 
researching and writing about Florida history, often in association 
with the Florida Historical Society. Concentrating on the penin- 
sula's borderlands prior to the 19" century, Dan earned his Ph.D. 
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in American history from Florida State University in 2001 and cur- 
rently is an Associate Professor of History at the University of Texas 
at Tyler where he teaches courses on early North America and 
Latin America. He received the Society's Arthur W. Thompson 
Award in 2003 for his article titled "Constructing Indians in the 
Colonial Florida's" Origins of European Floridian Identity, 1513- 
1573" and co-authored with Robert Cassanello the introduction to 
a special issue of the FHQ in 2005 titled 'The Epic of Greater 
Florida: Florida's Global Past. " Dan's book, Constructing Ebridians: 
Natives and Europeans in the ColoPG~I l%nidas, 1513-1783 (2006) 
received the Florida Book Awards Silver Medal in the Nonfiction 
Category and the Society's Hany T. and Harriette V. Moore 
Award. Dan also helped found, edit, and advise H-FLOFUDA, an 
online forum for scholarly debate on the history of Florida, the 
Gulf South, and Atlantic world. He serves as a manuscript review- 
er for the University Presses of Florida and was appointed to the 
FHQBoard of Editors in 2003. 

James (Jim) Anthony Schnur is well-known to most members 
of the Florida Historical Society for his years of work in the state 
and local history of Florida. Jim holds masters degrees in history 
and library science from the University of South Florida. He is a 
librarian in the special collections and archives of the Nelson 
Poynter Memorial Library of the University of South Florida, St. 
Petersburg. As New Publications Editor, Jim will compile an annu- 
al listing of the books, articles, chapters in books, and theses and 
dissertations published on Florida topics in the previous year. His 
work will enable Florida scholars and general readers to remain 
abreast of the literature and will encourage new scholarship. 

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS TO THE 
IXORIDA HLSIY)RIU QUARTERLY 

The M d a  Historical Quarterly is a peer-refereed journal and 
accepts for consideration manuscripts on the history of Florida, its 
people, and its fiistorical relationships to the United States, the 
Atlantic World, the Caribbean, or Latin America. All submissions 
are expected to reflect substantial research, a dedication to writ- 
ing, and the scholarly rigor demanded of professionally produced 
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historical work. Work submitted for consideration should not ,> lJ% - 
have been previously published, soon to be published, or under 
consideration by another journal or press. 

Authors should submit three copies of the manuscript to the 
I;lorid6 H-al (LuamtmZy, Department of History, CNH 551, 
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 328161350. 

Manuscripts should be typed and double-spaced (excluding 
footnotes, block quotes, or tabular matter). 

The first page should be headed by the title without the 
author's name. Author identification should be avoided through- 
out the manuscript On a separate sheet of paper, please provide 
the author's name, institutional title or connection, or place of res- 
idence, and acknowledgements. Citations should be single-spaced 
footnotes, numbered consecutively, and in accordance with the 
Chbgv~Munual of Si?yk 

Tables and illustrations should be created on separate pages, 
with positions in the manuscript indicated. 

In a cover letter, the author should provide contact informa- 
tion that includes phone numbers, fau number, email address, and 
mailing address. The author should provide a statement of the 
substance and significance of the work and identify anyone who 
has already critiqued the manuscript. s t 

Illustrations must meet the following guidelines: pictures %;$ 
1 C', 

should be 5x7 or 8x10 black and white glossy prints; prints will be 
, . .  ,$  

returned after publication. Images may be submitted in EPS or 
a 4 

PDF electronic format at 300 dpi or higher. Xeroxed images can- 
not be accepted. All illustrations should include full citations and 
credit lines. Authors should retain letters of permission from insti- 
tutions or individuals owning the originals. 

Questions regarding submissions should be directed to , ,  ;; 

Connie L. Lester, editor, at the address above, or by email at 
7' 
ti ,- % 

clester@mail.ucf.edu or by phone at 407-823-0261. 8 ,i< + 
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